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MILL BEFORE WINTER FREEZEUP
Carl

B.

Erickson

of Warren, ter and steam pipes in the mill
will soon be in danger of freezing
as the cold weather advances, unless they are drained.
For many years the woolen mill
has been the chief source of income for many families in the
town. Although the looms, which
were obsolete, have been junked,
the mill is still equipped to make
yarn and it is hoped that developnients along this line will be of
interest to Goldfine.

while on a business trip to Boston.
Tuesday, contacted the office of
Bernard Goldfine. part owner of
the Warren Mill in Warren. He
arranged for a conference with
Goldfine next week to discuss the '
possibility of starting up the mill '
in the near future.
Erickson also called to Goldfine's attention the fact that several thousand dollars worth of wa- i
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RALPH WILEY BOUND OVER TO
SUPERIOR COURT CHARGED WITH
BREAKS AT CAMDEN AND HOPE

Photo by Shear

Fire Child Wesley Knight presents Judith Peterson with the first place prize in the eighth grade Fire
Prevention essay contest, Wednesday afternoon, at the Purchase Street School, Lookinj ; on are: Barbara
Torfason. left, third; and Linda Studley, second from left, second.
Fire Chief Wesley Knight visited
the various grade schools in Rock
land. Wednesday, where he pre
sented the prizes for the top three
places in each contest. The high
school essay contest winners will
be announced. Thursday morning,
at the high school auditorium.
The results of the sub-primary
contest will be announced at a

later date.
The Purchase
Street School
essay winners were: Judith Peter
son. first; Linda Studley. second;
and Barbara
Torfason. third.
Judith follows in the footsteps of
her sister. Sandra Peterson, in
winning the essay contest. Sandra
has three firsts chalked up to her
credit.

COASTAL HOUSES HIT BY STAIN

The essay contest on the seventh
grade level was won by David
Huntley of the South School, first:
Maxwell Ames of the North School,
second; and Ronna Townsend ol
the South Schoo’., third.
Both
essay contests had the theme.
“How The Fire Department Helps
Ou: City."
The essay contest in the sixth
grades throughout the City with
the theme. “Why I Would Like To
Be File Chief For A Day" had
Colleen Murphy of the McLain
School take first prize. followed
by Kathleen McAuliffe of the
North School, and Allison Ladd of
the McLain School, third.
The Fire Prevention program. i
which was held during the week 1
of Oct. 5. featured a TieasuiiHunt, a par ade through thi- busi- !
ness district of Rockland and talks
Hvadto several orga nization:<
ing the pr<>gram were Fircmin
Walter Boland and Walter Dyer.

Ralph Wiley. Jr.. 33. of Hope Hope. April 22. and into the news
stand store of Sterling Hastings on
Elm Street. Camden. Oct. 1. The
other complaint of breaking, en
tering and larceny dealt with the
alleged theft of a portable trans
istor radio, valued at $49.95. from
the home of John Salisbury in
Hope. July 15.
He pleaded not guilty to the
three complaints and his counsel
waived hearing in open court.
Wiley was ordered held for the
Grand Jury of the February term
of Knox Superior Court, with a
total off $3,000 sureties required
for his release, which he could not
furnish.

was remanded to the County Jail
to await the opening of the Febru
ary term of Knox Superior Court
after probable cause was found
in Municipal Court. Wednesday
morning,
by Associate
Judge
Domenic
Cuccinello.
on
two
charges of breaking and entering
and one complaint of breaking, en
tering and larceny.
Sheriff P. Willard Pease, who
arrested him at his home, Tues
day. charged Wiley with break
ing and entering, with intent to
commit a felony, into the resi
dence of Mrs. Arthur Howard in

UNION SELECTMEN IN FIRST OF
SERIES OF HOSPITAL TOURS TO
INFORM COUNTY TOWN OFFICERS

Photo by John Low
Coast (iuardsmen from the buoy tender Laurel made test runs, Wednesday, trying to load the Vinal
haven fire engine onto the buoy deck. The chains were attached to a cradle made from railroad iron.
On Tues day. November 3. the The Laurel has a 20-ton boom winch to lift the heavy truck. There is little distance from dock to deck but
Raymond Danforth. Linwood Hilt,
plenty of hard work and know how is necessary to bridge it.
and' Elmer Savage of Union- were Selectm en of Rockport, accomthe first group of Knox County Se
er men to visit'the expanded' facili
ties of Knox County General. Hospi
tal.
After the evening meal in
the new dinmg room, .recently, they
were taken on a tour of the new
wing and the remodeled' section by
Administrator Richard C. Leavitt
and by Cleo Goderre of East Union.
Goderre serves as chairman of
town relations on the Board of
Trustees.

panted by Leavitt and Kennedy
Crane. Jr. will make a similar
tour.
Goderre is making arrangements
for all county selectmen to visit
L
the hospital sometime before th e
end of January Such visits pro
vid . • opportunity for the town lead
ers and hospital leaders to ex
change ideas on hospital needs and
to discuss the services provided for
Knox Countv citizens.

A last minute change of plans
has now scheduled the departure
of the Vinalhaven fire truck from
Rockland.
Thursday
morning,
I aboard! the Coast Guard buoy
j
tender. Laurel, instead of the pre
viously set date on Monday. The
truck has been gathering dust in
the Rockland Fire Station during
the past month, waiting for a
solution to transport it the 15 miles
•across Penobscot Bay to Vinal
haven.
i The truck is scheduled to he
i hoisted onto the buoy deck of the
Laurel at the Rockland Moorings
' at 8 a. m. It is expected that the
• Laurel will arrive at the entrance
i to the Fox Island1 Thorofare at mid-

old railroad ties, was assembled
and fitted for the front and rear
wheels by members of the City
Highway Department.
The fire truck, a 750 gallon per
minute pumper with a 500 gallon
booster tank, has been a headache
to representatives of the Ameri
can LaFrance since it rolled off
the assembly line at Elmira, N.
Y., last month.
The truck was side-tracked
somewhere along the line enroute
to Hallowell.
the debarkation
point, for a week’s time. Finally
found, it was driven to Rockland
by J. Bruce Tibbetts, field service
man for the company. Xvhere it
has since been.
waiting for
transportation over the last leg of
the journey.

morning and meet the scow from
J. O. Brown and Sons, who operate
the North Haven to Vinalhaven
ferry.
The truck will be trans
ferred onto the scow which will
carry it the remaining 400 feet to
shore where it will be driven ashore
over ramps.
After its arrival on Vinalhaven,
it is anybodys guess as to where
it will be housed. Fire Chief
Richard Healey has refused to
take the responsibilty of driving
it onto the floor in the fire house
due to the weight of the truck.
13.000 pounds, and the weak condi
tion of the wooden beams.
Crewmen from the Laurel have
been fitting the fire truck to a
steel cradle on Tuesday and Wed
nesday. The cradle, made from

Cushing And Warren Meetings Are
Set To Inform Citizens Prior To
Votes On Entering School District NO CANDIDATES SHOWING INTEREST
The

citizens

in

the

towns

of

Cushing and Warren will have an
opportunity to discuss the facts
concerning th.-

joining of School

Administrative District Five. Mon

day evening, with members of the

respective

sehcol

boards.

St.

George townspeople talked about
the matter at a PTA meeting, Oct.

15 with Charles Kigel of Warren,
chairman of the five town survey
group. The other two towns in
A yellow discoloration has hit a number of white houses around the volved. Thomaston and Rockport.

State and more recently in Knox County. Shown is a portion of the
southerly side of the Lewis Johnson house at 57 South Main Street. The
building is a clean white color but for the yellowing on the southerly
side. It can be seen beside the bay window. The lighter area under the
window is where the discoloration is less prononneed. It can be rubbed
off wjth plenty of elbow grease and a little soap.
Don't be surprised if you wake
up some morning and find, your
white house turned a sickly shade
of yellow.
This has already hap
pened to a number of people in
Knox County. No one seems to
be able to explain the mystery.
Some seem to believe that the
coloring has come from the leaves
of the large shade trees that grow
along the streets, but this is not
a proven fact.
Th« Margaret Ruggles house in
Thomaston, now owned by John
Egerton. has turned yellow on
the side facing the street and also
the Albert Hall farm on Beech-

have not set dates for discussions
It has been indicated that these
tive communities will call special
town meetings during the week of
Nov. 9 to vote on whether to joii
the district, which is composed
of Rockland. Owls Head and South
Thomaston.
The discussion in Cushing will
be held at 7.30 p. m. at the Cush
ing Consolidated School.
The
Warren people will meet at th<
Warren Town Hall at 8 p. m. that
night to review the matter.
The school board in Thomaston.

which is believed to hold the key
to the inclusion of Warren, Cush
ing and St. George into the dis
trict. has not reach'd a deck-ion
on Avhethi r a session should be
called to explain the matter to the
pcopli in the town.
Supcrinb ndent of Schools Bruce
Kinney, who is acting
State
Regent foi- Rockport, said, Wed
nesday, that the school board has
not set a date for such a hearing.
The matter was turned down by
Rockport last year, at a special
i town meeting.

IN ROCKLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT
SEATS; FIVE OTHERS FILE PAPERS
There is a possibilty that the
two positions on the Rockland
Schoo! District, which are up for
j consideration this year, will be
filled by a write-in vote at the
City Election, Dec. 7, City Clerk
Gerald U. Margeson said. Wednes
day afternoon.
With barely a
week away for the deadline for

Billington Named President Of Maine Seafoods Festival

wood Street in which Miss Bertha
Hall lives.
Mrs. Lewis Johnson of 57 Main
Street. Rockland, said that her
tiftuse has acquired a bad case of
jaundice on the Mechanic Street
side. Another house on the cor
ner of Pleasant and Lisle Stieet
is affected with the same disease.
Reports of the phenomena has
been received from other parts of
the State, but these are the first
to be noted in this area.
Other hotlscs in the county re
ported stained by the color are
tin* houses of Nathan Pease. Lloyd
Benner and Donald Pushaw in
South Hope.

WARNING
Electric
Service will

be interrupted

Sunday, Nov. 1
2 to 4 A. M.

130-131

Central Maine Power Company

Five.
For Council scats, the two in
cumbents. Chairman Frederick
Tripp and Gerald Grant, have had
their nomination papers accepted
in the City Cleik’s office. The
papers of the third contestant for
one of the two seats on the Coun
cil. Raymond Cross, are still in
circulation.
Submitting papers for seats on
the board of directors have been
Chairman C. Maxwell Ames. Fred
Spaulding and Walter Loker. The
papers still out arc for Dr. Robert
Chisholm. Irving McConchie and
Mrs. Barbara Griffith.
Ricchard Spear, who is running
for another tive year term on the
Rockland Port District, also has
not filed his papers.
City Clerk Gerald U. Margeson
said that he has yet to hear from
interested candidates or from the
two people who now hold the expi ring terme on the Rockland
Schoo! District. David G. Hodg
kins. Jr., and Paul D. Merriam.
The School District handles the
amortization of tht building bonds
for the North School and the South
School.
I Candidates for the two terms on
1 the School District, as well as the
j other elective offices, r< quir* a
| minimum of 100 signatures of
registered
voters.
Nomination
papers must be in Margeson’s
office bv Now 7.

Four new di lectors of th<- Rock
land Chamber of Commerce were
announced Wednesday by the elec
tion committee. They were elect
ed by mail ballot. N<w officers will

Interruption Will Be In the Following Towns:

“The Rockland Festival Corporation anticipates a profit as a
result of last year’s Maine Seafoods Festival.” the newly elected
president of the corporation. John Billington. said Monday evening,
at tht* Rockland Chamber of Commerce Building following the an
nual election. A committee was named, with Galen LaGasscy as
chairman. Io study the by-laws of the corporation and make recom
mendations al a future meeting for possible revisions. The other
members were: Francis Orne. Dr. Russell Abbott and Raymond
Gross. Next meeting ol the corporation has been set for Nov. 30.
In the picture are the new officers. Seated from left to right arc:

Miss Mari Wasgatl. treasurer; John Billington. president; Mrs.
Ruth Hoch, wire president in charge of entertainment; and Mrs.
Barbara Griffith, secretary. Standing from left to right are:
Francis Orne. executive ticc president: William Burge, vice presi
dent in charge of feeding: Otis Lewis, co-ordinator for the Festival;
and Galen LaGasscy. vice president in charge of grounds. The
other officer is Gordon Aston, vice president In charge of publicity.
The nominations committee included: Dr. Russell Abbott,
chairman; Galen LaGasscy and Raymond Gross.
Photo by Shear

With darkness falling early,
drivers are asked to be parti
cularly caution* driving on Fri
day and Saturday evening where
children might be out Halloween
for trick or treat.
Rockland Police Department
Safety Officer Sergeant Albert
Smith points out that frequently
the youngsters dress up in dark
costumes that art* hard to spot
from a moving auto.
The little goblins roain back
and forth across the streets bent
on fun and sometimes they are
not watchful for cars. Sergeant
Smith asks drivers to make this
a safe Halloween.

submitting nomination papers, no
1 candidate has appeared to take
i out papers.
Five candidates filed nomination
papers on Tuesday and Wednes
day, for terms on the City Coun
cil and the board of directors of
School
Administrative
District

Rockland Chamber
Members Name
Four New Directors

FOR INSPECTION OF OUR ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AT S/S

Thomaston, St. George, Owls Head, South Thomaston, Cushing,
Warren, Camden, Lincolnville, Northport, Rockport, Islesboro,
North End of Rockland, Old County Rood, West Meadow
Rd., Rockville, Waldoboro, Friendship, Bremen
and Nobleboro.

BEWARE OF LITTLE
GOBLINS HALLOWEEN

be announced at the Chamber’d
annual meeting. November 3.
Named to the chamber board
were E. Clifford Ladd. Mrs. Ruth
Hoch. L. E Jones and Robert
Gregory
Th« annual meeting wiil be pre
ceded by a social hour and buffet
banquet at the Thorndike Hotel.
Reservations may be obtained
from tht chamber office.

HALLOWEEN FOOD SALE
Benefit Thomaston Girl Scouts
•
|
I

j

'
j
j

Friday, Oct. 30 — 1 o'clock
THOMASTON FIRE STATION
130*lt

WANTED
ANTIQUE FURNITURE ANO
DISHES WANTED

Alto Picture Frames, Pott
Cards, Albums, Books on the
Civil War, Mantle Clocks and
Kerosynt Lamps.
Coatari

BUD JORDAN
1 BROAD NT. PLACE
ROCKLAND, MAINE
127-Th-tf

UR. LUTHER F. BICKMORE, Optometrist
Office Closed from Saturday, October 31

Until Thursday, November 12

uont

ftp Two

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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HEAVIEST PHEASANT STOCKING
tN HISTORY OF PROGRAM DONE
THIS YEAR WITH 30,009 BIRDS

Begins Sea Duty

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

New Camden ‘Y’ Bowling Alley Goes Down

Editor and Publisher, Sidney L. Cullen
Three Times a Week

i

The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5362.

Fish and Game Department per and individuals who rear the birds
in the several counties made it pos
sible for the Department to attain
this year’s peak production. Fa
cilities at the Game Farm will ac
commodate about 20.000 birds per
season, and were it not for the con
tribution of the cooperators, the
program would, of necessity, be
reduced.
In Knox County. 1,0.50 birds were
reared by cooperators, matched
with 1,050 State reared birds plus
300 general stocking and field trial
birds for a total of 2.400.
In Lincoln County, 600 birds were
raised by cooperators which was
matched by the State plus 270 for
general stocking and field trials
to give a total of 1.470.
In Waldo County. 150 were raised
by cooperators which was matched
by the State. Some 800 birds were
put out for general stocking with
500 mqje at Frye Mountain for a
total in that county of 1.600.

sonnel, this week, completed the
heaviest annual stocking of pheas
ants in Maine since the inception
of the program in 1933. Releases
this year totaled 30.009.
Sports
men and fish and game clubs
reared 11.199 pheasants at their
ow’n expense, from the age of six
weeks until liberation. The bal
ance were raised at the Game
Farm in Gray.
In accordance with established
policy, and in recognition of the
cooperators’ interest in this pro
gram, the Department “matched”
the birds reared by them, in their
respective counties. All releases
were made on lands open to hunt
ers. and under supervision of the
local game warden. They were
distributed sufficiently to spread
gunning pressure.
Pheasant hunters are reminded
that the cooperation of those clubs

EDITORIAL

ALL NOT GRAND IN THE GRAND OLD PARTY
Paul A. Cote, chairman of the Maine Council of Young
Republican Clubs has blown the whistle on the elders of the
party. Statements credited to him over the weekend pointed
up the dissatisfaction of the younger members of the party
over not being given a voice in the Party councils. The pub
lished article in which he was quoted has caused consider
able comment in Republjcan circles over the state. It has
doubtless brought some measure of comfort to the Demo
crats who would welcome a split in GOP ranks with an
election year coming up.
Cote described the rule of GOP State Chairman B. Fred
erick Ayer of Rumford as a “closed corporation” in which
his own State Committee members were not informed of
what was taking place.
The young Lewiston attorney
needn’t think that he has any edge on this view. Many a
Republican of riper years has expressed that thought long
before Cote uttered it for publication.
Cote touched too on the hassle between Ayer and Maine’s
daily and weekly newspapers in the last election campaign
Ayer charged slanted reporting for one thing, and then
went on from there to stick to his guns; even after an
impartial survey of the campaign news found the papers
completely fair to both parties. He commented that the
action of the GOP has caused considerable, if not irrepar
able, damage to th«* Party. At this point we will take issue
with Cote. The newspapers of M um reported the campaign
factually. They will do it again as election time rolls
around. It will be up to the Republicans and Democrats alike
to provide Information on the planks and candidates. There
being equal news available, then will be equal coverage
by Maine's newspapers

A scene like this will be repeated four times during the installation of the new, Brunswick ten pin
lane beds at the Camden YMCA. Each 3,000 pound lane bed must be lowered <o the framework after
being nailed together in un upright position.

of each bed is constructed of pint
because its open grain is best foi
holding the spinning ball to its
straight or hook path, depending
on the bowler’s delivery. Both
types of lumber arrive pre-cut in
tongue and groove from Bruns
wick factories in Muskegon. Mich,
and Marion, Va., and each m by
2% inch length is fitted with the
open grain edge up. the superior
strength surface. The business of
piecing together and installing
Brunswick lanes is one of high
precision since the
American
Bowling Congress, the governing
body of bowling, insists on closetolerance specifications if the
lanes are to qualify for ABC sanc
tion. In other words, an aspiring
lane must be super smooth and
strictly on the level to earn its
ABS's.

Work started. Monday morning,
on the installation of the lour new
bowling lanes at the Camden
YMCA for ten pin bowling, new’ in
the Knox County area. Gus Wien
ers, chairman of the YMCA bowl
ing committee, estimates that the
new alleys may be ready the week
of Thanksgiving. He says that the
interest in the Camden area in the
new alleys has been tremendous
and that several leagues are in
the process of being farmed al
ready.
Some idea of the size of the in
stallation job may be gained from
the fact that some 8.000 nails will
be used in the construction of just
one of the lanes. The construction
is under the direction of a repre
sentative of the Brunswick-BalkeCollender Company and will also
include the installation of auto

matic pinsetters
Meanwhile, the hammering con
tinues with more than 32,000 nails
to be driven into the select qual
ity, precision cut maple and pine
lumber destined to become mirror
smooth highways for bowling
balls. That's not counting the ad
ditional nails required to construct
the 2x4 and 2 x 10 framework to
support the lane beds. When com
pleted. each bed will weigh over
3.000 pounds and will be composed
of 1.594 feet of maple and. 1.582
feet of pine.
Why are the two types of wood
used. To assure long life for the
beds and provide the best scoring
conditions for the bowler. Maple
is used at both ends of the bed be
cause a hard wood is required to
withstand the impact of the ball
and falling pins. The middle half

Navy In Need of
Reed Instrument
Band Musicians

FINAL FOOTBALL GAME OF YEAR
WITH BOOTHBAY BIG ONE FOR
TIGERS WHO SEEK TO EVEN MARK

The Navy Recruiting Service i
has announced that there is cur
rently a critical shortage of i
clarinet and saxophone instru
mentalists in the Navy's bands,
and young men with such a musi
cal background are urged to look
into the Navy's Musician Progarm.
Young men selected for enlist
ment under the Musician Program
are trained at the Navy's School j
of Music in Washington. D. C.. af-!
ter completion of recruit training
at the Naval Training Center, i
Great Lakes, Ill. The Navy has i
one of the finest bands in the coun
try in Washington, and in various j
other commands, both afloat and
ashore bands of various sizes pro
vide outstanding music of all
types.
Musicians of all types are in
vited to inquire into the Navy’s
Music Program at the nearest
Navy Recruiting Station, where
the local Navy Recruiter will be
happy to explain the Program in
detail.

The Rockland High football
Tigers entertain the Seahawks of
Boothbay Region at South Field.
Saturday afternoon, in the final
game of the season. A win for the
locals would bring their mark to
4-4. which would match that of
last year’s team.
Boothbay. last year’s Class D
champions, have lost considerable
lustre this season as they are cur
rently 3-3 and obviously out of
title contention. Their chief threat
this year is rugged Don Soler, a 215
pound fullback who bells opposing
lines like a runaway tank. Gone is
the gieat Bob Rice, who sparked
last year's team to a 32-0 win over
the Tigers.
Rockland was severely mauled

"This Old House” is a song
many a homeowner would like to
do without--at least as ^theme for
the family home. But many, who
would like to buy a new model,
wonder how much house they can
afford. If you have your eye on
a new’ home, here’s a tip from the
nation's bankers: You can spend
roughly up to two and one half
times your yearly income.

Scout Troop 202
Makes Awards At
Court of Honor
Boy Scout Troop 202 held i-tn
October Court of Honor, Monday
night, in the Pratt Memorial Meth
odist Church.
David Mazzeo received the Star
badge and Russell Leavitt and
Richard Todd advanced to First
Class. Candidate Scouts Jeffrey
Carpenter, Robert Calderwood and
James Hughes received their Ten
derfoot pins from Scoutmaster
Vaino Johnson

in the contest against tough
Winslow High but managed to
come out o: it with only one serious injury - to the right hand of
heavyweight tackle John Kostei
He has been away from practice
most of the week but probably will
see at least part .time service Sat- ;
urday. Bobby Walker the Tigers’ ;
smart field general, is still handi
capped by his injured hand' which
was stepped on last week in prac- i
tice but also is expected to be able
to compete.
A deeper squad and experience
against more rugged opposition
should give Rockland the win Sat
urday. but it won't be easy as the
Seahawks are always worthy com
petitors.

1
i

The Star and First Class cere
monies were conducted by Robert
Johnson and George Ross. Jr. Rus
sell Leavitt and Richard Todd had
charge of the Tenderfoot investiture. Miniature pins were pre
sented to the mothers of the ad
vancing Scouts and Matthew Mon
son was elected quartermaster of
the troop.
Merit badges went to Robert
Johnson for Fishing and Home Re
pairs; and to Donald Johnson for
Citizenship in the Nation.
Serving on the committee for
the Court of Honor were Lincoln
Johnson, chairman; Austin Bill
ings and Donald Bickford. Assist
ant Scoutmasters; and Harold
Whitehill, Melvin Carpenter, Nor
man Knapp and Robert Todd

E™ TOPCOAT!

Farmers Get Added
Coverage From
Social Security

A Great Selection of
Topflight Topcoats

“Starting in October, farm oper
ators and their families will have
additional protection under the
Social Security program.” George
M. Field, manager of the Augusta
Social Security office, has stated.
For persons whose only Social
Security credits have been from
farm self-employment, Oct. 1. will
be the first time they will have
sufficient coverage to meet the
disability work requirements. To
qualify for disability freeze and
disability insurance benefits a per
son must have 20 quarters of cov
erage in the 40 quarter period be
fore becoming totally disabled.
To meet this requirement, a
farm operator with no other em
ployment must have paid the So

Here Are Masterpieces of Color
Blending ... Rich Textured, Re
freshingly Individual. Styled In
Either Raglan or Set-In Sleeves.
Available in Regulars - Shorts
and Longs.

The
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Commandments
of Safety
Treat every gun with the respect due a loaded gun.

Kn«ig Brare W. Strong

Fish and Game
Magazine Put Out
By Maine Dept.

Camden To Have
Two Areas For
Skating Again

‘

'
j
1

This is the first rule of gun safety.
2

Guns carried into camp or home, or when otherwise

not in use, must always be unloaded, and taken down or

have actions open; guns always should be carried in cases
to the shooting area.

3

Ensign Bi ucc W. Strong, son of
Ruth R. Strong, Garden Grove.
Calif., and Wilbur W. Strong of
Ow!a Head, left California on
Tuesday. Oet. 13. for a seven
months tour of duty in the West
ern Pacific as navigator aboard
the CSS Renville
Ensign Strong is a graduate of
Merchant Marine Academy. King
Point. Long Island. N. Y. He was
commissioned an ensign in the U.
S. Navy on Jan. 28 and was as
The latest annual report of the
signed to the U. S. Naval Amphib
ious Base at Coronado. Calif. Maine Department of Inland Fish
Last March he joined his ship, the eries and Game has been pub
USS Renville, in San Diego
lished in magazine form.
Now
being mailed to subscribers, the
fall issue of the department maga
zine, Maine Fish And Game, con
tains an eight-page section includ
ing condensed financial data and
a summary of department activi
Townspeople in Camden will ties. The period covered is the
again have the choice of two rinks fiscal year from July 1, 1958 to
for skating, this winter,-one at the June 30, 1959.
The remainder of the 24-page
Snow Bowl and the other on Park
Street.
Town Manager Sterling magazine is devoted to feature
and
picture
stories. ;
Morris said that both areas will articles
be maintained at no expense to Thirty-six photographs and sev-,
eral line drawings appear, along
the town.
The Camden Junior Women’s with articles covering the Warden
Club has undertaken the task of Service, the access problem, the
maintaining the rink on Park fisher, the Atlantic salmon, and
Street and the Camden Outing •ecent legislative action concernClub will again care for the rink ng fish and game laws. A double
on Hosmer Pond. Date for flood page picture spread introduces
ing the areas will be determined the seven members of the fish and
game advisory council.
upon the weather.
Copies of Maine Fish and Game
The rink on Park Street will be
flooded by plugging the outlet and are available by writing to the In
using water from a four inch formation and Education Division,
main.
Hosmer Pond will be Maine Fish and Game Dept.. Au
gusta.
handled by the Outing Club.

Always be sure barrel and action are clear of obstruc

tions, and that you have only ammunition of the proper size
for the gun you are carrying. Remove oil and grease from

ch amber before firing.
4

- "W -MW

. Always carry your gun so that you can control the di

ALLEY ECHOES

rection of the muzzle, even if you stumble; keep the safety

Three
Important
Hints far
Keeping
Fire Away
From Your
Home!

on until you are ready fo shoot.
5

Be sure of your target before you pull the trigger;

know the identifying features of the qame you intend to
hunt.
6

VINALHAVEN
The Worms were out in front
after the second week matches in
the Vinalhaven League as they
owned two wins. Runners up were
the Ducks who had broken even
in two matches.
The Saltwater League also made
its bow last week and the King
fishers and Palefaces took matches
from the Fish Hawks and Black
faces, respectively. S. Davis had
the high single in this circuit to
date as he rolled 108; he also was
out in front in the three string
competition with 306. Standings:
Vinalhaven League
Lost
Won
2
0
Worms
1
1
Ducks
1
1
Pirates
2
0
Ganders
Saltwater League
Lost
Won
1
1
Kingfishers
1
1
Palefaces
0
Fish Hawks
1
0
Blackfaces

Never point a gun at anything you do not want to

shoot; avoid all horseplay while handling a gun.
7

Unattended guns should be unloaded; guns and am

munition shou'd be stored separately beyond reach of chil
dren and careless adults.
8

Never climb a tree or fence or jump a ditch with e

loaded gun; never puli a cun toward you by the muzzle.

9

r

Smoking in bed is
deadly!

Never shoot a bullet at a flat, hard surface or the sur

face of water; when at target practice, be sure your back

stop is adequate.
10

Avoid alcoholic drinks before or during shooting.

Reprinted (rOm WATCH THAT MUZZLE. « leaflet -.upplied free
in quantities to anyone interested in advancing the cause of hunt-

Avoid overloading
electric outlets!

inc and shooting safety. Send requests to SPORTSMEN'S SERVICE

Navy League To
Charter New Unit
At Bangor Dec. 5
Extension of the Navy League is
underway in Maine with a Bango:
Council to be chartered on Decem
ber 5. Lionel S. Faibisy of Cape
Elizabeth. State president, visited
Rock.and. Tuesday, seeking new
members. He wa • accompanied by
Lieutenant. Commander Robert S.
Jones. First Naval District Public
Information Officei.

The League is open to a hl civil
ians and members of the Armed
Forces who are not on active duty.
It seeks to promote the Navy's
cause and to serve as a civilian informalion and liaison agency. It
was founded by former President
Theodore Roosevelt.

The Navy encourages league
members to visit Naval installa
tions such as the Brunswick Naval
Air Station to become more fami
liar with what the Navy is doing.
This summer, the Navy took a
number of league members on a
cruise with stops at several Euro
pean ports. A number of Maine
men took the cruise.
Information may be obtained
from Donald Kinney in care of the
Eastern Trust, and Banking Com
pany in Bangor.
It is no problem to figure out if
a fellow is crooked if he is viewed
from the right angle.

HUNTERSI
yiet set for
the season

with.

Duofold
dual thermal mtulatod

UNDERWEAR
Extra warmth... extra
mid-weather protection
without bulky, heavy
outerclotheu. Soft,
lipht, perfeet• fittinft.
Washes easily. See our
. k selection today!
Short Sleeve*

Selected by U. S. Olympic Teams

BUREAU, 250 East 43rd Street. New York 17, N. Y.

NEWS PHOTOS FOR SALE
Reprints in 8 x 10 inch size of
cial Security self-employment tax
every year since 1955. In addition,
he must have sufficient income
this year to again pay the tax in
1960 based on his 1959 income
“Many farmers.” Field con
tinued, “did not take advantage of
the self-employment provision of
the law which permits a farmer
to report under the optional
method to obtain Social Security
coverage.”
As a result, some
farmers cannot meet the work re
quirement of the law at this time.
Because of this fact, it is import
ant that farmers should know the
option they can choose at income
tax time. A farm operator with
a net profit from his farm of $400
or more, is required to file a tax
return and pay the self-employ
ment Social Security tax II how
ever, his pioflt is less than $400
and his gross is between $600 and
$1800. he may report two-thirds of
his gross and pay the tax for So
cial Security coverage.
If his
gross is $1800, and his net is less
than $1200. he may pay Social Se
curity tax on $1200.
“Our experience with farmers to
date indicates that the incidence
of disability among them is rela
tively high.” said Field.
This is
one of the reasons that it is very

important for the farmer to under
stand the reporting provisions of
the income tax law for protection
for himself and his family in case
of old age, death, or disability. H«*
should be aware that the disability
protection under the law may pro
vide payments for himself and his
family at age 50."
For a farmer who is 50 years
of age or older, who meets the
work requirements as of Oct. 1,
and who is disabled under the So
cial Security law, the first month
that he can receive payment will
be April 1960. In addition, pay
ments at that time may be made
to hie dependents, unmarried child
under age 18—his wife under age
62 with an eligible child in her
care—or to his wife age 62 or
ovf r.
Field urged all disabled farm
ers to contact their Social Security
office for a full explanation of the
requirements to establish a disa
bility under the Social Security
law.

NEWS PHOTOS FOR SALE
Reprint* in 8 x 10 inch nlxe of

news pictures taken by CourierGazette photographers may now be
purchased at $1 each. Orders may
be placed by phone, I.Vrtc 4-1401,
or at the office.
tf

new* pictures taken by CourierGazette photographers may now be
purchased at $1 eaeh. Orders may
be placed by phone, LYric 4-4401.
or at the office.
tf
Use non-flammable
cleaning fluids!

ATTENTION
HUNTERS!

Don’t five fire a place to start!

ARE YOUR GUNS
IN WORKING CONDITION?

GUN

Expert Gunsmith

CLEARANCE

Will Be Here

Drastically Reduced

Nov. 1

SAVAGE 110
30-06 Calibre

At 9 A. M.
To Be of Service To You.

STEVENS No. 77
16 Gauge Pump Gun

GUNS
AMMUNITION

STEVENS MODEL 86
22 Repeater

SOUTH FIELD - GAME TIME 1.30
ADULTS’60c
STUDENTS 40c
130-lt

Mail and Phone* Orders Filled
STORE HOURS:
7 a. in. to 6 p. in.
Monday tnrough Friday
Saturday - 7 a. in. to 9 p. ni.

Haskell & Corthell
CAMDEN, MAINE
TEL. CEdar 6-S284

130-lt

DETROITER
<mcMsriuYMna

wouv

ODD AMMUNITION

WESTERN AUTO

SPECIALS
Glenwood Gas Range
(4 Burner)

ASSOCIATE STORE
Ml MAIN STREET
130-131

PROTECT YOUR PROPERTY!

Boothbay Region High School
vs.
Rockland High School
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31

DUOFOLD THERMAL SUITS
IN STOCK

BOLT ACTION

— :

FOOTBALL

$3.95 to $4.95

Hot Point Refrigerator
Thayer Baby Carriage
Kitchen Set, (Table, 4 Chairs)
Power "Lawn-Boy'' Mower
63-Pc. Sot Silver and Chest
(“ONEIDA")

With a NO TRESPASSING -

Men's Work Shoes - $5.00

NO HUNTING Sign from

IF YOU DON'T SEE WHAT
YOU WANT-ASK FOR IT

The Courier-Gazette

Charley's Gun &
Bric-a-Brac Shop

ONLY 20c each
(Quantity Lots)

INDIVIDUAL CARDS 25c EACH

ROl’TE 1
130*132

ROCKPORT, ME.

Dcntoinw
CUSTOM DELUXI URBAN

Sm « TODAY1 and find ovt
how a imall down paynwnt
will Inf you enjoy luxuriom
Ruing in a COMPLETE HOME,
a DETROITER Mobile Homo.

Ser -r for the "Bet! Dtet
i» Tow*"
0 UV DVR PHWRTS
oUST TUMI IT IN MM IMS
a HUS II PU

On Display At
HAROLD C. RALPH
CHEVROLET
WALDOBORO. MAINE
TE 2-5311
82-EOI-tf

•

TuMday-Thunday-Satvrday

Municipal Court
TUESDAY

Harry Wellman, 14, of Thomas
ton was treated in the emergency
room in Knox Hospital. Tuesday,
for abrasions on the left ankle,
suffered when a car brushed '
against him.
i

Coming Events

[Social and community eventi
are solicited (or this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted. The decision of
David Daniella, 13, son- of Mr.
the editor is final.]
and Mrs. Victor Danlello of Broad

Oct. 31 Halloween.
Nov. 2- A Hunters' Breakfast will
be served from 4 a. m. to 8 a. m.
at the Simonton's Corner Commu
nity Hall.
Nov. 3—Annual meeting of Rock
land Chamber of Commerce at
the Thorndike Hotei at 6:30 p. m.
ivov *—Inspection of Fond-du-Lac
Cnapter, OES, Washington, by
Marion W. Colby. District Deputy
Grand Matron.
Nov. 4—Canton Lafayette Inspec
tion at the Odd Fellows Hall.
Sapper at 6:30 p. m.
Nov. 5 Rockport Garden Club
meets.
Nov. 6 Methebesec Club will meet
at the Children's Room at the
Rockland Public Library.
Nov. 6—Inspection of Naomi Chap
ter, OES, of Tenants Harbor, by
Jane Worthen, Associate Grand
Matron.
Nov. 6— Methebesec Club meets
with Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, 160 Tal
bot Avenue.
Nov. 11—Veterans' Day.
Nov. 12 — Annual Congregational
Fair at the church from 10 a. m.
to 4 p. m.
Nov. 20—Inspection of Ivy Chapter,
OES, Warren, by Marion W.
Colby, District Deputy Grand Ma
tron.
Nov. 23—Inspection of Seaside
Chapter, OES, Camden, by Ma
rion W. Colby, District Deputy
Grand Matron.
Nov. 26—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 3—Goiden Jubilee Bazaar,
Methodist Church.
Dec. 9—The Thomaston Ladies of
St. James’ Catholic Church will
hold annual Christmas Fair and
Tea at the Knox Hotel in Thom
aston.
Dec. 16—Inspection of Beach Chap
ter, OES. Lincolnville Beach, by
Juanita Sessions, Worthy Grand
Matron.

Cuccinello Ticket
Chairman For Fall
Democrat Session
Domenic Cuccinello of Thomas
ton is serving as local ticket chair
man for a Democratic Issues
Conference to be held at the Calu
met Club in Augusta. Nov. 15.
Senator John Kennedy of Massa
chusetts and Governor Abraham
Ribicoff of Connecticut will be the
principal speakers.
The session will open with regis
tration at 12:30 p. m. followed by
a general meeting at 1 o'clock. A
banquet will be held at 6:30 p. m.
Governor Clinton Clauson. Sen
ator Edmund Muskie and Congress
men Frank Coffin and James
Oliver will attend.

Last year, 1.199 volunteer lead
ers took Scouting training courses
locally.

Postage Stamp
To Call Attention
To Conservation

Charles McIntosh, who has been
ill for six weeks, has returned to
his place of business, the Para
mount Restaurant, where he is now
able to work for half a day.

Maine Man Held
For N. H. Police On
Fugitive Warrant
An inmate of the Maine State
Prison in Thomaston, Robert L.
Mulhern, 27, was placed' in the
custody of New Hampshire police
authorities, Monday evening, after
he waived extradition in Municipal
Court, that afternoon, on a fugitive
from justice warrant. He was re
leased on the warrant and placed
in the custody of Sheriff P. Willard
Pease at the prison. Monday after
noon.
Following his arraignment in
Municipal Court. Monday after
noon. he was held in the County
Jail, until New Hampshire police
arrested him on a charge of forg
ing and1 uttering a check. Nov. 1.
1957. in Portsmouth. N. H. The
complaint was lodged by Martin O.
Bitz of Portsmouth.
Mulhern. who was born, in Au
gusta, considers Lewiston as his
place of residence. He was sen
tenced to the prison by the Andros
coggin County Superior Court for a
two and one half to five year term
for larceny.

ATTENTION HUNTERS

THE LOG CABIN LUNCH
ROCKLAND

Open 5 A. M.
Breakfast Specials

Dow. both of Rockland, by Rev.
Charles Monteith.
Reynolds-Robinson — At Tenants
Harbor. Oct. 24. Philip C. Rey
nolds of Thomaston and Phyllis
Marie Robinson of Tenants Harbor,
by Rev. Vernon Jordan.
Lewis-Philbrook — At Matinicus.
Oct. 24. Bradford Edwin Lewis and
Patricia Alice Philbrook. both of
Matinicus. by Rev. Nea! Bousefield.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my thanks and
appreciation to my friends, rela
tives and school pupils for the
cards, gifts and flowers during my
illness.
Marcia Davis.
Friendship.
130* it

C ARD OF THANKS
I want to give special thanks to j
124-143 Barrett
Jordan. Rev. Carl Small, |
the pall1 bearers andi the many
friends and neighbors for the beau
tiful flower® and many act* of
kindnesses they showed to Mary L.
Keen during her recent illness and I
at the time of her death.
Mildred Richard*, i
130*lt

LITTLE’S

EGG-O-MAT
FARM FRESH

EGGS

IN MKMORIAM

24 HOURS SELF-SERVICE
CANDLED - CARTONED
REFRIGERATED

Medium - — 50c
Large........ 60c
Ex. Large-- 65c
Jumbo----- 70c
360 Broadway

Rockland

100-Th-tf

In loving memory of Alfred G.
Wuori who passed away October
30. 1957.
As we look upon his picture
Sweet memories we recall
Of a face so full of sunshine.
And a smile for one and all.
Time never healw ail sorrow.
Nor fills a vacant chair
Bring back the smile, the touch of
a hand
Of one who is not there.
Your gentle face and patient smile
With sadness we recall.
You had a kindly word for each
And died beloved by all.
Sadly missed by his wife. Arlene,
daughters, Mrs. Gladys Esancy
and family and Mrs. Marjorie Wal
lace and family.
130-lt

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
14 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE
LADY ASSISTANT

PHONE LY 4-4411
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
MI

TsL LY 4-Tttt

A four cent commemorative
postage stamp calling attention to
the urgency of water conservation
in the United States will be issued
April 18, 1960, by the Post Office
Department, the U. S. Department
of Agriculture has announced.
The Nation’s first water con
servation stamp will be formally
released' at the Seventh National
Watershed Congress in Washing
ton, D. C. A total of 120 million
stamps will be printed. Details
as to design and color will be an
nounced later.
"The stamp will help direct pub
lic attention to the fact that near
ly every community in the Na
tion has a water problem,” Secre
tary of Agriculture Ezra Taft
Benson said. “Most problems of
water shortage, poor water, or
flood trace back to the land—to
(he small watersheds on which
rain or snow falls.”
Secretary Benson said "farm
ers and ranchers who control our
farmlands, rangelands, and wood
lands control to an important de
gree the movement of water that
falls on their property.
Public
land, including the National and
State Forests, are equally import
ant to the watersheds of which I
they are a part.”
The National Watershed Con
gress, an annual forum dedicated
to the protection and improvement
of water, soid, wildlife, forest and j
recreational resources in the Na-i
tion's small watersheds, is spon-'
sored by some 25 national farm,
business, industrial and conserva- j
tion organizations.
Farm organizations include the
National Grange, American Farm
Butpau Federation and the Na
tional Farmers Union. Business,
industrial and trade association
sponsors include the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States,
the National Association of Manu
facturers, and the American Pulp
wood Association.
Conservation
organization sponsors include the
American Forestry Association.
Izaak Walton League of America,
National Association of Soil Con
servation Districts, National Au
dubon Society and the Soil Con
servation Society of America.
Secretary said the water con
servation stamp will be a com
panion commemorative to the soil
conservation stamp released at
Rapid City. S. D.. Aug. 26, and
now selling by the millions in post
officers throughout the country.

Holiday weekends arc not the
only dangerous times on the road,
warn the State Police. Experience
shows that all summer weekends
demand extra caution on the road
For that matter, there is never a
time when the driver of a car can
afford to violate any of the rules
of safe driving. A moment's in
attention or carlessness can spell
tragedy at any time—on any day
of the week.

Christmas Club
Savings Rebound
From '58 Slump

THE AMERICAN WAY

Three Camden'youths were ar
raigned
in
Municipal
Court,
Tuesday morning, on charges of
illegal possession of beer in
Rockland. Oct. 23.
The three respondents, James i
Nagh. 18. Samuel Tibbetts, 17, :
and Roger Hunt. 17. pleaded guil
ty. Sentence was continued to
Dec. 28 and Judge Christy C.
Adams placed them on probation
until that time. Each was re
leased in $50 bond. Rockland po
lice lodged the complaint
• • •

Street. Rockland, was treated at
Walter H. Kennedy. 19. of RockKnox Hospital. Tuesday, for a dog
I land, pleaded guilty to speeding
bite on the left arm.
40 miles an hour in a 25 mile
zone, on Union Street. Rockland.
Harold Duff of the Christian Oct. 18. and paid a $20 fine. Rock
Schools. Inc., who have located land police stopped him
their high school and Bible College
...
in the Warrenton Estate in Glen
WEDNESDAY
Cove, will' be the featured speaker
Associate Judge Domenic Cuc
at the Rockland Lions Club, at 6:10
p. m. Thursday, at the Thorndike cinello levied a fine of $50 and sus
pended the driver’s license of
Hotel.
John T. Cook. 18. of Thomaston
Charles Philbrook. son of Mr. for 10 days in Municipal Court.
andi
Mrs.
Everett
Philbrook, Wednesday morning, after he was
Orange Street, spent the weekend found guilty of speeding on Route
in Rockland with his family. He 1 in Thomaston.
Thomaston police testified that
returned to his new position with
the Department of the Interior. Cook was proceeding along the
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, as highway, Oct. 27, at 80 miles an
U. S. Fisheries management agent, hour in a 50 mile zone. Cuccina Federal law enforcement agency ello told Cook that he intends to
which enforces the law in net mesh recommend to the Secretary of
regulations for the North Atlantic State that his license be suspended
Fisheries Commission in New Bed ; for a longer length of time.
ford, Boston and Gloucester, as well
as checking these violations on the
high seas through co-operation with
the U. S. Coast Guard. This is the
only law enforcement agency in
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

BORN
NEWS PHOTOS FOR SALE
(onnon—At Knox Hospital. Oct.
Reprints in 8 x 10 inch size of
news pictures taken by Courier- 28. to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Connon. a daughter..
Gazette photographers may now be
purchased at $1 each. Orders may
MARRIED
be placed by phone, LYric 4-1401,
Kaler-Dow—At Rockland. Oct.
or at the office.
tf 26. Esmond L. Kaler and Genie
Mrs. Marjorie Mayo is now the
social reporter for The CourierGazette. She will observe office
hours at the newspaper plant dally
from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. The news
paper telephone is LYric 4-4461.
After office hours and on Saturdays
and Sundays, she will receive calls
at her home, the telephone of which
is LYric 4-7250.
The CourierGazette will welcome all social
news from the public generally and
appreciate calls.
tf

Pap throe
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WtU-Z2PlTAL PUNISHMENT
» WHEN THE (SOVERNMENT
Tltt< VO) TO (SET THE 6APITAU
TO 60 WTO COMPETITION WITH TOO,
AND THEN TATES WHKTEVER PKOFtTS
YOU MAT STILL. MAKE TO COVER
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ROSS
MOTORS,
INC.,
Rockland

TO MARK AMERICAN EDUCATION

WEEK INSTEAD OF OPEN HOUSE

The sharp rebound from the
1968 recession was emphasized
again when Edward F. Dorset,
president of Christmas Club a
Corporation released figures for
the 1959 Club. The total accumulation this year is one billion, four
hundred and five million dollars
which some 8.000 banks and savings institutions will distribute to
over 13 million Christmas Club
members.
“Evidently the American people
are aware that economic strength
is as vital as guns and missiles be
cause they are certainly taking
steps to ensure their individual fi
nancial security.” said Dorset.
“It’s a significant thing that over
13 million Americans have car
ried through a savings program
which they had faith enough to
start in a recession year.
Of
course they will use part of it for
Christmas but they plan to invest
over 50 per cent of the total in
long-term financial goals.’’
To
demonstrate this he cited the fol
lowing figures from Christmas
Club research to show how the i

be announced shortly,
will carry out the theme of Na
tional Education Week, “Praise
and Appraise Your Schools.”
Mrs. Alois Kunesh was appointed as chairman ot the hos
pitality committee, and Everett
Spear, chairman of the program
committee for this special meeting.

A special meeting, called by Su who will

perintendent Bruce Kinney, with
all PTA presidents, principals,
program chairmen and hospitality
chairmen and members of the 1
PTA Council of all schools in Dis
trict Five, was held on Tuesday ,
evening, in order to plan for Na
tional Education Week.
j
Instead of having individual j
open houses this year, the group ,
felt that an Education Rally where i
all PTA's could be together would '
be very effective.
A speaker
1959 accumulation will be used:
Christmas purchase (30G I $421.500.000: savings and investment |
for future use i51G) $716,550,000;
taxes. 110G » $140,500,000; year-end
bills i7c; i $98,350,000: miscellan
eous l2G) $28,100,000; for a total
of $1,405,000,000.
The year 1959 marks the eighth
successive year that the Club dis
bursements have exceeded one
billion dollars and the 1959 aecu-l
muiation. following the trend ol
the past several years, is about
three per cent larger than in 1958.

Notices will be sent home by
the children telling the name ot
the speaker, the date, time and
place, and how tickets will be
available.
The average check this year
amounts to $103 per member.
Two hundred and five financial
institutions had Clubs in excess of
$1,000,000 each. New York led
the 50 States with 2,676,636 mem
bers and $284,719,888 in savings.
Pennsylvania was second with
1.659.240 members and savings of
$189,388,803.
Third place New
Jersey had 1,118.931 members
who saved $148,113,573 and a re
cent addition to the top four,
California, showed 1,017.733 mem
bers and $141,942,251 in savings.

Punished Capital
//

Life Insurance
Council Approves
Companies Finance Zone Change For
Church Building
Maine Property
Maine property owners had $39.-;
997,000 of their mortgage financing
needs extended to the-m by the life
insurance companies of the coun
try at the start of this year, the
Institute of Life Insurance reports.
These real estate loans covered
4,050 individual mortgages in the
State and represented an increase
of $17,657,000 since 19»0.
“During the past decade of
record construction, especially in
the housing field, mortgage debt
has tripled.” the Institute com
mented. “The life insurance dol
lars of the Nation’s 112,000,000
legal reserve life insurance policy
holders have played an important
role in providing the necessary fi
nancing extended by the life com
panies to property owners in the
United States totaled $5,200,000,000.
This was up slightly from the
year before and $350,000,000 more
than in 1950.”
For the country as a whole, the
total funds on loan by the life in
surance companies to property
owners in the U. S. increased 128
per cent in the eight years since
1950 and stood at $36,368,619,000 at
the start of 1059. The number of
mortgages rose in these years by
1,277.590, and reached 3.002.730 on
Jan. 1.
Last year’s increase in mort
gages held throughout the coun
try by the life companies was 46.050 in number, $1,778,454,000 in
amount.
The mortgage financing country
wide outstanding with the life in
surance companies has increased
450 per cent since the end of
World War II, the 13 year increase
amounting to nearly $30,000,000.000. Currently, 70 per cent of the
life insurance mortgage financing
outstanding is on non-farm hous
ing.
Of the total mortgages outstand
ing in Maine with the life com
panies at the start of this year.
70 for $550,000 were on farms;
1.890 for $14,980,000 were on non
farm FHA insured homes; 740 lor
$3,805,000 were on non-farm pro
perties under guarantee by the
Veterans
Administration;
and
1,350 for $20,662,000 were on other
non-farm properties.
The last
classification included both urban
housing and commercial proper
ties, directly financed by the com
panies under conventional mort
gages.
For the United States as a

The board of trustees of the First
Church of Christ Scientist moved
a step closer to building a new
church at the corner of Broadway
and Rankin Street, Rockland, when
the City Council approved' the pro
posed zone change in the second
reading, following a public hearing,
Monday evening. The change from
A to B zone now goes to the Plan
ning Board for consideration be
fore it is enacted upon in the final
reading by the Council.
Plans call for a church edifice, 40
by 45 feet at the corner lot, with
parking facilities for a maximum
of 30 cars. The church is pres
ently located in a century old
structure at the corner lot, with
parking facilities for a maximum
of 30 cars. The church is presently
located in a century old structure
at the corner of. Brewster and
Cedar Streets.
whole, the life companies showed
$2,655,800,000 extended under 212,680 farm mortgages; $7,376,654,000
under 860,990 non-farm FHA mort
gages; $7,428,326,000 under 910,590
non-farm VA mortgages; and $18.907.929.000 under 1.081.470 conven
tional non-farm mortgages.
In addition to the real estate
loans on United States properties,
these life companies had $692,967.000 of mortgages on properties in
Canada and other areas where
they do business, bringing total
mortgage investment to $37,061,586.000 on 3,065.350 mortgages.

A kind word now and then costs
nothing, but buys so much.

NEWS PHOTOS FOR SALE
Reprints in 8 x 10 inch size of
news pictures taken by CourierGazette photographers may now be
purchased at $1 eax'h. Orders may
be placed by phone, LYric 4-4401,
or at the office.
tf

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
GOOD Home and Gate for two
or three elderly people.
TEL
LYric 4-4160.
130-142

- AUCTION Saturday — 7 p. m.
LEGION HALL, UNION, MAINE
HARVEY Gl'RNEY. Auctioneer
130-Th-tf j

ALL THE "TREAT
WITHOUT THE
"TRICKS" —
SHOP AT
HALLOWEEN SPECIAL I!

FRANKFORTS

UPPER PARK STREET

Z

— 3 Yards for 69c —

HALLOWEEN SPECIAL 1
Buy "2" Flashlight Batteries and We Will Give

You "FREE" All the Rest For a Brand New Flashlight!
TOP ROUND

STEAK
FULL SLICES

SAUSAGE
PURE PORK

lb. 29c

FRESH

I

PrRE REFINED

LARD

2 lbs. 29c

JUST WHAT YOU Will NEED!

DOUGHNUTS
MSM
Plain or
Sugared
Dozen

M & M
16 Oz. Loaf

BREAD

2 for 25c

FIRST OF THE SEASON-SWEET, JUICY FLORIDA
GOOD
SIZE

dz. 39c

SNOW WHITE

hd 19c

CAULIFLOWER

PURE
APPLE

CIDER
Gallon

CARROTS
JUST

Pound

THIS SALE ONLY!
CAMPBELL'S

SOUP

tin 10c
It's Time To Remember

Our Feathered Friends!
Libyer's

Frying Chickens lb. 23c

lb. 15c

OLEO

RED EMPEROR GRAPES 2 lbs. 29c

BESSEY'S MAINE

PORK BUTTS lb. 29c

FRESH NATIVE - 3'/a LB. AVERAGE

YELLOW QUARTERS

ORANGES

TOMATO

PORK LIVER lb. 17c

lb. 33c

JUMBO SHRIMP lb. 79c CORNED HAKE lb. 19c

Wild Bird
Food
4’/i Lb. Pfcg.

TENDER
YELLOW

REDUCEDI

2 cello bags 15c
JUST

SHORTENING
AU
Purpose
cux

<

W

™ 53c

BY THE PIECE - Limited Supply

FRESH

lb. 55c
lb. 19c
lb. 39c

FRESH PORK SHOULDERS

CANADA DRY SODA

MEATY, LEAN

2 Ibl 39c

PORK LIVER
SLICED
SOFT
LAMB LEGS
MEATED
HEAVY
SALT PORK
FAT BACK
CHICKEN THIGHS

ROCKLAND

BOLOGNA lb. 27c

lb.

CUBE STEAK - lb. 95c

BACON

CHEESE

1

PERRY’S

We Have Purchased a "Mile" of

STORE AGED

SMALL'S

FRESH
Rock ‘n Roll may be on the way
out but teenagers are not! There
are roughly 16 to 17 million teen
agers in the country today. And
their number grows larger each
year.
What's more. American
teenagers have nine billion dollars
of their own money to spend. And
that's a lot of money in any lan
guage—be it teenage jive or adult
American. So. teach your teen
ager to handle his money, to set
aside a certain sum each wook
for savings and to deposit his sav
ings in a bank account of his very
own. Then, he can roll—not be
rocked—with life's punches.

DISTRICT RAUY IS PIANNEO

REDUCEDI

CHEESE
American
AU
Purpose

ALL FLAVORS
In Handy
Throw-Away Tins

2 £ 55c

3 tins 25c

SQUASH or Pumpkin ’X
10c
TEA
8J!Tb1d8en 1 lb. pkg. 47c
Grapefruit Sections Adam, 2 tins 39c
Cott's Royal Punch
3 for $1.00
TOMATO PASTE 77™ 2 for 19c

DANDELION GREENS
tin 49c
MACARONI
3 lb. box 47c
Or SPAGHETTI

Prince

45c
CHIFFON PIE FILLING 3 pkgs. 25c
HYDROX COOKIES S™E

LEMON - CHOCOLATE - ORANGE
NISSEN

ANGEL

CAKES

each 39c

ANY OLD BROOM IS GOOD FOR 50c AT PERRY'S, IN EXCHANGE OF A NEW "LITTU

STEAK lb. 69c
OPEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL NINR

130‘lt

MIDGET" BROOM - Which We Think Is the Best Br«a« Nude I

BARBECUE CHICKENS

ALWAYSNOT

|

|

ALWAYS READY

•

•

Taesday^Thursday^Satwrdcfy
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South School P.T.A. Honors New Teachers

PATRICIA PHILBROOK MARRIED IN
SECOND MATINICUS CHURCH RITES
SINCE IT WAS BUILT S3 YEARS AGO

A

Anyone having rummage for the
Club rummage sale
conjunction with the Holiday Fes please call LYric 4-8068.
tival of the Congregational Church
will use aa its theme the Harvest
Miss Tobey Messer, dauhter of J
Festival. Mrs. Francis Orne and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Messer of'
Mrs. Gerald Black are co-chair Warren, was recently pledged to |
men Of the affair. This year there Alpha Upsilon Chapter of Delta I
will be a Teen Snack Bar in ad Zeta Sorority at the University of
dition to the tea. The ladies of Maine. Miss Messer is a junior at
the church will wait on tables un the universiyt. and she is active in
til after school is out and then the Student National Education' As- j
sociation.
teenage girls will serve.
—
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Hawkins. ;
The past presidents of Ruth
Mayhew Tent will meet at the postmaster of St. George, and Mr. 1
home of Mrs. Lena Richardson. and Mrs. Howard Monaghan, post
114 Union Street, on Friday eve master of Pott Clyde left Satur
day to attend the Postmasters'
ning.
Convention held in Washington.
A pot luck supper followed by a D. C.
meeting at which Miss Mattie1
Welch of Lincolnville was initiated 1 The Tonian Circle of the Unlwas held by the Rockland Rain verealist Church pot luck supper
bow Girls at the Masonic Temple will be held on Wednesday. Nov
4. at the church with Mrs. Esther
on Tuesday evening.
Long and Miss Margaret Nutt as
Hostesses. Mrs. Ada Favson and hostesses.
Mrs. Faustina Crockett served
Madelyn
Oliver Drinkwatcr's
dinner to the WFC Club on Thurs
day at the Odd Fellows Hall. The School of the Dance will hold a
afternoon was spent in tacking Halloween costume party for the
quilts. The next meeting will be ballroom classes on Saturday eve
on Thursday, Nov. 5. The mem ning from 7 to 8.30 p. m. in the
bers will dine out and then return Tower Room at the Community
Dancing, games and
to the Odd Fellows Hall to tack Building.
quilts.
Member
Mrs.
Lizzie refreshments will be enjoyed by
French, who will be 90 years old the group. The highlight of the
Saturday, Oct. 31. will be honored evening will be the parade of
at a small party given by the costumes, with awards given for!
the most original. Those who will
group at this meeting.
assist Mrs. Drinkwater in serv
Pupils of the Madolyn Oliver ing are Mrs. Foster Farrell and
Drinkwater School of the Dance Mrs. Neil Novicka.
■will entertain at the Odd Fellows
Halloween party held at the Odd
Fellows Hall on Wednesday eve
ning. Those who will appear are:
Jeanne Call, Penny Donaldson.
Carolyn Welch, Teresa Mazzeo.
Linda Sandorn, Grace Richards
,
Judy
Hall,
Joanne
Mazzeo.
Miss Erva Giles of Ellsworth
I
Jacqueline Harjula, Marcia Watts was special guest at the Rockland
and Sandra Tripp.
Garden Club meeting held at the
Farnsworth Museum on Tuesday J
Ralph E. Johnson of Concord. afternoon.
Miss Giles was the j
Mass., of the Associated Press, Royal Typewriter Girl of NBC.
was the overnight guest of his She was program director of radio '
mother, Mrs. Lewis Johnson. He station WFIL in Philadlphia for
was accompanied here bj- J. Wal a number of years. She was also
ter Green of Braintree. Mass., ace Eddie Fisher’s first singing teach
Associated Press photographer, er when he was a little boy. Now
who covered the release of Paul retired and living in Ellsworth she
N. Dwyer from the Maine State teaches piano and voice. She sang
Prison in Thomaston. Green ac flower songs from McDowell’s
companied the Queen of England Woodland Sketches, which tied in
on her visit in the United States with the Garden Club’s theme for
and Canada and also Princess the meeting. “Flower Arrange
Margaret when she visited this ments in Music’’.
Mrs.
Charles
Haynes
read
country.
poems “To A Water Lily’’ and “To
Irma’s Kindergarten School opens the Old White Pine.’’
She ac
tor the season. Monday, November companied Miss Giles on the
1, at 2 o’cdock.
129-13) piano and played a number of se
lections
from
“New England |
Sketches.’’
.
Miss Emma Brewster, presi
PUBLIC PARTY
dent. conducted the business meet
GAR HALL
ing which preceded the program.
Thursday • 7.30 p. m.
Don't gamble in traffic—your
Auspices Anderson Auxiliary
130-lt life is at stake, as well as those
of many others.

tea to be held from 2 to 4.30

p. m. on Thuraday, Nov. 12. in Emblem

Ellsworth Woman
Guest of Garden
Club At Rockland

Patricia Alice Philbrook. daugh
ter of Mr .and Mrs. Vernon Phil
brook of Matinicus. became the
bride of Bradford Edwin Lewis,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Lewis
of Matinicus, at the Congregation
al Church in Matinicus on Satur
day, Oct. 24. at 1 p. m. Rev. Neal
Bousefleld of the Seacoast Mission
performed the double ring cere
mony.
The decorations were
yellow and white chryansanthemums with streamers at the win
dow and wedding bells suspended
from the center of the ceiling.
This was the second public wed
ding held in the church, which
was built 53 years ago. The first
wedding being that of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert M. Ripley, uncle and
aunt of the bride. Stereophonic
wedding music was played.
|
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore a white satin,
lace and tulle waltz length gown, I
fashioned with a scalloped neck
line embroidered with sequins and
seed pearls. Her headdress was
a halo of nylon tulle caught to a
band of seed pearls. She carried
a colonial bouquet of chrysanthe
mums and. white carnations tied
with white streamers. Her only
jewelry was a string of pearls, a
gift from the bridegroom.
The maid of honor, Verna Grace
Philbrook, sister of the bride,
wore a figured nylon waltz length
dress and a headband of tulle and
flowers. She carried a colonial
bouquet of white and gold carna
tions with yellow streamers. The
best man was Franklin Lewis,
brother of the bridegroom. Ushers
were Austin Ames and Vance

Committee chairmen are: Ways
and means, Francis Kirk: pro
gram. Mrs. Walter Barstow and
Mrs. Mary Benner, hospitality,
Mrs. Alois Kunesh and Mrs. Ida
Curtis; membership, Mrs. Lindsey;
historian. Mrs. Pauline Cook; and
publicity, Mrs. Eleanor Lewis.
The association voted: against a
proposal to set aside a smoking
•oom for teenagers at the Commu
nity Building.
Principal Harvey Kelley spoke on
a curriculum study as a possible
project for the association this
year.
Russell Wolfertz. acting presi
dent of the Rockland PTA Council,
announced a council meeting wilt
be held November 18. He invited
all PTA members to attend.
The next meeting will be the
district-wide get-to-gether during
American Education Week.

Bunker.
The mother of the bride wore a
blue figured dress, with white ac
cessories and a feather head clip,
complimented by a corsage of
white chrysanthemums.
The bridegroom's mother wore
a black wool suit and hat with a
corsage of pink roses.
A reception which followed the
ceremony, was held in the church
vestry. A buffet lunch wqs served
by Mrs. Jennie Philbrook, aunt of
the bride and Mrs. Rena Bunker.
Mrs. Gladys Mitchell dipped punch
and Miss Anita McIntire, cousin
of the bride, cut and served the
wedding cake, which was made
and decorated by the bridegroom's
mother.
Following the reception, the
couple left for a 10 day wedding
trip to Nova Scotia. The bride
chose as her traveling ensemble a
gray woo! dress, which she made,
a gray coat and red accessories.
The bride graduated from Gould
Academy in Bethel last June. The
bridegroom graduated from North
Bridgton Academy in 1956. and is
now employed as a lobster fisher
man.
Out of town guests were Mrs.
Doris Francis. Mr. and Mrs. Kirk
Hammond and children Robert
and Cindy and Anita McIntire, all
of Gray; John and Edwin Mitchell
of Pittsfield; Bradbury Young.
Donna Mank and Barbara Staples
of Rockland; Joseph Trickett of
North Andover. Mass.; Martin J.
Killearie and John Lauen both of
Massachusetts and Gary Aluisy of |
the Maine Maritime Academy in
Castine.

Mrs. Raymond Fogarty, president of the South School PTA, pins a bouquet on one of the new teach-!
ers at the school, Mrs. Lucy Lowe, Monday evening, at the PTA meeting. Looking on are: Mrs. Lois;
Harjula, left, who returned after a year's absence; and twoother new teachers, Mrs. Elizabeth Phinney,
center; and Miss Nancy Packard, second from left.
Photo by Shear
Three new teachers and one re- School PTA. It was thefirst meetI Phinney and Miss Nancy Packard, ;
turning after a year's leave were ing of the year.
' new teachers, and the returning
honored, Monday night, at the1 Receiving corsages were Mrs. i Mis. Lois Harjula.
October meeting of the South Lucy
Lowe,
Mrs.
Elizabeth
President Mrs. Ruth Fogarty in

OCTOBER

Mrs. Beniah Harding, president mas In Other Lands’’, will be a
of the Thomaston PTA has an- bazaar put on by the Green) Street
School children.
nounced a program which is exIn January a fund raising project
pected to insure a successful and will be held for the scholarship
prosperous year for the association. which is given each year by the
Much enthusiasm has been shown PTA to a student chosen from the
group of graduates by the scholar
by the officers and committees.
The subject of
In September a smorgasbord' was ship committee.
held at the Masonic Temple to wel this meeting wiil be “The Spoken
come the teachers of the High Word” with the parents participat
School. Green Street School and ing in a prize speaking contest.
A Valentine Bail will be given
the Lura Libby School. Last year
was the first year that a smorgas for the mothers by the fathers in
Dr. E. R. Moss of
bord was ever held* and it was February.
such a success that it was repeated Thomaston, who composed' the
1 song. “Wintertime In Maine”, is
this year.
The October meeting used1 as its working on a new song for the
topic. “Every Month Is Safety PTA.
The March program .will be a
Month” with hunting and fire safety
as the primary subject.
panel of parents and teachers, who
In November the meeting will will discuss “Earlier Languages”.
have as the topic, “Man Your This meeting wiil be held at the
Classroom”, and will have the High School.
In April the topic of the meeting
teachers in their home rooms for an
hour and a half to greet the par- ! will be “At Home With The Fam
ily’’ and will be put on by the
ents.
The December meeting. “Christ safety committee.

MINK EVENT
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
SPECIAL TRUNK SHOWING

FOR THESE TWO DAYS ONLY
OF FURS HAND-PICKED BY

i

'Berkshire

OUR NEW YORK FUR REPRESENTATIVE !

Have the MINK STOLE you have dreamed of
at Attractively Low Prices for such undisputed

quality.

Soft, deep

pelted skins,

Paris-new

styles, Regal linings, the finest workmanship.

lowed by sidelights on the con
ference by Faye Stetson, Ethel
perry and Mary Wasgatt. At this
meeting the club was commended
by the District Governor for its
project just completed, a pledge
of $1500 for the hospital nurs ?ry.
They won honorable mention for
their press book.
The next meeting wil be on
Tuesday, November 10, at the
Thorndike Hotel with Miss Barbara
Morse, vice president, in chaige of
the program which will include a
tour of the new telephone building.
On Tuesdayx November 24, the club
will meet with Mrs. Perry for a
business and director’s meeting.
A social hour will follow with
Mary Wasgatt, FLorencia Roach
and Barbara Morse in charge of re
freshments. The club will meet on
Sunday at 2:30 p. m. at Montpelier
in Thomaston where they will take
a tour of the mansion conducted
by John Egerton and followed by a
tea held at his home on Main

Careful searching and strategic buying on our
furrier’s part makes this event possible.

STOLES

•CAPE

•SUIT

STOLES

•POCKET
All Furs
Labeled To
Show Country
uf Origin.

*399-

• Ail Prices
Plus Taxes.

• Natural Cerulean**

•• T. M. Mutation
Mink Breeders
Assn.

STOLES

s599
•

Mink

• Silver Blue Mink

• Natural Pastel Mink
• Silver Blue Mink
• Natural Autumn
Haze** Mink

Mrs. Margaret Ford, delegate to
the District One Fall Conference
Th« world never seems coldheld in Great Barrington. Mass.. hearted to those who ate doing

Cotton Briefs

Resa The Conrier-Ganetto

CHARGE OR BUDGET ACCOUNTS WELCOME!

The reglar October dinner meetj ing of the Zonta Club was held at
1 the Thorndike Hotel Tuesday eve
ning with 20 members present. At
I the business meeting conducted- by
i President Ethel Perry, it was voted
j to meet on the second Tuesday of
| each month for a dinner and pro' gram meeting to be held at the
! Thorndike Hotel, and on the fourth
. Tuesday of each month the club
i will hold a business meeting at the
j various members homes.
Rockland Fire Chief Wesley
Knight gave a most informative
talk on fire prevention and the
work being done in the schools
along this line. Many things were
pointed out to the club members
of the changes being made every
day in the duties of the modern Street. Thomaston.
fire department. The club voted to |
have the life saving techniques preProsperity sometimes disarms a
I sented at a later date by the Rock- man. but adversity furnishes him
‘ land Fire Department.
with the weapons to fight back.

WEEKEND SPECIAL

Mrs. Marjorie Mayo is now the
social reporter for The CourierGazette.
She will observe office
hours at the newspaper plant daily
from 8 a. m. to S p. m. The news
paper telephone is LYric 4-4491.
After office hoars and on Saturdays
and Sundays, she will receive calls
at her home, the telephone of which
is LYric 4-7280.
The Courier
Gazette will welcome nil social
news from the public generally and
appreciate calls.
tf

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE RINES CO., BANGOR!

VARIED PROGRAM IS PLANNED FOR
THOMASTON PTA FOR SCHOOL YEAR

Meeting Schedule
Set By Zonta Club
At Dinner Session

troduced her officers and listed
committee chairmen for the year
as follows: Vice president, Mre.
James Economy; secretary, Mrs.
Doris Stubbs; and treasurer, Dale
Lindsey.

• Natural Ranch Mink

• Natural Ranch Mink

! last weekend gave a report, fol their best to make it a Little better.

Sizes 5 to 8.
Colors: White and Red.
Band Leg and Elastic Leg.

Companion
The way Christmas catalogs and such have been arriving
it's high time I let you folks know that quality portraiture
costs less than you might think. From what I hear the
Fly-By-Nighters are charging more for their work than
do any of your home-town photographers. For you
bargain hunters here's o couple of Christmas Specials
you can't afford to miss. I'm offering a package which
includes the sitting, eight proofs, one half dozen 5 x 7's
in folders ond one of our finest quality oil colored por
traits in a gold frame. All for only $19.95. Need a dozen
5 x 7's? I'll give you the dozen instead of the six in a
complete package for only $24.95. Maybe I should say
o word about the oil coloring. If you've seen the studio
window lately you know the type of work I do. No
pale, washed out portraits but the most life-like coloring
you've seen, anywhere.

Reg. Price 83c

Weekend Special

69c pr. — 2 pr. $1.30

delectable plaid,
dazzling fashion
A multi-colored beauty with a

delightful boutshapi J ueckhae

this is a slicatli to la e in.

Crestwood wool.
Blue/green or red, brown.
Sizes 5 to 15. $14.®5

Special. .. Full Length

FUR COATS
* Full-Length DYED MUSKRAT COATS......................................... $299.*

* Full-Length MINK PAW COATS....................................................$499/

* Full-Length DYED BLACK PERSIAN COATS
With Mink Collars --------- -------------------------------------------- ... $499.*

If you would like to give the gift only you can give,
priceless young fashions

The Woman’s Shop
HASKELL A CORTHEU
CAMDEN - MAINE

DIAL LYric 4-5010 FOR AN APPOINTMENT

X
130-lt

MORRISON STUDIO
572 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
130-lt

130-lt

i

TMsday-Ttiursdoy-5oturday
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tEAVITT COMMENTS ON HOSPITAL,

KALER-DOW NUPTIALS SOLEMNIZED

WED IN TENANTS HARBOR RITES

ITS TRUSTEES, STAFF, EMPLOYEES
Richard C. Leavitt. administra
tor of Knox Hospital the past 16
months, expresses himself in the
letter to the editor which follows
as he prepares to leave for new
duties at St. Lukes Hospital in
Denver, Colo. His observations
are those of a professional in the
field of hospital administration
who has had wide experience and
is fully qualified to report to the
people of the Coastal Area on
their hospital.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
Rockland. Maine
Dear Sir:
"I am taking this opportunity
to voice some words on behalf of
the Knox Hospital, its Board of
Trustees, its Medical Staff and its
personnel because it is my sincere
feeling that the residents of Knox
County have an institution of
which they should be extremely
proud and which deserves their
complete understanding and sup
port.
“Hospitals
are
conversation
pieces because so few persons es
cape hospitalization. Unfortunate
ly, a good deal of the conversation
is not always based on fact or on
any clear conception of the prole
lems involved. Actually, the only
reason for the existence and
growth of any hospital is the
proper care of the sick and in
jured and if there is a more
worthy cause for the existence of
a human institution I would like
to know about it.
I would be
among the first to admit that per
fection is not present in any hu
man endeavor, but it seems to me
that the modern miracles which
are performed in this and other
hospitals far outweigh the human
faults found in them.
“Facts and figures tell only part
of the hospital story and actually
they are little more than a screen
on which to throw the true picture
of personal service and of the self
sacrificing efforts to relieve the
suffering of the body and the mind.
Nevertheless, hospital care costs
money and a hospital can be only
as good as the community wants '
it to be as evidenced by its finan
cial support.
“The Trustees of Knox Hospital. |
with their courage and forward
looking viewpoint, have provided
outstanding leadefship in
the
building of the expended medical
facilities.
The Medical
Staff,
which is composed of some of the
finest physicians I have known, has
anil will continue to provide the
highest type of medical service.

AGAIN FEATURE OF CAMDEN

HOSPITAL AUXILIARY SALE

last, but far from least, no hos
pital can function properly with
out loyal and devoted employees
and it goes without saying that
Knox Hospital has one of the finest
groups of employees I have seen.
"It has been a privilege to work
with all of the hospital family in
the development of the new build
ing and the alteration program. I
do hope that they receive the;
gratitude and financial support
they so richly deserve."

Christman wreaths to be mailed
to friends in other states will
again be a feature of the annual
Greens Sale sponsored by the i
Camden
Community
Hospital
Auxiliary on Dec. 10.
The wreaths will be made of fir
balsam and will be artistically
decorated with the kinds of native
materials which had been proved
best for shipping. Cones, reindeer
moss, and multiflora rose hips will
be used. A large red bow will be
included. Advance orders for the
wreaths are now being taken by
Mrs. William C. Morris. 19 High

Sincerely.

Richard C. Leavitt,
Administrator

Memorial Displays
Feature At Camden
Public Library
National Book Week will be ob
served, Nov. 2 to 7. at the Cam
den Public Library. All the new
books will be on display, among
which is the large number of me
morial books this year.
Two books have been given in
memory of Richaid L. Bowditch
by Harry E. Umphrey of Presque I
Isle, president of the Aroostook 1
Potato Growers. Inc. They are j
The Story of American Yachting
with pictures by Morris Rosen-,
field and pictures by William H. i
Taylor and Stanley Roseniield, '
and The Maine Two-Footers by
Linwood W. Moody. A book in
memory of Mrs. Mae R. Farns
worth has been given by Mrs.
Charles H. Lowe.
Other memorial books have been
purchased, as they have been an
nually for many years, with the
income from funds left by fami
lies who were interested in the li
brary. These are the Helen Keep
Hubbard, the S. G. Adams and
Dr. W. H. Young memorial funds. |
Added to these within the last two
years is the fund given by the late
Mrs. Blanche Robinson, the in
come from which is to be used
for the purchase of class books
in memory of her husband, Reuel
Robinson.

Courtesy and caution are safety
twins which should go with us on
all of our automobile trips-long or
short. The Maine Highway Safety
Committee reminds us that driv
ing without either one of these
twins is really asking for trouble.
They urge us to drive with care
and to lean over backwards to
give the other fellow a break.

!

SMORGASBORD

Mr. and .Mrs. Phillip

which was decorated with white
satin ribbon centered with a beau
tiful wedding cake made by the
bride’s aunt. Mrs. Harold Black
of Tenants Harbor. Mrs. Forre^
Black of Bath dipped punch. Miss
Barbara Jonason circulated the
guest book and Miss Lorna Hupper
was in charge of the gift table,
‘
The coup.e left tor a wedding
t,-ip of unannounced destination fol
’owing the reception. The bride
chose as her traveling ens'emble a
d wool suit with matching
d*e e p
accessories and complimented by
a corsage of red and white carna
tions.
On their return they will
make their home with the bride’s
parents for the winter.
The bride is a graduate of St.
George High Schoo? and. is now’ I
employed in the office of the Bick
nell Manufacturing Company in
Rockland.
The bridegroom is a graduate of
Alpheus Dorr of Bath, sister of the
bridegroom, wore ballerina length i Thomaston High School and is emyellow lace over taffeta gown coni- iI ployed by J. C. Robinson and Son

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 4
Serving from 5.30 to 7.30 P. M.
Mrs. Barbara Fowler
Mrs. Ruth Fogarty

LYric 4-5042
LYric 4-4371

BENEFIT: ROCKLAND LADY LIONS CHARITY FI NO
130-11

Thomaston

and white poms.
Alpheus Don. brother-in-law of The

time has come—statistics
prove—to speak of certain
things:
Of carelessness upon the road and
of the grief it brings;
Of drivers cutting in and out; of
those who pass at will
At intersections, railroad tracks,
or on a curve of hill.
These “Hurry Bugs” we must
control; start first with well.

The bride’s mother wore a royal
blue organdy over taffeta dress
with matching accessories and a
corsage of red and white carna
tions.
The bridegroom's mother
! chose a blur flora! print diress with
matching jacket, and accessories
and complim- nted- by a corsage of
red’ and white carnations.
guess who?
A reception followed the cere
mony. with Mrs. Bcrton Ervin in The driver of the car behind the
one in front of you!
charge of the refreshment table,

i

“Go Exploring in Books” is the
theme of Book Week to be held
at the Rockland Public Library
from November 1 through 7 There
will be over 2C0 new juvenile and
adult books on display, to be cir
culated after Book Week. Every
one interested in books are invited
to visit the library during this time.
It is an ideal time to encourage .
young readers to explore new areas .
they haven't tried before.
The Methebesec Club wiiii meet
on Friday, November 6. in the
Children’s Room.
Their speaker
will be Rev. Margaret Henrichsen,
mthor of “Seven Steeples”. This
event will be a fitting climax to the
library’s observance of Book Week.

C. Reynolds

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
L. Rcbinson of Glen mere Road.
Tenants Harbor, was the scene of
a pretty fall wedding Saturday
afternoon. October 24. at 2:30.
when their daughter. Miss Phyllis
Marie Robinson, became the bricl
|
°f phi:iP c Reynolds, son of Mr
. ..
... r».
i
<and Mrs. George \\. R<*yno.ds of
Thomaston. The room was beau-!
tifully decorated with white stream- j
ds centered with a large wedding 1
bell. Tin flowers were pink and
white gladioli and bronze chrysan
themums. Rev. Vernon Jordan per
formed' the double ring ceremony.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore a deep rose nylon
chiffon gown over taffeta with em
broidered carnations covering the
skirt. Her gown was complimented
by a corsage of white carnations
centered by pink roses.
Th.
matron of honor. Mis.

the gridegroom, was best man.

MASONIC TEMPLE

Street.
Cost of the wreath will include
careful packaging, postage and
special handling and insurance.
They will be sent in time to reach
their destination two weeks before
Christmas. Orders will be taken
by Mrs. Morris until Dec. 5.
Last year, wreaths from the
Greens Sale went to states as far
away as Florida and California.
Miss Gertrude Eastman and Miss
Helen A. Toombs have charge of
decorating the wreaths, and Mr.
ano Mrs. W’illiam C. Morris will
package and mail them.

Pubic Encouraged State Regent Will
To Visit Library
Be Speaker At
During Book Week Gen. Knox Chapter

plimented by a corsage of bronze j

RESERVATIONS:

CHRISTMAS WREATH PROJECT

Photo by Morrison Studio

Mr. and Mrs. Esmond L. Kaler
Genie Dow. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Dow of 27 Tea Street,
became the bride of Esmond L.
Kaler. son of Mrs. Evelyn Da
vis, 115 South Main Street, on
Monday evening. Oct. 26. at the
bridegroom’s home. Rev. Charles
Monteith, pastor of the Rockland
Congregational Church, performed
the double ring ceremony. The
home was decorated with pink and
white streamers and white wed
ding bells.
The bride wore a blue tailored
street length dress complimented
by a corsage of pink sweetheart
roses. Mrs. Zelda Trahan, ma
tron of honor, wore a gray street
length dress with a corsage of
pink and white carnations. The
best man was John Faulkingham.

The bride's mother wore a blue
wool suit complimented by a cor- ,
sage of pink and white carnations. •
The bridegroom’s mother wore a j
brown street length dress with a j
' corsage of pink and white carna-}
tions.
A reception was held at the '
bridegroom's home following the j
wedding. The decorations of the
buffet followed the pink and white I
theme of the wedding. The moth-,
ers of the couple served and Mrs.
Trahan had charge of the gift
table.
The bride attended Rockland
Grade Schools and Rockland High
School. The bridegroom is a sen
ior at Rockland High School. They
will make their home with their
paients until school closes in June. •

ton. An invitation was received
inviting the secretary and Adah of
Seaside Chapter to be guest offi
cers at Arbutus Chapter. Liberty.
Nov.
2.
Refreshments
were
served under the direction of Mrs.
Ethel Cain following the meeting.
Seaside
Chapter.
OES.
ob
A Star Point Night is being
served Guest Officers’ Night at planned lor the net meeting Nov.
its regular meeting. Monday eve 9.
ning. with approximately 100 pres
ent.
Guest officers filling the chairs
were: Mrs. Muriel Welt, worthy;
matron. Harbor Light Chapter.
JOSIE ROBBINS
Correspondent
Rockport.; Melville Welt, worthy
Tel. STate 5-2395
patron.
Harbor
Light;
Mrs.
Lucille Wyman, associate matron.
Mrs. Gertrde Monkhouse went to
Arbutus Chapter, Liberty; James
Hussey, associate patron. Arbutus Portland last Thursday for the
Chapter; Miss Katherine Veazie. winter.
Mr. and Mis. Alonzo Simmons of
sercetary, Golden Rod Chapter.
Rockland; Mrs. Doris Pitcher, Winm squam. N. H . were weekend
treasurer. Seaside Chapter. Cam guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert
den; Mrs. Evelyn Munsey, con Taylor.
Dennis Dow and Larry Souther
ductress. Golden Rod Chapter;
Mrs. Alice Martin, associate con of Newport. R. I., spent the week
ductress. Golden Rod Chapter; end with Mr. and Mrs. Alden Dow.
Mr .and Mrs. Joseph Rothem-ich
Mrs. Carrie Smith, chaplain. Ivy
Chapter. Warren; Mrs. Teresa of Cranston. R. I. called on Mi.
Munroe, marshal. Ivy Chapter. and Mrs. Ralph Robbins. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Pushaw
Miss Doris Sylvester, organist,
Seaside Chapter; Mrs. Fannie were in Brunswick Saturday eve’
Makinen. Adah. Naomi Chapter. , ning
Tenants Harbor; Mrs. Aileen Car-; Mr. and Mis. Nathan Pease. Jr.,
ver. Ruth, Beach Chapter, Lin-' and children of East Union were
colnville; Mrs. Louise Eugley,, dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Norman
Esther; Beach Chapter; Mrs. Pris Mis Nathan Pease, Sr
cilla Moss. Martha. Grace Chap Collins and children of Union were
ter, Thomaston; Mrs. Meta Holly. recent callers at the Pease home, i
Mr. and Mrs Arthur F. Hart
Electa. Naaomi Chapter; Mrs.
Edna Morris. Warder, Harbor are visiting his son. David Hart,
Light Chapter; George Sleeper, and family at Norfolk. Va.

Nearly 100 Attend
Guest Officers'
Night At Camden

South Hope

new
CONVERTIBLE

SOFA-BEDS

sentinel. Forget-Me-Not Chapter.
South Thomaston.
Distinguished guests present in
cluded Mrs. Priscilla Moss of
Thomaston. Grand Maltha: and
Mrs. Louisy Eugley of Lincoln
ville. Grand Representative of
Vermont in Maine.
During the business meeting
plans were made to attend a re
ception honoring Grand Martha.
Mrs. Priscilla Moss. Wednesday
night at Grace Chapter. Thomas-

Films Developed

8

EMAKI.m
EX-J I'M BO PRINTS
IN AI .BI MS

50c

12 EM*. .«’• — l« EXP. 1.00
5JO EXP. 1.25 — 36 EXP. 2.00

kOllUOMlK DEVEI .OPIMi
AM. ROLLS NOe EACH
OtERSI/.E PRINT** 32c EACH
SEMI POK PRI< E LIST FOR

Just imagine . . . not one but TWO handsome modern sec

EKTXCHKOME — ANSOCHROMK
KOI»A< HROMK
K.NM1T WITH C OIN OR (HHK

tional sofa-beds at this sensational price! Gracious For a cor

DELUX PHOTO SERVICE

ner arrangement in living room, guest room, den, playroom

BOX

or bedroom . . . indispensable for a small apartment. Each

M

BAR HARBOR. ME.
130-tf

Rockland Elks
Initiate Four
New Members
Four nu mbers were initiated into
Rockland Lodge of Elks. Tuesday
night, by -a team headed by Dis:rist Deputy Exalted Ruler Law
rence C. Murphy of Rumford and
his staff who came from Rumford.
Lewiston. Portland and Bath. It
was announced that Rockland
Exalted Ruler Herman Hoffses has
resigned the post because his busi I
ness takes him out of town fre ;
•
quently.
James Burns served as acting
exalted ruler. A nomination and
election will be held along with in
stallation at the November 10 meet
ing.
About 100 were served a turkey
supper.
Those initiated and their spon
sors Lawrence J. Mills by Fred
erick E. Marchant; Kenneth Morang by Herbert Simmons; Fred-T.
Spaulding by Arthur A. Jordan;
and Leonard J. Fish by Gordon C.
Simmons.
A Halloween party will be held
Saturday night.

Mrs. Basil Lamb. State Regent
of the Maine State Organization,
will be an honored guest and
speaker at the November meet
ing of General Knox Chapter,
Daughters of the American Revo
lution of Thomaston, which will be
held at the Chapter House on Mon
day evening. Nov. 2.
There will be donations given at
this meeting for the Opportunity
Farm. Dues will also be payable.
Refreshments will be served by
hostesses. Mrs. Stanley Foster,
Mrs. Cecil Polkey, Mrs. A. J.
Elliot and Mrs. J. Edward Elliot.

Sea Goddess Is
Subject Of Series
By Big Ad Agency
Miss Nancy Arey, ol Spruce
Head. Maine Sea Goddess of 1969
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Weston Arey. is back in the lime
light again having just had some
300 pictures taken of her by a
photographer front J. Walter
Thompson Advertising Agency.
The photographer took pictures
of her in her boat hauling lobster
traps in the choppy waters of
Penobscot Bay.
He also took
other pictures of her ccoking and
serving them in her home in
Spruce Head.
Miss Arey hud other pictures of
her taken at her desk at McLoon’s
Lobster Co. where she works as a
clerk.
Many of the Goddesses have
gone into oblivion not to appear
before the public again until she
places the crown on the head of
the new queen at the Seafoods
Festival of the following year. The
unusual twist is that she is truly
a Queen of the Sea in that she is
actually a lohsterman who goes
out every day to haul her traps.

souls who attended the LewdsPhilbrook wedding.
The return
MATINICUS
trip in the late afternoon was
Mrs. Bertha Gehrmann was somewhat better.
called to Rockland Friday, by the
Vernon Philbrook went to Rock
serious illness of her daughter, land and Bethel. Friday, on busiMrs. Henry Powell.
| nesss.
Miss Anita McIntire of Gray has
Mr. and Mrs. Lavon Ames, Jf.,
been a guest of her aunt. Mrs. were recent business callers Id
Lois Lewis for several days.
Rockland.
The Mary-A came Saturday de
Gary
Alvtsv
was overnight
spite the storm and unusually gin st of Edwin and John Mitchell,
rough sea. bringing several brave Saturday.
Hart. Austin. Diane and Paul Hast
ings, Barbara and Robert Ladd.
Edwin and Donald Martz. Donald.
James. Jean and Michael Merri
field. Gerald Pushaw. Frank and
Linda Willis Mrs. Hattie Hall and
Mrs. Maxine Martz assisted Mrs.
Merrifield in serving ice cream,
cake and punch.

The remains ot the late Norman
J. Thompson, who died Monday,
Oct. 19. in San Diego. Calif., were
brought here for burial the follow
ing Monday. Committal services
were held at the grave with Rev.
Neal Bousefleld officiating.

Time may be a great healer,
but it's up to you to help out.

Pol&Farrot
\ ito-|*edic

Mrs. Annie Pease spent several
days last wi ek in Rockland
Callers of Mrs. Dona'd Fry.
Monday, ware Mrs. Merrill Wail
and daughter Marsha. Mr- Arthur
Hupper and children, Sharon and
Craig. Mrs. Ronald Herbert and
daughter Kim, Mrs. David Eaton
and children, Donna. Joyce and
David, and Mrs William Fry
Mrs. Josie Robbins visited h»ei
daughter. Mrs. Charotte Frost, at
Lincolnville. Tuesday afternoon.

*

M rs . Evelyn Williams of Pownal
was a suppet guest of the Nathan
Pease family Tuesday.
The white house of Nathan
Pease 's was badly orange stained
by thi weekend storm. Houses of
Lloyd Brown and Donald Pushaw
were slightly discolored.
Kirtli(la> Party
Douglas Merrifield, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Merrifield, ob
served his sixth birthday with a
party at his home Saturday after
noon. Guests were: Brenda Bow
man. David and Kathy Carver.
Kevin Dow. Donald FryChristime Julie. James. Lin and Susan

1
c
i
1

Feel grow safely with the help of
famous Poll-Parrot shoes. Pre-tested
for gentle, invaluable support built
right into Poll-Parrot VITO-PEDIC shoes
Invest in the best... it pays.
All sizes carefully fitted.

sofa opens to a ROOMY 40" x 73" bed. These exclusives are
meticulously tailored and biscuit tufted, covered in lovely

i

FALL CLASS IN CERAMICS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY - Afternoon and Evening

decorator tweeds in green, red, charcoal, turquoise or black.

MAKE GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

INDIVIDUAL SECTIONS $59

More Than 1500 Articles To Choose From

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

352

Main

SEE OUR DISPLAY IN SPEAR BLOCK

Street
Rockland

True guide brood
bate leather wedge
Heeli built for easy
adjustments

•wilt with molded
steel shanks and
extra-long leather
inside counters

Individual left and
right quarters con
forming to child’s
ankle bones

Muwuufft Sbe Stone

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

RUTH'S CERAMICS
CORNER MAIN ANO WINTER STS.

PHONE CEdar 6-2SI9
130 It

130-132

ROCKLAND
130-lt
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MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Tel. TEmple 2-«361
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MRS. MAXINE MAHONEY, S5 MAIN STREET, TEL. FL 4-8144

David Prescott, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Prescott, celebrated
his ninth birthday. Monday, at his
home on Georges Street. Guests
were Sheila Polkv, Carol Emerson.
Doris and Ronald Hastings. Mari
lyn Betts and Jeff Robbins. Games
were enjoyed and prizes won by
Katherine Shesler. Peter Betts and
Dwight Henry.
Rev. and Mrs. Gerald Kinney
w>ere honored and welcomed by
members of the We-Two Club. Mon
day evening, at a buffet supper
held in the Federated. Church ves
try. Rev. Kinney began his pas
torate in the church Sunday. The
background of the organization was
given by Mrs. Forest Stone and
by-laws were read by secretary
Mrs. Robert Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weaver
have returned' from Winsor, Vt.,
after being called there by the i
death of his sister. Mrs. Jennie B
Witherill.
Mrs. Harold Richardson has
charge of new members or re
newal of members of Knox Hospi
tal Auxiliary.
The Marine Divsion of the Cham
ber of Commerce held an open
meeting. Wednesday, at the fire
station.
Warden Charles Boetsch
of Rockland spoke on the new boat
ing laws which will go into effect ;
in April.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lewis have
recently moved to Portland.
The Wil'liiams-Brazier Post will
hold a Halloween dance for chil
dren eight to 15 years old.
Re
freshments will be served and
prizes awarded.
The Primary Department of the
Baptist Church wiil hold a Hallo
ween party. Friday, from 7 to 9
p. m. at the Baptist Church vestry.
Girl Scout Troop 5 met Monday
with their leader, Mrs. Joseph
Richards, and completed Senior
Scout requirements.
They also
worked on posters for a food sale.
A new flag has been donated. The
meetings will be held on Mondays
after school* from now on.
Rev. Gerald Bradley of Ray
mond, N. H., is the guest of his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Smith. High Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthud Kal'och
were honored at a dinner party.
Monday evening, in observance of
their 55th wedding anniversary at
the home of their son-in-law and
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Bussed i
Hoffses.
Arcana
Lodge.
Knights
of'
Pythias, and Pythian Sisters will I
hold a semi-public Halloween party
Friday at 8 p. m. at the K of P
Hall. The Swinging Beavers will
entertain and dancing will follow.
Mona McMillan. Laurel Stone
and Lista Robinson won the special

BOWLING
SATURDAY AFTERNOONS
Orient Bowling Alleys
Benefit of

Thomaston
Lions
Club
«7-Th-133

noooooooooooooooeeooo

1

CAMDEN

WALDOBORO

THOMASTON

BEAT
THE COLD
WEATHER
With

• Weatherstrip
Felt, Plastic,
Wood, Rubber

• Storm Windows
2 for 39c
Better - 39c each

• Window Fabrics
• Window Glass
• Caulking
Compound
• Stove Pipe
From

STUDLEY
HARDWARE
THOMASTON
130-131'

prizes at tht Tuesday Teenage Rec
ord Hop at Watts Hail sponsored
by the senior students.
All members of the Thomaston
Garden Club are urged by the
president. Mrs. Guy Brackett, .to
attend the Garden Club Federation
of Maine Conference. Thursday
November 5. in the State House
Augusta.
Registration will be 9
a. m. followed by a business* meet
ing at 10 o’clock.
Luncheon at
12:30 p. m. will be served at the
State House Cafeteria. Mrs. Ray
mond Cronin of Wellesley Hills
Mass., will give a lecture demon
stration of arrangements for the
holiday season
A reception and
tea will be held at the Blaine House
at 3:130 p. m
No reservations
necessary.
Department
Commander
and
Mrs. Robert MacFarland leave
Thursday for Presque Isle to at
tend the official council meetings
and. also attend a reception and
banquet for Mrs. Ruby Tapley.
Department
President
of
the
American Legion Auxiliary ot
Blaine.
When the church bells i ing in
Thomaston at 6 o’clock on Hallow. . n. children, who have previous
ly gone to the various churches at
5:30 p. m. to be equipped with
badges and UNICEF containers,
will start calling from house to
house to coll, ct for the United Na
tions Children Fund for the trick
or treat program.
Do not give
money to children who do not
haw badges They will return to
their respective church to count
the money collected and to enjoy
their own Halloween party.
The
money will pay foi supplemental
food and medical care for unfortu
nate children and mothers the
world over.

ROCKPORT
MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-3592

Mrs. Cora Upham entertained at
a family dinner party Saturday
evening at her home on Russell
Avenue in honor of the birthday
of her daughter. Mrs. Dorothy
Young, of Camden. Others present
were Albert Young of Camden and
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Kenney and
daughter Janice and Miss Marion
Upham.
Mrs. Young received
many gifts.
A farewell party was given at
the home of Mis. Margaret Dean
assisted by Mrs. Elinor Hall in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Norbeck and son Douglas, who will
leave soon for Florida, where they
will spend the winter. Those pres
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Orville
Jameson. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Million andi son. Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Gregory and daughter, all of
Camden, and Mrs. Rose Blackington and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hall
and children.*
Rockport Garden Club will meet
November 5 when Christmas decotions will be the subject.
Executive board of the Rockport
Garden Club will meet Friday
afternoon at 1:30 at the home of
Miss Hazel Wall, Pascal Avenue.
Miss Marion Upham is- visiting
for a week Mr. and’ Mrs. Kenneth
Morrill at Weeks Mill.
Mrs. Ella Russell of Rockland
was the guest Tuesday of Mi and
Mrs. Charles Carver.
Walter Richards observed his
birthday Sunday at his home on
Russell Avenue. He was presented
a decorated birthday cake by Mrs.
Gladys Henderson of Camden.
Others present were Mr. and Mrs.
Roland Richards and bis two sis
ters. Mrs. Etta Thurston and Miss
Annie Richards. Richards 11 ceived
many gifts and cards from his nd itives and friends
Cathy Phillips of Auburn was an
overnight guest Saturday of Mr.
and Mrs. Ernes-t Crockett and
daugh-tei Jove-- of Limerock Stieet.
Mr. and Mn Malcolm Phillips
were overnight guests. of her par
ents. Mr. and M - Cha: - Maiston in Camden.
Methodist Chu:ch choii u ..1 meet
Thursday evening at thi horn* of
Mrs. Don Johnson
Mi and Mrs. G ne Noyes and
ao1. T< ry
' V • •. / •
gu
Sunday of h*-i grahd’pa: • nt> Mr
and Mrs Roland Crock-;: High

S ’: ■ - '
Mr. and Mis E B Jot s of Oh.
are visiting theii son and daughterin-law. Mr. and M Howard
Jones. Russ* 1 Av- i;u*
Ph..ip Davis of \\ st Rockport
was d.nner guest Sunday of Mi
and Mrs. Donald P'.- :
dren. West Stie.p
Methodist Youth F< iwship

Senator Margaret Chase Smith reviews the highlights of her talk, Tuesday evening, to the members
of the Rockland Women’s Club, with two officers of the Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs, .Mrs. Stephen
Patrick of Waldoboro, left, first vice president; and Mrs. Luther Fowler of Round Pond, right, director
Photo by Shear
of District Nine.
Senator Margaret Chase Smith, peaceful uses of outer space if we
guest speaker of the Federated fail in our first objective of preventing war.
The potential of
Women's Clubs of Knox County,
peaceful uses in space exploration
held at the Farnsworth Museum is unlimited; in weather forecaston Tuesday evening, used as her ing, new approaches of educating
topic "Space”. She compared the of peoples in remote areas, and
attitudes of peoples of today, ac the results that research has ac’ complished
in
medicine.
She
cepting the new to the rejection of pointed out that the belief is that
any change of the past genera in a short time the payoff of
tions. Senator Smith maintained civilian space effort will be large
‘.hat the survival of our nation and ' enough to make the entire space
civilization depends
upon the •ffort self financing.
A general discussion followed
United States leadership in ex
ploring the universe and using her talk, in which her opinion of
that science as a force for peace. Russia and the recent visit of
She further stated that we can- | Chairman Krushchev was brought
n5T even begin to develop the ' out.

have a Halloween party. Tuesday was held. During the meeting it
evening, at 7:30 p. m. at the home was voted to celebrate the 32nd
of the pastor. Rev. and Mrs. Kings birthday of the club on Monday,
ley Strout, Camden.
j November 9. with a covered dlish
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver, .supper at 6 p. m. at the Rockport
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crockett Baptist Church. Mrs. Blanche Car
and son Charles motored) Sunday ver and Mrs. Evelyn Crockett will
evening to Orono where Charles re set and decorate the tables. Mrs.
mained at the University of Maine. Cora Welch will be chairman of the
' entertainment. The club will meet
William Lermond is on a two
weeks vacation from his duties at next Monday evening at the home
. of Mrs. Ethel Spear.
After the
Ingraham’s Store.
Hook Rug Club will meet Wed meeting al! adjourned to the din
nesday with Mrs. Annie Dorman ing room for refreshments with
: each receiving a Halloween favor.
of Rockland.
Rockport Thimble Club met
Mrs. Iv-is Cripps and Mrs. Cath
erine Pound have returned to their Tuesday noon at 'the home of Mrs.
home at Simonton's Coiner from a Elizabeth Lowell where a chicken
I pie dinner was served.
Favors
hunting trip at Burlington.
During the meeting
Timothy Jones, who has* been sta ' were used.
tioned for the past 18 months at more plans were made* for the
Guam is on a 30 day leave and is ■ club’s 18th birthday which will be
visiting his parents. Mr. and1 Mrs. j observed' next Tuesday at the
Howard Jones.
On his return home of Mrs. Evelyn Crockett
Jones will be stationed at the Air ' Thos-e present were Mrs. Gladys
: Maker. Mrs. Gladys Wilson. Mrs.
Force Base in Duluth.. Minn.
Mr. ahd Mrs. Specker Norton Ella Russell. Mrs. Blanche Carver
of Camden and Mr. and Mrs. [ Mrs. Louise Cavanaugh and Mrs
Byron Rider were guests Sunday i Evelyn Crockett.
,• M
. I Mrs Chw ea Hitter,
Members of Fred A Norwood
Union Street.
Women’s Relief Corps attended the
The Baptist Youth Fellowship reception of Miss Alice Smalley,
will have a Halloween party. Tues president of the State Relief Corps,
day evening, at the vestry at 7 at Rockland’s GAR Hall, Saturday
p. m.
evening, at which Lillian Simonton,
M s Adelaide Pettegrove was a department senior vice president,
dinner guest. Sunday, of her moth who represented the departm nt
er
Mrs. Vinie Johnson, and Miss president, extended greetings to the
Sharon Watts. Commercial Street. honored guest.
They were Alice
WSCS will meet Wednesday eve Simonton, past department presi
ning at 7:30 o'clock at the Metho dent; Mrs. Emma Torrey, past de
dic Church for a Halloween party. partment president; Mis
Vinie
All members are requested to take Johnson, president of the F:» d A
an article for the Scotch auction. Norwood Women's Relief Corps;
Those from the Rockport Bap
tist Church who attended the Lin
coln Council of American Baptist
M-n meeting at the Ridge Church
in Martinsville. Saturday, were:
FRI. - SAT. - SUN.
Deli Hyssong. .John Hyssong. Jr..
Chart- Marston Malcolm Phillips.
Oct. 30-31, Nov. 1
!• oyd Carvei Wallace Page, W;lDouble Feature
..am Whitney. Albert Rhodes. Rev.
Ca . W Small and Clifton Lufkin.
"DIARY OF A HIGH SCHOOL
Mr. and Mis. Reynold Downes
BRIDE"
and children. Karen and Bobby,
I’Ll S
wi-re in Belfast. Saturday.
"GHOST OF DRAGSTRiP
Trytohelp Club met Monday eve
ning at the home of Miss Hazel
HOLLOW"
Wi.. with Mis. Maude Whitney as
130-lt
co-hurt'
when a Halloween party

Camden Theatre

KnoX
TpI. I.V I-SI41

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

and Mrs. Gertrude Talenbloom,
Mis. Edna Morris. Mrs. Effie Salis
bury, Mrs. Ellen Bohndell and
Mrs. Dorothy Upham.
Miss Sara Simonton motored
Monday to Bangor where she visa
ed friends. She was acompanied
by her mother. Mrs. Alice Simon, ton Mrs, Lillian Simonton* and Mrs.
Muriel Welt.

Stork Shower

|
A stork shower was given Mrs.
Lozina Ames at the home of her
mother-in-law. Mrs. Una Ames,
,
given by het sister-in-law, Mrs.
Margaret Gardner, of Warren.
Gilts were arranged in a large
doll’s cradle decorated by Miss
Linda Ames. Refreshmentts were
served which featured cakes made
: by Mrs. Mildred Roberts.
Guests present were: Mrs. Caro
line Barrows, Mrs.. Nora Carroll,
Mis. Dorothy Carroll. Mis. Elsie
London. Mrs. Phyllis Baker, Mrs.
Sandal Gray. Mrs. Gladys Kimball.
Mrs. Rita Hammond. Mrs. Agatha
Five, M:s. M.Idled Rhodes. Miss
Ba: ba: a Rhodes. Mrs. Alfred Taoley. Miss Janev Tapley. Miss Linda
Ames, Miss Sharon Roberts, Mrs.
Mildied Roberts. Mrs. Una Ames,
and
Mrs.
Margaret
Gardner.
Those unable to attend but sending
gifts were: Mrs. Clara Thomas,
Mrs. N* lie Lawton, Mrs. Ri.ta NorI wood, Mrs. Anita Grant. Mrs. Gen
eva Roberts, Mrs. Bertha Bartlett.
Mrs. Helen Landers. Mrs. Marion
{Thompson and Mrs M*ariiyn Win| chenbaugh.
Some fellows who set out to see
the world have no intentions ol
using sunshine to light the way.

PUBLIC PARTY
WAR MEMORIAL POST No. 30
Washington St., Camden

Every Thursday

news pictures taken hy CourierGazette photograph ers may now he
purchased at $1 each. Orders may
he placed by phone, LYric 1-1491,
or at the office.
tf

7.30 P. M.
76-Th-tf

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
Till KS.-FKI.: Kvk. H.MI-M.3O
SAT.: Mat. 2.00; Eve. 6.3O-X.3O
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Garden Club

The Camdi n Garden Club met
Tuesday afternoon. October 27. at
St. Thomas’ Parish House. Mrs.
Sybil B. Leatherman, well known
horticulturist of El Monte, Calif.,
was the guest speaker. Her sub
ject was “Braz-iHian Flora”. She

The Stop sign’s clear as clear can
be.
For every motorist to see—
No need to ponder, figure, guess—
Its meaning Stop—no more, no
less.
It's based on faith that you and I
will heed its summons, not
drive by.
To young and old. to high and
low—
This sign means Stop, not just go
slow!
A flashing red light is the same—
A Stop sign with a different
name.
Stop when the light is blinking
red;
When troffic’s clear, then go
ahead!

Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen
bach and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Winchenbach of Dutch Neck were
in Portland one day recently.
Mrs. Jennie Fowler has closed
her home and will spend the win
ter with her son and family, Mr.
and
Mrs. Willard Fowler.
in
Miami Springs. Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ki ah and
daughter Chalmer visited Mrs.
John Waldo Verney, Sunday, in
Sheepscot.
Mrs. Florence BidweLl and Mrs.
Catherine Waltz were in Rockland
last Thursday.
Robert Smith of Marblehead.
Mass., called on Mr. and Mrs.
D H. Winchenbach last Wednesday.
Mrs Nettie Winchenbach enter
tained the Wesley Society last
Thursday .afternoon with 17 pres
ent
The next meeting will be
held with Mis. Florence Bid well
November 5
Mis. Alcada McCourt and* her
mother. Mrs. Lena Kaler. have
returned to Somerville.
Mass.,
after spending the summer at their
home here.
Charles Waltz, was in Bangor.
Saturday.
Mrs. Emily Wnichenbach enter
tained the Samba Club last Thurs
day evening.
Mrs. William Both spent a week
recently with hei son in Waltham,
Mass

NEWS PHOTOS FOR SALE
Reprints in 8 x 10 inch size of

, •

'

\an arctic fabric idea to
keep you warm... even at
| sub -zero temperature !

:

THERMAL KING UNDERWEAR

YOU’LL BE SICK, SICK, SJCKy > <>^FROM W-IHINfi!
NEVER

fry

Healthknit

HAS THE
SCREEN
SURGED

FABULOUS
SPECTACLE

Have YOU Yet Enjoyed the Public

OF THE

Here’s an amazing fabric containing thousands of tiny knit pockets
to trap and hold body heat, actually seal out cold air—give you
extra warmth without bulk! Full-cut throughout for long-wearing
lasting comfort. Won’t bind and won't scratch. Two-thread collar!
ette. Shrink-resistant and completely moth-proof. Extra-high
absorbency assures comfort indoors as well as out.
6

FAME AND

“Saturday Night Buffet”

INFAMY OF
MAN’S MOST

SHIRTS or DRAWERS — S-M-L-XL

BARBARIC

AT THE THORNDIKE HOTEL?

AGEI

EVERYBODY! HELP YOURSELF !

Twenty-Two Different Feeds Featuring

CBAW Aoaee

Hot Prime Rib Roast and Lobsters
Besides Many Home Made Breeds and Desserts
|>. M

118-Th£S tf

The next meeting of the Waldo
boro PTA will be held Thursday,
November 5. 8 p. nt., at the Miller
School. Reports will be presented
on the high school guidance pro
grams at Boothbay Harbor, Wis
casset. Lincolnville and Waldoboro. ;
Then Brainaid Paul will sum
marize these reports. It should be
very’ interesting to learn what is
being done in these other communi
ties. A special invitation is offered
to the parents of the studlents from
Friendship, Nobleboro and Jeffer
son. The high school has about 50
tuition students, -including out
standing persons in every field, but
their parents don’t seem to realize
that they have a place waiting
for them ui the PTA. We always
have plenty of refreshments, so
come along and get acquainted

Mis Earle C. Perry, president
of the Methebesec Club, acting as
hostess, introduced Mrs. Howard
Crockett, president of the Rockland Women's Club and Mrs.
Mikial Leo. president of the Junlor Women’s Club.
First Vice President of the
Maine Federation of Women's
Clubs Mrs. Stephen Patrick of
Waldoboro, spoke briefly on women’s duty to be well informed
and active in civic affairs and
government. Mrs. Luther Fowler
of Round Pond, the District Director, brought the members up
to date on the projects of the
Federated Clubs being especially
WEST WALDOBORO
stresses this year.

EVENINGS 6.15 - 7.15
SATI RDAV: 1.30 - 6.15 - 7.45

r

SERVED EACH SATI'RDAS MGHT 6.00 - 9.IMI
Call Now For Reservations, LYric 4-1494

Telephone CEdar

Ms. Douglas Williamson and} two
The Ocean View 4-H Club held
daughters are spending two weeks I its second meeting *at the home of
with her parents, ^r. and* Mrs.
their leader, Mrs. Charles H.
Richard *Pinkham, at Bar Mills.
Lowe, at 1 o’clock, Oct. 26. Five
Mrs. Charles Snow was an over
members were present, four were
night guest of Mrs. Alfred Snow
absent.
Katherine
MacMullen
at Gardiiner. Friday.
was welcomed as a new member,
Harold Perry. Mrs. Audrey Mack
Janice Bowley attended as a
and Mrs. Mert-ie Booth were in
i guest. Valera Lowe, vice presi
Rockland Friday.
the meeting.
Douglas Williamson has gone to dent. conducted
Jeanette Dickey’s name was added
Aurora for a few weeks.
Jill Tait, daughter of Mr. and J to the secretary’s report as the
Mrs. Douglas Tait. is a patient at Club Flag bearer. A discussion
All
the Sisters Hospital in Waterville. was held on hand sewing.
Mrs. Sarah Day and Mrs. Mar members completed making a
jorie Miller were in Rockland reedle holder, sewing on buttons
and sequins as decorations.
Tuesday.
The group made brownies and
Mrs. Robert Winchenbach. Mrs.
Carrie
Winchenbach and
Mrs. j punch for refreshments. A play
Rena Crowell were in Waterville, period was held and toasting of
marshmallows completed the af
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Newcomb ternoon program. Next meeting
of Randolph. Mass., are passing a will be held after school, Nov. 2.
; few days at theii home at KaLer’s at the home of their leader: Pro
, Corner.
ject. wrist pin cushion.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Gilman of
The Camden Public Library will
Holbrook. Mass., are guests at be open Thursday evenings until
Stahl’s Tavern.
8 o’clock beginning Oct. 29.

WITH SUCH

AU. YOU CAN EAT!

MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correapondent

I told of visiting the virgltt rain for’ est in Brazil, ahd «"t tidying fcabttat
of begonias, and bringing back
kseeds of many, which she has satis
factorily grown here for house
plants. She spoke about the cus
toms of Brazil and gave helpful sug
gestions for traveling there.
Mrs. William H. Budd, president,
announced the resignation.* of Mrs.
Ray O. Worthen. club treasurer,
who has done an outstanding job.
She will be succeeded by Mrs. Nor
man Beloin. Mrs. Budd announced
the fall conference of the Garden
Club Federation of Maine will be
held at the State House in Augusta
on Thursday. November 5. Regis
tration -is at 9 a. m... and lunch
may be obtained at the State House
Cafeteria. Mrs. Raymond Cronin
of Wellesley Hill, Mass., will speak
in the afternoon on Christmas deco
rations.

1.99.2.98-3.95

ECONOMY

CLOTHES SHOP - ROCKLAND
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subscribed.

CLASSIFIED ADventures!
Now You
Should Look

For A Good

Secondhand
Ladder

In the
Classified

Columns

COURIERGAZETTE

Classified advertisements in this section having three lines
or less will be inserted once for $1. and three times for $2.
Additional lines will be charged at 20 cents per line for the
first insertion and 10 cents per line for each additional inser
tion. Figure five short words per line in preparing classified
advertisements. Advertisements which call for mailing to The
Courier-Gazette on behalf of the advertiser will carry an addi
tional charge of 25 cents.
Payment for classified advertising in advance of publica
tion is required. Exceptions are those firms and persons having
regular accounts with The Courier-Gazette.

FOB SALE

FOR SALE

'47

PONTIAC for sale, RAH,
LOBSTER TRAP STOCK
good cond., used daily.
MRS.
FOR SALE
DOROTHY
HORSLEY
Water In stock largest inventory of fresh
Street, Thomaston.
130*14 ly cut material in Coastal Area
INDEPENDENT
LOBSTER CO
USED 30-30 Marlin Rifle for i „
,
128-t t
sale, late model, $50 00. McLAIN Tl lson Avenue Rockland
SHOE STORE, Tel. LYric 4-4555 j " '
130*lt I
TO LET
POT Type Oil Radiant Circulat-;
BED Sitting Room and) Kitchen
ing Heater for sale ,apt. size. Good j
ette to let. furnished. Hot water
cond.
Used 2 years.
456 OLD
heat, separate entrance, nice resi
COUNTY ROAD, City
130*132
dential section bv private family.
1948 PONTIAC Silver Streak for TEL. LYric 4-5636
130-132
sale, cheap, inspected.
LARRY
TRAILER Lot to let. availale
TURFFS. Windy Hill Farm. Tel.
Nov. 1.
Inquire BRANNAN’S
Washington 16-21.
130-132
TRAILER PARK. Tel LYric 4-4939.
NORGE Electric Hat Water
130-132
ftleater for sale, double thermostat.
FURN. House to let. 11 CEN
52 gal. cap. Inquire 26 HIGHLAND
TER STREET or Tel. LYric 4-4604.
STREET. "City^ _
130*132
129*131

Mrs. Richard Benner and sons
Richard and Larry of Camden
MISS DORIS HYLER
spent Monday with Mrs. George
Correspondent
' Martin.
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 officei Mrs. Isabelle Ladd went ThursTelephone CRestwood 4-2038 home' day to Florida, where she will be
employed for the winter.
<
i Mrs. Edith Wilder is now at
Mr. and Mis. Joseph Teague home having closed her cottage
haven’t left for Florida yet. It at Friendship. Before returning
was a wrong steer. They go next home, Mrs. Wilder was a medical
Monday, Nov. 2.
j patient for several days at Knox
Mystic Rebekah Lodge held a j Hospital.
regular meeting, Monday evening. [ Warren Lodge of Odd Fellows
with the new officers in the chairs, i will fjom the postponed installation
Guests were present from Bethel i Friday. Oct. 30. with Carl Hilton.
Rebekah Lodge, and a warm D.D.G.M. of Waldoboro, installing
greeting was given to Mrs. Nancy officer.
Clark, who due to her now living
Ernest Page, who makes his
in New York City, had been un home with his daughter and fami
able to attend a meeting for sev ly, Mr. and Mis. George Ingra
eral years.
Miss Doris Hyler. ham. is a medical patient at Knox
who had been an associate mem Hospital.
ber for seven years, was received
Carl Erickson was hast to his
into membership by transfer from Breezy Acres Poultry Farm and
Miriam Rebekah Lodge of Rock Warren Motors Garage crews and
land. Mrs. Lillian Simmons gave families at the Knox Arboretum.
a report of the Rebekah Assemblyy j Sunday afternoon, for a chicken
session and Miss Hyler reported’ barbecue and steamed clam
..... .................
menu.
on the meeting of the Secretary s ■ «»pjg sajd that some who considered (
Association. Invitations were re-| themselves part of his crew, but'
ceived to the receptions of Grand who were not invited, crashed the
Patriarch Edward Lewis in Wa door. All report a good time
terville. Nov. 14. and Mrs. Elva
Kelley, president of the Rebekah
Assembly, Nov. 21 in Lewiston. SOUTH WARREN
The Charter was draped in me I Several house owners in this
mory of Mrs. Isa Teague.
Re neighborhood report the yellowed
freshment committee for the Nov. j shade on their houses following
9 meeting will be Mrs. Marion i the heavy rain on Saturday and
The same conditions
Manner, Miss Avis Maloney and Sunday.
Mrs. Josephine Starrett.
Mrs. were reported in Hancock and
Helen Hancock. Mrs.
Frances Waldo Counties.
Misa
Rose Lambertson and
Gist and Mrs. Lillian Simmons
served refreshments following the Miss Eleanor Wood of Farmington Were weekend guests at the
meeting.
Printed in the Maine Baptist Copeland-Wood home.
News has been received of the
Messenger for October is a picture
of Rev. Sterling Helmer and the death of Jennie Belle, wife of
church, showing it is a Baptist Harry Wetherell of Windsor. Vt..
Messenger Church, 100 per cent and daughter of the late Emery
and Myrtle Weaver of Cushing.
Besides her husband she is sur
LOST AND FOUND
vived by two sons by a former
BLACK Mongrel Female Puppy marriage. George and Paul Hamil
and Three Colored Female Beagle ton of Windsor, and two brothers.
found. Under dog haw, CALL LYric George of Portland and Lawrence
4-5850.
129-131 of Thomaston, and an aunt. Mrs.
Grace Lermond of South Warren.
Funeral services were held in
WANTED
Windsor on Tuesday, Oct. 27.
GIRL wanted for part-time secre
tarial woik - tvping, filing and
Most of the go’.detn opportunities
Write "STENOGRA- we hear about are seldom more
shorthand.
I’HER". ' The Courier-Gazette, than rainbow gold.
giving jlrevious experience and
130-tf
baekgi ound.
SERVICES
HOUSEKEEPER
wanted two
days a week or live in at Cushing.
ARE You Cramped For Space?
TEL. hLeetwood 4-2229
129*131 QiV(. t^p family the privacy of an
FULL Time Work wanted by ex- other room, or convert your attic,
perienced bookkeeper, typist and basement or garage into practical
receptionist. Write BOX BTR.
, living areas. Pay nothing down.
The Courier-Gazette.
129*131 j wc shall arrange financing which
CHRISTMAS WILlTsOON”
will include labor as well as maBE HERE
i terials. or you can do it yourself.
The opportunity to earn extra in-1 Use oui plans or yours.
Phone
come with “Avon Calling" is excel-1 Camden CEdar 6-3363 and learn
lent. Customers waiting for serv- why we say "It's A Better Buy
ice. Exclusive territory. Call or | From SUTTON SUPPLY ".__130-lt
write: MRS. FRANCES H. FIDES. i DRESSMAKING - Alteiations
57 Chamberlain Avenue, Bruns-i Coats and Suits.
MRS JEAN
wick.
129-131 VIALLE, 16 Summer Street.
130*135
KALER'S ELECTRIC-SERVICE
Wiring. Repairing and Sterilizing
PLUMBING
' B C Kaler. Sr.
Tel. LYric 4-8140
126*137
and HEATING
—DRESSMAKING and Miscel'.aneI ous Sew ing wanted. MRS. RUTH
by SEARS
i i RUSSEIJ.. Tel. LYric 4-6667. 121-tf
Free Engineering Service

WARREN

1
i
j
1
’
j
j
:

Know • How Sparks 4 • H Club Program

Dutch Neck
MRS. MAMIE E. BENNER

HELEN L. BAIRD
Correapondent
Te). TEmple

Correspondent
R.F.D. Box 71, Waldoboro
Tel. TEmple 3-9106

Mrs. Lilia Crosby has returned
to Manchester. N. H.. after spend
ing the past six weeks at the
Hayes cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. William Balser of
South AttieborQ, Mass., have been
recent guests of Mr and Mrs.
L. W. MacMiLlen.
Mrs. Wava Robie has returned
to her home at Marshfie'.d Hill,
Mass
Mrs. Gcitha Miller and Wesley
Stanii y were in Boothbay. Sunday,
to see Mr. Stanley’s mother.
Mr. and Mis. Ebcn Wallace and
chillren. Richard and Judy, and
Mrs. Ella Wallace were in Bar!
Harbor Sunday. October 18.
Mr. and Mis. Gabriel Winchenbaugh have been recent guests bf
their daughter and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Ross Dodge, in Dan boro.
Pennsylvania.
Mrs Xeiiiu Gross is a patient at
the Goodwin Nursing Home at
Kaler’s Cornel .
Mi. and Mrs. Eben Wallace and
children. Richard and Judy, and
Mrs. William Winchcnbach attend
ed an auction at Onni Pasanens
Faa in. North Waldoboro. Saturday.
Professor and
Mis.
Anthony
Jobin aft last Monday for their
home a.t Ann Arbor, Mich., after
spending the past three months
here.

Mrs. Mamie Benner attended1 the
State WC'TU Convention at Portland
last week. She also visited1 several
days with her cousin. Fred K.
Turnei.
Mi. and Mrs. Robert Winchcn
bach and two children of Camden
were guests Sunday of his par
ents Mr. and Mrs Thomas Winchenbach, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chute were
in Portland last Monday.
Mrs Addie Wotton, Missi Marilyn

REAL ESTATE
SIX Room House for sale on cor
ner lot in St. George. Price $3,200.
BOX 51 Tenants Harbor Maine.
130*132
HOUSE Lu's far sale in ThoinasW ALTER STRONG. Tel.
ton.
FLe •twood 4-6322.
_ 130-lt
_
FOR SALE
Spruce Head - 6 rooms. ’,4 bath,
(3 bedrooms). Land borders two
coves.
Ideal for a fisherman.
Price reduced to $6,900.
For appointment to inspect this
property. Tel. LYric 4-4803 or
4-5975.
EVELYN M. MUNSEY
Realtor
27 Chestnut Street
Rockland. Maine
129-131
I OR SALE
249 Camden Street - Above aver
age four bed: oom home, modern
bath, good kitchen, oil hot water
heat and extra large lot. FHA or
GI $11,000.
(11 ARLES E. BICKNELL, 11
Realtor — Appraiser
88 Summer Street Tel. LYric 4-5799
128*130
APARTMENT House for sale.
$10 500. Poor h
owner to offer this income propertv. Five apartments of 7 rooms.
bath and shed each. In good repair, rent •d; $1800 year income;
onlv ex pen se - taxes and insurance.
TEI,
FI ^ee twood 4-2451 after 4
128-133
p ni

Fr’en^J?

“Give a boy a job be can do,
add someone to show him how,
and you’ll have the makings of a
4-H Club,’* declares Norman C.
Mindrum, director. National
Committee on Boys and Girls
Club Work, Chicago.
Pictured above is a trio of
younger dub members intent on
learning from a junior leader the
intricacies ol building a bird
house. 'These 4-H’ers, says Mr.
.Mindrum, are like thousands
throughout the state working on
projects ranging from leadeidiip
to crops Altogether there are
more than 50 different programs
in which boys and girls can enroll, he reports. All are planned
to increase know-how and improve skills.
“.More than two million young
people today are learning how to
do a better job through 4-H train
ing,' sa>s Mr. Mindrum, “and
they have a chance to compete for
honor* and awards. In the process
the south develop character, citi
/ensnip, responsibility and good
sportsmanship.”
J he 411 Club programs are ad
ministered by the Cooperative Extension Service, the state land
grant colleges and universities,
and the I SDA. However, awards
and much project training mate
rial are provided by leading busi
ness concerns and private indi
viduals, according to Mr. Mindrum. 1 he role of the .National

j

|
j

|
i
I
'
•
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22 CU. FT. White King Deep
TWO Room Furn. Heated Apt.
Freeze for sale. Like new. $250.
to let. Private bath. For refined
TEL. LYric 4-7139.
129-131
No pets.
TEL. LYric
adults.
BLACK Rotted Cow Dressing for 4-5877.
130*Th*133
Wotton and Mr. and Mrs. John
sale.
Also, loam and fill. Call
UPSTAIRS 5 Room Apt. to .ct.
Stahl attended the GenXhner-Moore
LYric 4-4268, H. N. PROCTOR,
hot
water
heat.
21
MASONIC
wedding at the Waldoboro Baptist
Lake Avenue.
129*131
STREET.
129*131
Church. Saturday. October 17.
KENMORE
Portable
Sewing
FURN. Rooms to let. 9 Union
Mis. Mary Waltz of Gross Neck
Machine for sale, good. cond. TEL. Street. TEL. LYric 4-4245.
was a guest. Saturday, of her
LYric 4-5972._______________ 129-131
129*131
30-30 WINCHESTER Rifle for
NEWLY Decoiated 4 Room Apt.
sale, Model 94. excellent cond. to let. with electric stove; also. 3
MISCELLANEOUS
TEL. LYric 4-4759 ________ I2?!131 room furnished apt. HASKELL &
NEW anil Used Guns bought and
ABC Oil Parlor Heater for sale, CORTHELL. Tel. CEdar 6-32,54.
sold. Ab odd ammunition. Used
129-131
excellent cond., $35.
GILBERT Camden.
furniture bought, and sold. Expert
MARTIN, Cushing. Tel. FLeetwood
SMALL Furn. Heated Upstairs
gunsmith. Repair all makes. Cab
4-2292.
128*130 Apt. to let. Central. One peison
oi drop in today
CHARLEY'S
'57 PRARIE Schooner Mobile pieterred. TEL. LYric 4-4082.
GUN SHOP. Route 1. Rockpo’t.
129-131
Home for sale. 36'x8’. Priced for
Tel.
CEdu
6-3955.
129-1.31
quick sale. TEL. FLeetwood 4-2225.
A Pleasant and Attractive Four
128-130 Room Apartment to let, adults
SEPTIC Tanks and Cesspols
rieaned and serviced. Prompt 24
CHARIS and Smartform Founda only. References required. Foi
hour service. Same prices as in
tion Garments for sale. Measure appointment TEL. LYric 4-8773.
129-131
OidO: chard C. E. FENDERSON
ments by appointment.
Fittings
SANITARY SERVICE, Rock'.and,
and alterations included.
MAR
FOUR Room Partly Furn. Apt.
Teb LYric 4-8762
£23*131
JORIE MacFARLAND. Tel. LYric to let. Second floor; elec, range,
4-5128.
______ 128-tf bath. Tel. MRS. SEAVEY. LYric
M ILL GO A.VYMHERE
ALUMINUM Windows - Best 4-7008. 9:30 a. m. to 4:40 p m.
For inside or outside painting,
I
TAXIDERMIST
No Obligation.
129-tf
quality at lowest price in the coun
also paper hanging. Call FRANK
Preserve
That
Trophy
LICENSED
PLUMBERS
ty. Aluminum doors from $45.00
FOUR and Five Room Apts, to
BRIDGES, JR. The best of work
Gameheads. Birds, etc., expertly
Guaranteed Installations
each, installed. Easy FHA terms. let. F. G. PRIEST. 109 Park Street.
fully guaranteed.
Tel. Rock'.and
mounted.
HENRY DIETZ, CamCALL
Free demonstration. E. L. MAT Tel. LYric 4-8101
129-tf
LYric 4-7205 .
47-tI
din. Tel. CEdar 6-3240 after 5 p. m
THEWS. Tenants Harbor. Tel.
UNHEATED 4 Room Apt with
121-144
CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
FRontier 2-6658.
128-tf bath and hot water to let. Newiy
ROCKLAND. LY 4-4451
Cleaned, repaired and installed.
CARPENTRY - Remodeling and
ALUMINUM Windows, Doors, renovated.
Adukts only.
CALI,
Automatic
cleaning:
equipment.
Cabinet Work.
Tel. CHARLES
sas? Free inspection and estimates.
Awnings and Siding for sale. KEN LYric 4-5595.___________ ___ 129’ 131
^2B8SBU9SS
RACK LIFT_____________ 121*126-tl
NISTON BROS., Tel. Rockland “FOUR Room Heated Apt with
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
GENEItAL Contracting. block
LYrick 4-5424 er CRestwood 4-2686 bath to let. elec, range and refrig.,
owned and operated Tel. Camden
WAITRESS wanted nights at foundations, chimneys, fireplaces;
15-tf no other furniture, hot and cold
CEdar 6-2687.
17-tf
Apply in also, asphalt, roofing and genera'
HUMPTY - DUMPTY
Business Opportunities
EXCELLENT Christmas Buy: water free. 5.56 MAIN STREET, person.
12941 carpentering. P. E. WEBBER, 248
WELL! WELL! WELL!
•complete home movie outfit, 8 above Carr's Wallpaper and Paint
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
If it is water you need, write
WILL give board and room to Thomaston Street, Rockland. Tel.
!28-tf
mm. projector, camera, screen. Store. $12.50 a week.
R. W. DRINKWATER, Well Drill
LYric
4-7124.
94-tf
one
or
two
elderly
gentlemen
in
editor, lightbar Iightmeter, field ~UNFURN. 5 Room Apt. w;th
170
Maverick
Street
ing Contractor. P. O. Box 135, Cam
TEL ROger 3-4590. 1 PIANO Tuning. MAINE MUSIC
case. Kodak. $200. TEL. CRest flush to let. 36 FRANKLIN ST. country home.
den. Tel CEdar 6-2768. Installment
127-tf ' CO., City.
Tel. LYric 4-4941.
TEL LYric 4-5160
wood 3-2015 between 5:30-6:30 p. m. $35 a mo-nth.
128*130 ___
plan also available, no down pay109-tf
SUPPLY of Surf or Hen Clam
127-tf
Across From Golf Coarse
men necessary. Member of New
THREE Room Apt. with shower
RALPH L. RICHARDS
MAHOGANY Table-desk for sale to let, refrig., gas range, space Shells wanted. Will pay 10c^ per
England and National Associations.
matched
pair
over
4
”
long.
State
Floor
Sanding
Service
with matching chair; also. Empire heater and hot watei furnished
quantity
and
location.
L.
ROSS,
Have
refinished
over
6,000
floors
in
sard table, bookcase, china closet, North Main Street.
TEL. LYric! P.t aiant Point. Cushing._ 127*132 last 20 years in Knox County. Tel
mirrors, crocheted bedspread, other 4-7653.
127-tf
WANTED - Companion for elder LYric 4-5281, 25 Franklin Street
items 10 KNOX STREET. Thom
BEAUTIFUL Ranch Style Horn.- ly woman in good health who will
61-tf
aston
Tel. FLeetwood 4-0561.
for rent to responsible family. 2 assist with housework and live in.
FLOOR SANDING
128-130
bedrooms. Reasonable rent. TEL. TELEPHONE LYric 4-8018.____ *tf
AND REFINISQING SERVICE
1956 PLYMOUTH Station Wagon LYric 4-5045 or FLeetwood 4-6153.
Work Guaranteed
EXPERIENCED Waitress want
for sale, two door, one owner
127-4 f
RAYMOND M. RICHARDS
Mav be seen at Pavson's Chevron “FURN. Heated Room'to" let. 97 ed at the KNOX RESTAURANT.
125-tf 120 North Main Street, Rockland
Station. TEL. LYric 4-9864 125-130 Union Street. TEL. LYric 4-7022.
Tel. LYric 4-5796
CEMENT-Gravi-?- Mortar Sand
126-tf
58-tf I
Driveway Gravel, Loam and Fib
NICE Four Room Fum. Apt. witti
for sale.
NEIL RUSSELL, Tel.
bath to let. TEL. LYric 4-5919.
LYric 4-5867.____________ 121-tl
129*131
NEW and Used Guns, bought
THREE Room Furn. Apt. on
• sold, traded. Ammunition. Sport Camden Road to let, lights, water,
ing goods. MAS SALES, Route 90.
gas and heat included. Private en
AT HOUGHTON-ARNOLD. YOUR CATERPILLAR DEALER
Tel. CEdar 6-3969. West Rockport. trance. Adults only. TEL. LYric
118-tf
4-5007._________________ 124-tt
LOBSTER Trap Stock for sale
No. 59-57. Cat I Mi-74” Tractor
FURN. and Unfurn. Apts, to let.
Outstanding October Buy!
WILLIAM HEMENWAY, Lincoln
Inquire in person at 11 JAMES i
with angledozer, control, winch
No. 59-11. Caterpillar No. 93.3
ville Beach. Tel. Camden CEdar
STREET.
123-tf f
and logging canopy. A fine buy!
Traxcavator equipped with
6-3971 or write Box 365, Gamder.
UNFURN. 5 Room. Apt. to let. j
129-134
heavy duty running gear. In
No. 56-M. AlliK-Chalmer* H10W
Inquire in person at 8 SUMMER
excellent condition. Truly fine
STREET.
121-tf
Tractor with a Baker Straight
•BONIOKI) BI V
CLEAN furn. heated apts. to let.
Dozer. A Fine
No. 57-62. Warco Grader,
OAK SPILES
V. F. STUDLEY.
Tel. LYric
Value For
good condition.
4-4505 or 4-9714.
120-tf
MAN Wanted to work on poultry (
Weir and Pound Material
A Bargain at
No. 58-160.
Model AB-3 Alli*THREE Room Furnished Apt. farm. Apply in person. L. B. 1
RADIO, TV AND ANTENNA
ROBERT CARLE
No. 59-40. Recent trade! Cat
with bath to let. heated Call at ROKES. Cobb Road. Camden.
Chalmer* Grader with Scarifier.
SERVICE
TEL. RO 3-5513 HOPE, ME
l>6-60” Tractor with 6A-60”
103-tf j
100 UNION STREET. City.
Bernard C. Kaler, Jr.
1953 unit with very good tire*.
129'131
Xngledozer and No. 46 Hyd. Con
130*132
MASON Work, Chimneys and
7 Broad Street
trol.
Fine
-<
FKTIFIFI)
BI
V
Foundations,
built
new
or
repaired
SECOND Floor Apt. to let. un
______ Tel. LYric 4-8140
68-tf
w'E are specializing in clothes furn.. 5 rooms and bath, garage. General repair work, carpentering. COPIES made of Important
No. 59-120.
Bargain of the
for the chubby girl, 8H - 14H; sub Water paid. 14 OCEAN STREET. and asphalt roofing. Write VAR
Month! International TII-9. Ter
^'i\tV
vPKl'F<4"'Box'493
of Tel
Tel P
aPerl1certiflcatml
* d^harge WhlIe
papers,yolIdeeds,
No. 59-20. Cal No. 112 Grader
teens, 1014 to 1444. New back to Tel, LYric 4-7066._______
E ‘NCKLES,
Box 493,”ot
b(rth
wal,
116-tf NLM
rific opportunity to purchase
43-tl
m school clothes now in stock. CHTLin good condition. Another line
small muchine
FURN. Heated 3 Room Apt with LYric 4-7181.
61-tf
at
GIFFORD'S.
Rockland.
W DREN'S SPECIALTY SHOP, 405 bath to let. Adults only. Refer
WE Buy Scrap Iron, Metals, Rags Twenty-four Hour Photo Service. lor onh
"CERTIFIED BUY"
Main Street, Tel. LYric 4-5122, City. ences required. TEL. LYric 4-4204. and Batteries.
Ask for It nt your local store or at
83-tf
MORRIS
GORDON
and
SON
115-tf
GIFFORD'S. Rockland. Maine.
Caterpillar. Cat and Traxcavator are Registered Trademarks of
TE8TED—GUARANTEED
Rockland
FIVE Room Apt. to let. all mod Leland Street
1-tf
Caterpillar Tractor Co.
USED APPLIANCES
ern improvements
TEL. LYric
LITTLE
HOFFSES
Refrigerators, Electric Ranees, 4-4359,_______________________ 114-tf
Building Contractors
Gaa Ranges, Automatic Washers
30 GAL Gas Water Heater to
Tel. FLeetwood 4-2440 or 4-2473
Dryers, Wringer Washers. AL

Cousens' Realty

Bargains in

USED EQUIPMENT

$3000

Committee is to arrange for this
support and see that it is chan
neled in the best interests of the
Extension Service and 4-11.
Individual awards now' include
college scholarships, L.S. savings
bonds, wrist watches and trips to
the National 4-H Club Congress
held in C hicago Nov. 29 through
Dec. 3. Hinners are selected by
the Extension Service on a state,
sectional and national basis.
Among the award donors this
year are: Ford Motor Company,
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corpo
ration, E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Company, International Har
vester Company, Kerr Glass
Manufacturing Corporation, The
Oliver Corporation, Westinghouse Educational Foundation,
Allied Chemical Corporation,
American Forest Products Indus
tries, Inc, Allis-Chalmers Manu
facturing Company, Eli Lilly and
I ornpany, Sears-Roebuck Foun
dation ,and Edward loss Wilson.
Also, Moorman Mlg. Co., Cali
fornia Spray-Chemical Coiporation, Win. Wrigley Ji. Company,
Ralston Purina Company, Sun
beam Corporation, Livestock
Conservation, Inc., Massey-Fer
guson, Inc., Pure Oil Company,
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Elgin Na
tional Watch Company, Chicago
and North Western Railway,
Santa Fe Railway, Chicago Board
of Trade, Cities Sen ice Oil Com
pany, Cudahy Packing Company.

Mr. and Mrs. John Parker of
Belfast and Elmer Gray of Glou
cester. Mass., spent the weekend
with their brother, Mr. and Mrs.
Philip Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wads
worth of Rockland called on Mt.
and Mrs. Philip Gray on Thursday
evening.
Mrs. Edith Wilder has closed her
cottage at Davis Point and moved
to her home in Warren.
Miss Eleanore Hartel. who has
been a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Mertland G. Simmons, is now staying
at the Thorndike Hotel in Rock
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Chad
wick and son Richard of Thomas
ton. were dinner guests of Mrs
Jennie Simmons on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester W. Brown
of East Longmeadow. Mass., have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
H. Brown.
Miss Eda La wry. Ira Simmons
and Conley Simmons were in Lew
iston on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Maloney of
Brighton. Mass., visited
Mrs.
Burgess Simmons on Sunday af
ternoon.
Mrs. Ina Hooper of Rockland is
visiting her daughter and son-inlaw. Mi. and Mrs. Richard G.
Neal.
Mrs. Everett E. Pender is a
surgical patient at Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert V. Orff
have returned from a trip to Nova
Scotia.
Miss Janet Winchcnbach is a pa
tient at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Hartwell L. Davis is spend
ing a few days with her brother
and sister-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
Hadley Miller in Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Prior re
turned home on Saturday from a
two weeks vacation spent w’ith
their daughter and son-in-law,
Rev. and Mrs. Clarence H. Dubois,
Jr., in Charlotte, N. C. They also
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert E. Baker at Bethlehem. Pa.

SOUTH WALDOBORO

Mis. Jennie Chute and Mrs.
Addie Wotton and daughter Mari
nieces. Mrs. Jennie Chute and Mrs lyn of Dutch Neck were Sunday
Addie Wotton.
callers of Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Thomas Winchcnbach and Merton Genthner.
B* r.ne: were in Unity. Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Reed spent
the weekend at Moosehead Lake
hunting.
NORTH SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wine henRev. L. T. Hathaway, minister ot !
bach and grandson Curtis are at
Centre Methodist Church of Mal their home after spending the sum
den. Mass., and his bride spent I mer at their cottage at the cove.
several days at the Hook home
Clyde Winchcnbach is building a
stead last week, returning to Mas- I house tor Mr. and! Mis. Sidney
sachuse-tts Friday.
Geyer at the cove.
Mis. Annie Bair and family of I Mr. and Mrs. James Bain were
Portland v re overnight guests in Rockland Monday.
Sunday at the home of her father
and wife. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene , The school of experience has a
Tenney.
very bright future teaching its
Lewis Fuller received painful in many dull pupils.
juries to his face when struck by a
fall'ing limb as he was using a
BEST FUEL DEAL
power saw cutting wood foi Rich-;
ard Merriam.
IN TOWN!
Richard Merriam quietly cele
brated his 83id birthday on Sun
day entertaining friends who called
during the day: Mr. and- Mrs. Virgil ,
Littlefield of Belfast. Mrs. Made
line Patten and family, and Mrs ,
Ruth Fuller and family.
Benefit Dance Successful
A goodly amount of cash was
realized from the benefit supper
and dance at the Grange Hall Fri
day night at Center Montville. for
the Murphy family who lost nearly
all their possessions in a disastrous
fire But foi the alertness of pass
ing neighbors it could have been
tragic as Mr. Murphy and children
were asleep. They wish to thank
all who so generously respond d to
their needs.
A home is* under
preparation at Coopers Corner, the
Thorndike house so called.

CI LF SOUR BEAT

jAL'**^* world’i
finest
hooting od

Maritime Oil Co.
234 PARK ST.

TEL. LV 4-448*.

ROCKT.*NT»

The State Police remind us that
a flashing red light means STOP1
Remember that youi vehicle must
come to a complete stop and. when
you proceed it should be with ex
treme caution

NEWS PHOTOS FOR S.AI.E
Reprints in 8 x 10 inch aize of
news picture* taken by CourierGazette photographer* may now be
purchased at SI each. Orders may
he placed by phone, LYric 4-4401,
or at the office.
tt

MAINE
S4-EOI If

E. G.
Winchenbaugh
NEW ANO USED CARS
TEL. LV 4-5079
179 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
56-Th-tf|

$2500

Only $6500

$1300

A

A

BERT E. MacPHAIL, INC., 449
Kiiz Street, Tel. LYric 4-5751. 48-tf
DUNLOP Imported Tires for
•ale, for all Soorts and Foreign
Cars. EASTERN TIRE SERVICE
INC., Tel. LYric 4-5250, Rockland

let.

$1.96 a month.

A. C. Me

LOON COMPANY, Tel. LYric
4^5024.______________________ 115-tf
PLEASANT 4 Room Upstairs Un
furn. Apt. to let. Hot water. Adults
only. TEL. LYric 4-4147.
91-tf

AMERICAN PAINTINGS
OF 19th CENTURY BOTH PRIMITIVE
AND ACADEMIC.

PROPERTIES TO BUY OR SEU

I’lratte Send I>lmentions

»4f

9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg

nlar $10.95 for »6.95.
NORTH
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST
Thomaston.
1-ti
FIFE FOB SALE
Black and galvanized. AU alsea
prieaa. BKXNSLL MFG. CO
• Uaa StrMt.
W$

WANTED

Contact

DON HENRY AGENCY
99 FABK ST.

BOCKLAND
112-tf

and Snapahnt.

WRITE BOX AP
c/o The Courier-Gazette
121-143

50 High Street. Thomaston. Maine
Kitchen-Bathroom Tile
Linoleum
Foundations - Chimneys
Remodeling and Houae Builders

A

Free Estimates

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
AND TICKETING
Tel. LYric I-50IA

572 Maia Street

Rockland
129-138

dSUMUUUUUU UUUUiUUUUUUh

Steady, Year Round Employment
Capable of overhauling and repairing pumpa, valvea and mla.
plant equipment. Experienced in general plant maintenance.
Only experienced men in thin line of work will be enoaldered.
Work references will be required.

SS-»«

KNOX COUNTY TRAVEL BUREAU

MAINTENMCEMM

Apply For Interview at:
59 PRESI MPSCOTT ST.
i«79 HAMMOND ST.

TEI. SPRITE 5-3121
TEL. BANGOR 2-4668

PORTLAND. ME.
BANGOR. ME

YOUR CATERPILLAR • BUCYRUS-ERIE DEALER
130-lt

MARINE COLLOIDS, INC.
CROCKETT'S POINT

ROCKLANO, MAINE
128-130

>oge Tight

1
was shaking hands with himself
on being alive. A bullet from a
hunter's rifle passed through the
window of a car in which he was
riding, missing he and another
employee of
the
Mt. Waldo
Granite Co., at Frankfort.

both of Union, Edward Blackington and Mary MQrong, both of
Camden.

Births recorded were: a son to
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Young of
Vinalhaven and a son. Arthur Ed
ward. to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
A milk truck headed for Rock Doherty. Jr. of Rockland.
• • •
land from the Johnson & Mink
Farm in Appleton was stopped in
West Rockport about daybreak by
a stranger standing beside an
The start of the elimination of
other car at the four corners.
passenger train service came 10
While Mr
Mink was using a
years ago Oct. 26 when the Maine
flashlight
to show the
gruff
Central Railroad cut Trains 55
stranger the route to Rockland
anti 56. These were the late aft
on a load map. the rays of the
ernoon train out and the evening
light fell on a submachine gun
train in from Boston. Added bus
partially covered by a blanket on
service was promised. That dis
the front seat of the car. The
appeared some time later as far
conversation
ended
as
the
as the railroad was concerned.
stranger hastily covered the gun
Last March trains disappeared.
and Mr. Mink made for his truck
with
equal haste.
When the
F. J O'Hara & Sons, Inc.,
•morning papers came in from
Boston
Mink
purchased
one. dedicated a new ice plant on Sea
There on the front page was a Street Place which was designed
picture of the man at the Four to supply the Rockland fishing
Corners and the headlines that fleet.

10 Years Ago

rence and E. P. Lawrence asked
certain concessions of the City
which the Board of Trade unani
Thomas Ailey of St George, a
mously indorsed.
The firm is
seaman aboard the schooner St.
still in Rockland with Frank
George, was lost overboard off
Lawrence the manager and giv
Nantucket Shoals while the ship
ing employment to many people
was in passage from Calais to
of the area.
New York

100 Years Ago

A midnight fin destroyed the
boat shop of Lemuel St rout in
Thomaston
The uninsured loss
was estimated at $1,000 which in
cluded a new boat valued at $100.
Accounts of the seizure of the
United States Arsenal at Harpers
Ferry Va.. filled the edition of
100 years ago. Capt. John Brown,
known
also
as
Ossawatamie
Brown, was quoted as having
given as his reason for the attack
as an order from the Almighty to
free the
African
Race
from
bondage
Killed in the attack
were two Maine men. William
Leeman and Charles P Tidd.

50 Years Ago
Road problems beset the offi
cials of a half century ago. even
as they do now. The State had
announced that a construction
program would be carried out
during the winter to provide a
permanent road between Rock
land and Camden

In Camden The three masted
schooner Frank M
Low was
launched from the R. L. Bean
Yard and H. M. Gilley was suc
ceeded as keeper of Negro Island
Light by a Mr. Norton whom the
Lighthouse Service moved from
Two Bush Light

Capt. Stillman Eaton of Rock
land bought the schooner Dora
Allison of Richmond. Va . and
prepared to take command at
New York for coastwise runs
with cargoes of salt and pine
lumber.
Snow Marine Co. bought the
tug Sommers N. Smith from th*
Gay Estat* and set up business
headquarters at Gay's Stoi < on
Sea Street with Capt. John I.
Snow in charge.

Marriages of the week Rodney
Feyler of Thomaston to Gertrude
Whitney of Friendship. Gardiner
Babbidge to Ida M Marks, both
of Rockland Frank W. George to
Grace B. Jordan, both of Rock
land.
Oliver Libby to Charlotte
Allen Johnson, both of Rockland
William
Archibald
Spring
to
Annie Mae Thorburn, both of
Camden.
Ralph 'W
Crawford
and
Katherine
A
Boardman,
both of Thomaston. Pearl Mars
ton Look of Rockland and Helen
Emma Smalley of South Thomas
ton. George C. Fields of Poland
and Winnie Estelle Glover of
South Thomaston. Jesse E. Fey
ler of Thomaston and Bertha
Steele of South Thomaston.

federal agents and police were
Weddings of the week a decade
scouring New England for killerago included: William T. Brown
bandit Baby Face Nelson.
and Miss Edythe Nye. both of
Marriages
announced
during Rockland: James L. Thomas and
the
week
included
those
of Miss Louise E. Kirk, both of
Francis Orne and Sybil V. Jones, Rockland. Rudy D. Hesseigren of
both of Rockland.
Charles D. jTnion and Marjorie Sawyer of
Richard
W. Hall
Bowen and Madeline L Wilson Thomaston.
both of Rockland; Norman E. and Katherine A. Hardy, both of
Brown and Arlene F. Grinnell. Thomaston. Arthur F. Dean and

Reading Club At
Camden Marks Its
75th Anniversary

*

Twsday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, October 29, 1959
served by the Good Cheer Class
of the Congregational Church.

West Rockport

The welcome from the Anniver
MRS. MABEL HEA
sary Committee was given by the
Correspondent
president. Mrs. George Durkee.
The invocation was by the Rev. i Mrs. Margaret Andrews spent
The 75th anniversary banquet of
i Wednesday night with her grandthe Elm Street Reading Club was Melvin H. Dorr. Jr.
' daughters. Diane and Faith PendflcFollowing the banquet a con- I ton. in Rockland.
he’d on Wednesday evening at the
Their parents

Congregational Parish House with j densed history of the club over its motored to Massachusetts and on
approximately 30 members and ' 75 years was given by Mrs. Rose i the return trip were accompanied
guests present. The banquet Was LeBlanc. who also gave a read by Mr. Pendleton’s mother.
ing about the rivers, lakes and
At
the
Wednesday evening
mountains of Maine.
A reading
prayer meeting of the local church.
Rose M. Heald. both of Rockland.
of excerpts from “Green Pas
{ Clifford Gardner
of Rockland
Maynard A. Nash of Waldoboro
tures” was presented by Mrs.
showed colored slides of the tent
and Fern L. Blake of Rockland.
Barbara Alexander.
meetings held at Belfast in Au
Harold W. Payson and Arlene G
The Anniversary Committee was gust. There were also other slides
Rollins, both of Rockland. John
G. Lash and Loretta C. Lamb comprised of Miss Lucine Ainu, of scenes at Bar Harbor and' Cam
Ann Boynton, den.
both of Ffriendship.
Philip E. chairman: Miss
Myers of Rockland and Virginia honorary chairman; Miss Corinne
Bahy Shower
Sawyer, secretary and treasurer;
M. Pease of Thomaston.
A stork shower with Mrs. Doro
entertainment. Mrs. Stella Len- thy Carroll as the guest of honor
The State Department of Mo- j fest. Miss Armida Sawyer. .Miss i was held at the home of Mrs. Nora
tor Vehicles announced that its Corinne Sawyer; hall and banquet. ! Carroll.
new automobile license plates Mrs. Rose LeBlanc. Mrs. Henri
Those present included Barbara
would be made of aluminuum and etta Knowlton; programs, favors .Drake. Esther Durkee. Anita Car-'
and
decorations.
Mrs.
Rita
Hop

would
be
reflectorized.
The
; roll. Janet Munroe. Alpine Dodge, i
plates were among the first to be kins. Mrs. Thelma Durkee and as Helen Staples. Annie Delmonico,
used by any state as a safety! sistants. Mrs. Frances Thomas. ; Dorothy Crockett. Margaret Gard-j
Mrs. Evelyn Powers. Mis. Jessie :! ner. Patricia Start. Shirley Knight.
measure.
Satterlee and Mrs. Rita Johnson. Marion Varney, Judy Walker. Lois
Officers elected by the students
Bragg. Donna Lermond, Nancy
at Knox Business College were:
NEWS PHOTOS FOR SALE
Compton. Ninon Jones. Donna
Francis
Hedrich of Rockland,
Reprint* in 8 x 10 inch size of Thorndike. Sharon Carroll. Janice
president;; Enos Verge of Thom news pictures taken by Courier- Small. Arlene Watts and Judy
aston. vice president;; Paul Hal- Gazette photograph!* rs may now be Athearn.
ligan of Rockland, treasurer, and purchased at $1 each. Orders may
Alice Morse of Waldoboro, sec be placed by phone, LYric 4-1401,
Slow down and live, the life you
or at the office.
tl save may be your own.
retary.

»

UNION
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Tel. STate 5-2338

! Seven Tree Grange’s public sup
; per and fair is scheduled for Sat
urday. October 31. Regular meet
ing of the Grange was held Wed
nesday. October 28
David Barker, son of Mr. and

Mrs. Edgar Barker, left Saturday
for Fort Dix. N. J., where he will
be stationed.
Band parents met Monday eve
ning and the following were elected
as a nominating committee: Mrs.
Clifton Durkee. Mrs. Gerald Halt,
Mrs. Alexander Hardie and Mrs.
Bruno Aho.
A special town meeting is called
for October 30 at 8 p. m. at the
Thompson Memorial Building to
act on an article pertaining to the
purchase of land for the town dump
and fleet insurance for file truck's
and ambulance.
A Halloween party for Cherub
Choir of Methodist Church will be
held Friday. October 30. at the
vestry, from 6:30 to 8 p. m. Chil
dren are to be dressed in costumes
and will be judged. Games and
refreshments are under the direc
tion of Mrs. William Rochon, Mrs.
Har land Demuth. Mrs. Charlotte
Collins. Mrs. Kay Knudsen and
Mrs. Clara Wyman.

S

Births reported in the columns
The Courier-Gazette were:
a
daughter to Mr. and Mrs. George
Wentworth of Rockport. A son to
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Hupper of
Port
Clyde.
A
son.
Austin
Harden, to Mi. and Mrs. Austin
L. Hali of Rockland
of

The new battleship Delaware
made a speed of 21.98 knots on
th-* Naval Trial Course off Rock
land.
Warden Norton of the Maine
State Prison, who has asked the
Legislature for $25,000 with which
to build a new harness shop and
broom shop building within the
walls, got $15,000 for the project
from the economy minded law
makers.
Not to be outdone by
the group at Augusta, he built in
two months with inmate labor a
two story brick building with a
deep basement, which had ce
ment floors, was
197 feet in
length and 45 feet in width. The
cost was $13,000.
• • •

25 Years Ago

A general community effort re
In North Haven. W. Sampson sulted in the establishing of a
shipped 3’*. tons of squash to the public library at Tenants Harbor.
Thorndike & Hix canning plant in
Gustav Saderquist. a native of
Rockland via the schooner Pear.
Sweden who settled in this area
In Went
Rockport
Marion in 1922. taking up the trade of a
Heald and Orie Jacobs picked 100 paving cutter, was arrested by
bushels of apples from trees of federal agents and Sheriff Ludthe Knox Cooperage Company in wick.
Saderquist was charged
a single day. It was considered a with being a Communist who ad
vocated th<
overthrow of the
reccord.
government of the United States.
In Thomaston—William
Rich- A single man. he was to be the
aids went to Bath, where he had subject of deportation proceed
employment in the plant of the ings by the Immigration Service.
Bath Iron Works.
The Rockland Shells football
The North Lubec Manufactur team walloped Westbrook 12-8.
ing & Canning Company, which Appearing on the Shell squad
operated four sardine factories roster were: Mannone, Glover.
in the Lubec area uas given the Connon. DeWintei. Olson. Frye.
go ahead signal to locate a plant Mazzeo. Nash, Wiggin.
Black,
in Rockland
It was the first of Spear. Valenta and Hamlin
the large sardine plants to locate
on Penobscot Bay
E M Law
Everett Blethen of Rockland

O

Heralding a new “breakthrough” in automotive design,
the Ford Falcon — shown here with three views of the Fordor
model — is all-new from the ground up. Functionally styled,
the Falcon has a full length sculptured side panel that adds
grace to its lines and provides greater strength for doors and
side panels. The Falcon’s all-new 90-horsenower six-cylinder
engine is designed to give up to 50 per cent better gasoline
mileage than standard cars.

o
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
FUTURE TEACHERS AT ROCKLAND

Royal Candidates Are Selected For Union Carnival

ROCKLAND GIRLS FORM RIDING CLUB

TO STAGE RALLY FRIDAY WITH

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE SPEAKER
Teachers of America Club at
Rockland High School will be held
at 10.30 a. m.. Friday at the high
school auditorium, with Frank W.
Myers, instructor of education and
assistant director of the summer
session at the University of Maine,
as guest speaker.
The welcome and opening exer
cises will be given by President
Elsa Ilvonen, followed by a solo.
Seven Little Girls, sung by Carlene Wooster, accompanied by
|
Nancy Young.

The duties of each office in the
club will be explained by the club
leaders.
They are: President
Elsa Ilvonen. Vice President Linda
Mountfort. Secretary Donna Rush.
Treasurer Avard Walker, Corres
ponding Secretary Patricia Strat
ton, Historian Corinne Simmons.
Librarian Robert Walker, Parlia
mentarian Katherine Bird and
Song Leader Carol Philbrook.
Principal A. Hamilton Boothby
will introduce the guest speaker.
The FTA song will conclude the
program, with Harriet Epstein as
the accompanist.

Warren Runners
Make Thomaston
Sixth Victim

Thirteen Students
From County Area
Given Scholarships

The Warren High School Medomak League cross country cham
pions picked up their sixth win in
seven starts, Tuesday afternoon, as
they tripped Thomaston 19-38 in a
meet at Warren.
The running
Tigers have lost only to strong
Rockland all fall.
A three way tie for first marked
the i ace, as Walter and Arthur
Heathcote, along with Keith Hel
mer came in hand in hand in the
time of 14:40.
Other finishers
were: Fourth.. Overlock (W); fifth.
Young (T); sixth, Sanborn (T);
seventh. Miller (T); eighth, P.
Cooper (TI; ninth. Lord! (W>.
Thomaston had only four run
ners competing and thus automati
cally picked up the tenth spot.

Thirteen
students from the
Rockland area arc among 362 upperclass students who have been
awarded scholarships at the Uni
versity of Maine.
Robert C. Worrick, director of
student aid at the university, said
831 uppcrclass students applied
for scholarship aid. The Univer
sity
Scholarship
Committee
studied each case and made
awards to 44 per cent of the uppcrclasR student body. The awards
were made on the basis of finan
cial need, creditable scholastic
records, and promise of academic
success. The grants were in ad
dition to 165 scholarships awarded
to first-year students.
Those from the Rockland area
receiving the awards were: Shirlene M. Heath and Carlton E.
Farley. Rockport: David L. Osier.
Medomak; David G. Pound. West
Rockport; Roger C. Plaisted. Lin
colnville; Patricia A. Benner.
Friendship;
Joyce E. Torrey.
East Union; Nellie I. Gushee and
Sandra J. Burke, Union; Cornelia
A. Keyes. Thomaston; and Joan
M. Scarlott. John A. Black and 1
Janice C. McIntosh, all of Rock
land.

The annual rally of the Future ,

III the picture are the candidates from the Junior high and high
school classes at Union High School, who have been chosen as king
and queen candidates for the forthcoming Kippy Karnlval. In the
front row from left to right are: Sandra Dare, Gail Kirkpatrick,

Thompson Memcji'ial Building at first night of the carnival.
Union High Schoo? will be the scene I Nominated from the senior class
of a two daj’ Kippy Kai nival. Nov. were: Joann Nisbet, daughter of
9 and 10. which will feature the Mr. and Mrs. Berl* Nisbe.t, and
crowning of a king and queen to Larry Griffin, son of Mr. and' Mrs.
rule over the affair, a three act Ralph Griffin. Miss Nisbet is ac
musical comedy, refreshments, and tive in the Thespian Society and
booths. General chairman of the Larry, who is vice president of the
carnival is Roy Gould. Proceeds class, played baseball and appeared
wiH benefit the Athletic Associa in theatrical productions at the
tion’s drive to pay for the new glass school.
From the juniors comes Lorna
backboards for the gymnasium.
The Thespian Society will present Messer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
a three act musical comedy, “Meet Colby Messer and Grevis Grinnell,
Me In St. Louis”, with Ed'win Black son of Mr. and' Mrs. Roy Grinnell.
Lorna has been active in the Fu
as faculty advisor.
Candidates for the royal titles ture Teachers of America, Thespian
were selected from the junior and Society and Radio and Commercial
high school classes. Selection will Clubs, as wel) as the softball and
be determined from a popular vote volleyball teams. Grevis. who is
and the coronation will be held the class president, has acted in plays

Lorna Messer, Joann Nisbet, Pamela Hopping and Patricia Wallace.
In the second row from left to right are: Arnold Danforth, Jean
Hart, Grevis Grinnell, Larry Griffin, Edgar Moody and John Walker.
Photo by Shear

sponsored by the Thespian Society,
and played baseball and1 basketball
and run on the track squad.
The Class of 1962 has selected
Pamela Hopping, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. John Hopping, and Edgar
Moody, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Moody. Miss Hoppings transferred
from Camden High School this sea
son. Moody is class president and
plays basketball.
The freshmen named Gail Kirk
patrick, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Kirkpatrick and Jean Hart,
who stays with Mr. andi Mrs. Sid
ney Kirkpatrick. Gail plays bas
ketball and softball and is a mem
ber of the cheerleaders. Hart turns
to sports for his extra curricular
activities, with basketball and
track to his credit.

KEEP OR SELL YOUR OLD TIRES

NO TRADE-INS REQUIRED

WINTER SNOW TIRES

COMMUTER
by

SEIBERLINB
FULL
TREAD DEPTH

FULL
TREAD WIDTH
FULL
ROAD HAZARD
WARRANTY

NOT A
RETREAD

NOT A
SECOND

in Traction ”
The Commuter is built for plenty of traction when the
going gets “rough” ... yet rolls along smoothly and
quietly on dry pavement. Exclusive "S" type tread
design provides up to 43% more stopping ability . . .
up to 55% more resistance to sideslip than other winter
tires. The Seiberling Commuter is available in black or
white sidewall, conventional or tubeless type. Get your
“Tops in Traction” today!
SIZE

600/16
670/15
710/15
760/15
800/15
750/14
800/14
850/14
900/14

TUBE TYPE

Mfg. List
$25.85
28.25
31.25
34.25
37.65
—
—
—
—

TUBELESS

Our Low Price*
$16.49
17.98
19.98
21.49
23.49
—
—
—
—

Mfg. List
$
31.95
35.00
38.35
42.70
31.95
35.00
38.35
42.70

Our Low Price*
$-- -- -- 19.98
21.98
24.49
26.98
19.98
21.98
24.48
26.98

Plus All Taxes

WHITE SIDEWALLS AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS

H. H. CRIE CO.
HARDWARE - HEATING - PLUMBING - ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

328 Main Street

Rockland

FREE DELIVERY
130-lt

LYric
4-5505

Chosen from the eighth grade
were Patricia Wallace, niece of
Mr. and Mrs. James Oncher, and
John Walker, son of Dr .and Mrs.
Arnold Walker. Walker is class
president and plays basketball.
The seventh graders have come
up with Sandra Dare, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Dare, and
Arnold Danforth, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Arnold Danforth.

Vinalhaven Girls
Turn Out For
Basketball Team
By Happy Hansen
Vinalhaven High School Reporter
The Vinalhaven High School girls
basketball team had their first
practice for the season on October
19th. Ten girls turned out for the
squad. They arc as follows: Janice
Wadleigh. happy Hansen. Karen
Lloyd. Elaine Hildings. Chery-1
Headley. Arlene Hutchinson. Rox
anna Calderwood. Joan Poor. Bar
bara White, and Bobby Lou Con
way.
The team lost two of its best
players last year but with the fine
coaching of Mr. Michael and co
operation from all the gills, we
ought to have as good a team. The
girls have not chosen their captain
yet.
Tht cross country team traveled
to Waterville on Friday, the 23rd.
to run. in a three cornered meet
against Waterville and Camden.
The cross country team also
sponsored a “Sock Hop” Friday,
the 16th.
It was the first “Sock
Hop” ever held on the island
It
I vvas a great success.
P
ments were sold and about $20 was
, aken in. Chaperone was Jcira.d
Michael.
The high school “jazz” band put
on a dance on Saturday night. Oc
tober 24.
This was the first ap
pearance the band! has made.

McLain Parents
Hear About Art
Program In Schools
Art through the grades was the
topic of a talk given by Miss Bar
bara Riley, district art teacher, at
the October meeting of the Mc
Lain PTA Monday night. She illusItrated her informative presentation
with colored slides.
A call lor a show of interest in
, the PTA Council was given by
I acting* president Russell Wolfertz
A full slate of delegates responded!
| and was appointed' by McLain
President Harold Look, Jr.
i In addition to the four officers.
| Council delegates are Mis. Bea
i Gherardi. Mrs. Gloria Hodgkins.
Ralph Cowan. Don Kilgore and Mr.
| and Mrs. DesRocher.
Tht following committee chair-!
men were announced by President
Look: Savings Stamps. Mrs. Evtiyi;
McLellan; ways and means and
piojects, Allen Gordon; member
ship. Mrs. Louise Payson: grounds.
Ralph Cowan, assisted by Marshal
Buik: hospitality, Mrs. Mary Lou
Russell; program, Merrill Payson:
publicity. Raymond E. Gloss; and1
parliamentarian. Miles Sawyer.
!
Room mothers for the year are: I
Sub-primary morning class. Mrs. j
Russell Wolfertz and Mrs. Ralph
Cowan;
sub-primary
afternoon
class, Mrs. Barbara Leonard and
Mis. Helen Heald; first grade
Mrs. Margaret Ohis'bo.m and Mis.
Robert McCarty: second grade.
Mrs. Alfred Schrenk and Mrs.
Aime Blood; third grade. Mrs.
Gloria Hodgkins and Mrs. B* tty
Miller; fourth grade. Mrs. Bea
Gherardi and Mrs. Dorothy Gor
don: fifth grade. Mrs. Herbert An
derson and Mrs. Doris Healey; and
sixth grade. Mis. Josef Vinal and
Mrs. Hugh Knowlton.
The fifth grade mothers served
refreshments following the meet
ing.

Regional Teacher
Meetings To Be
Held In This Area
Owls Head and Waldoboro will
be among 19 locations for re
gional teacher meetings this win
ter when Maine teachers will be
asked what changes they think
should be made in the State mini
mum salary scale. The meetings
are expected to involve more
than 2.000 people.
The series of meetings is held
annually by the Maine Teachers’
Association to map out the teach
ers’ legislative strategy. Agenda
for the meetings is set up by the
MTA’s
legislative
committee.
Choice of the minimum salary
topic forecasts the possibility that
changes in the present haw will
be sought by the 1960 session.
Clyde Russell. MTA executive
secretary, pointed out that the
$3.COO to $4,000 range for teachers
with a bachelor’s degree will be
outmoded before 1962 the earli
est date at which a change could
go into effect. MTA is forecast
ing an average teacher’s salary of
between $1,000 and $4,000 for the
1959-60 school year.
Russell said that the present
law. while it is outgrowing its
usefulness,, has helped greatly to
keep Maine teachers from going
to Connecticut where the average
salary scale provides $4,000 to
$6,000 for a teacher with a bache
lor’s degree.
He estimated that 1,000 Maine
teachers will receive raises again
this year under the section of the
law that provides teachers must
be brought up to the state scale
at the rate of at least $300
yearly.
The regional meetings will also
consider all aspects of retirement,
including social security and va
riable annuity plans. The ques
tion of extra duties that infringe
on teaching time will also be dis
cussed.
The meetings will begin at 4
p. m.. with time out for supper.
Discussion will continue through
the meeting.
Members of the
MTA staff will attend all the
meetings. Chairmen will be lo
cal members of the Legislative
committee.
The schedule of meetings is:
Millinocket. Nov. 2; Farmington.
Nov. 3; Brewer. Nov. 4; Fal
mouth and Machias, Nov. 5;
Madawaska. Nov.
16; Presque
Isle. Nov. 17; Houlton. Nov. 18;
Augusta and Bath. Nov.
19;
Dover-Foxeroft. Nov. 20; Bucks
port and Waldoboro. Nov. 23;
Belfast and Skowhegan. Nov. 30;
Rumford. Dec. 1; Lewiston, Dec.
2;: Saco and Owls Head. Dec. 3.
No one who is driving a car can
afford to indulge in fits of temper
Regardless of who may be right
or wrong in a driving situation,
safety demands that the man be
hind the wheel keep a firm grip
upon his emotions. The State Po
lice tell us that failure to do so is
inviting disaster. Don’t allow any
thing to upset your driving poise.
If you do. little irritations can re
sult in big troubles.

I

Faculty Meeting
Held At Rockland
The Rockland
High
School
faculty met. Tuesday, in the home
economics room, with Principal
A. Hamilton Boothby presiding.
Reports were given by: Michael
DiRenzo. magazine drive; Mrs.
Pauline Trafton. library; Kenneth
Hutchinson.
audio-visual;
Mrs. ,
Dorinda Coughlin, publicity; Mrs.
Martha Viik. Knox County Teachres’ Association convention, the
district teachers' convention and
the English Department movies;
Principal Boothby, American Edu
cation Week and make-up sched
ule; and Philip Cameron, guid
ance department.
Refreshments were served by
the home economics department
teachers. Mrs. Jessie Lowell. Mrs.
Alice Knight and Mis. Beverly
Sturks.

Heating oil storage ten!

RHS Magazine
Drive Heads Into
Home Stretch

Area Bowdoin Club
To Entertain Boys
From Local Schools

Thf magazine drive at Rockland
High is on its home stretch. The
grand total to date is $4,546.54 and
the quota is $5,000 On Tuesday.
$479.81 was brought in. The quota
is eight dollars per person and al
ready $7.17 per person has been
raised.
At the close of school Tuesday
the Sophomore Class led with $7.79
per person; second. Senior Class.
$7.50; Junior Class. $7.22; and
last. Freshmen. $6.25.
High salesmen are Freshmen.
Robert
Johnson:
Sophomore.
Jeanne Estes; Junior. Margaret
Boothby; and Senior. Wayne John
son.
The prizes on Tuesday were $10
in cash or a prize; second. $5;
third, poochie dog; fourth, musical
tiger dog; and fifth, friendship
ring.
Top salesmen Tuesday were:
Jean Hadlock. Wayne Johnson.
Richard Mills.
Jeanne Estes.
Eddie
Erickson.
Susan
Hall.
Becky Dow. Irene Sleeper and
Charles Little.
Room 12 (Miss Duncan) leads
all home rooms with $15.43; Room
15 (Mr. Morrill) is second and
Room 8 (Mr. Ziegler) is third.

The Knux-LincoLn-Waldlo Bowdoin
Club will entertain high school boys
at a dinner to be held at the Knox
Hotel. Thomaston. Friday evening,
Nov. 13 at 6.30 p. m.
The principal speaker will be
Professoi Arthur L. Greason, as
sistant professor of English. Prof.
Greason will speak briefly on what
is going on at the college of inter
est to the Alumni as well as to high
school boys who are planning on a
college education.
An excellent
speaker, he holds a degree from
Wesleyan, from which he graduated
only a few years ago.
Others from the College will be
Hubert Shaw. Director of Admis
sions; Pete Barnard from the
Alumni ofTicc; and a member of
the football team. It should he a
very interesting evening tor alt.
Bowdoin Alumni arc urged to at
tend and bring a boy who may he
good college material. Both Sen
iors and Juniors are eligible to at
tend.
It is hoped a good number will be
present to meet the men from the
college.
Get headed in the right direc
tion—it's hard work to back up
and start all over again.
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The newly organized Riding Club at Rockland High School, with
Penelope Kaler as president and Sandra Tripp as secretary, plan to
compete with clubs from otiier high schools in the State ol Maine. Other
club memhers are: Ruth-Ann Loker, Margaret Black. Pamela Harring
ton. Pamela Guy. Jean Hadlock, Jean Estes, Susan Hall, Jeanne Call
und Mary Bird. In the picture. Penelope, left, is with Dawn and Sandra
is holding Pepsi, at the Staples stable in Rockland.
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Thomaston Represented In K-L Cross Country

Historic Trails
----------------------- Topic of DAR
Essay Contest

Future Homemakers Plan Halloween Project

Officers installed
For Union High
Future Teachers
By Pamela Hubbard,

U. H. S. Reporter
Officers of the Harland A. Ladd
FTA Club of Union High School
were Installed in a lovely candle
light ceremony, at the Thompson
Memorial Building. Wednesday at
• p. m.

The program was opened by a
prayer from Lorna Messer, fol
lowed by a piano solo by Patricia
Farrow.
Sandra
Calderwood.
president of our club, gave the
welcome. Catherine Guyette, Pa
tricia Hubbard. Lee Saucier and
Patricia
McAllister
explained
what the F.T.A. is.
Vernon Hunter, a teacher at U.
H. 8., sang “He”, accompanied by
Pat Farrow.
Pamela
Hubbard.
program
chairman, spoke on “The Rewards
of Teaching.”
Miss Marjorie Freethv installed
the following officers: Miss Ida
Hughes, sponsor; Sandia Calderwood, president; Lorna Messer,
vice president; Sharon Sperl. sec
retary; Mary Alice Barker, treas-!
urer; Patricia Farow, historian; i
Catherine Guyette, song leader;
and Pamela Hubbard, program
chairman.
Mise Joanne Nisbet
Bang “My Task” concluding the
program.
This Friday. Oct. 30. members
of the TV Science Course are spon
soring a Record Hop. to help pay
for their books.
A week from Friday, the Stu
dent Council members are spon
soring a Sock Hop. to finance the
transportation to attend the State
Student Council Convention in
Caribou on Nov. 13 and 14. Stu
dents planning to attend the con
vention are:
Gloria Tolman.
Sharon Sperl, Stephen Knight.
Shirley Hawes and Ford Powell.

Vanorse Sets Best
Time of Season In
Rockand Victory
The Rockland High cros country

squad continued on the road to one

The Rockland High School Future Homemakers of America Club will open its busy round of events
with a Halloween trick or treat, Friday evening, when the members will solicit for United Nations emer
gency children’s fund. Other events will include a children’s party, at Christmas, a fashion show, Christ
mas sale and several evening classes and demonstrations. In the picture, the president, Harriet Sleeper,
gives a demonstration of stitching a pocket at one ot the new sewing machines at Kock'and High School.
Watching from lett to right are: Irene Sleeper, treasurer; Laverne Beatty, parliamentarian; Gayle Carver,
reporter; Tina Ferrara, song leader; Marilyn Wilbur, historian; Barbara Butman, secretary; and Jeanne
Call, vice president.
Photo bv Shear

Nineteen Books
Are Added To
R. H. S. Library

MAINE FEDERATION TO HEAR
NEW ENGLAND GARDEN CLUB
DIRECTOR AT AUGUSTA, NOV. 5

Nineteen books, ranging from
science, evolution, biology, astro
logy to a comparison of Russia
and America, and three reference
sources have been added recently
to the expanding library at Rock
land High School for the benefit of
the student body and the faculty.
The new books include: Satel
lites, Rockets and Outer Space by
Willey Ley. The Web of Life by
John H. Storer, An Understanding
Science by James B. Conant. How
To Know The Birds by Robert T.
Peterson. How Life Began by Irv
ing Adler. Russia and America by
Henry L. Roberts, The Meaning of
Evolution by G. G. Simpson. The
Universe and Dr. Einstein by Lin
coln Bai nett. Relativity for the
The Layman by J. A. Coleman.
The Edge of The Sea by Rachel
Carson. The Nature of Living
Things by C. B. Worth and R. K.
Ender, Good Reading by J. Sher
wood Weber, Indians
of the
Americas by John Collier, The
Birth and Death of The Sun by
George Garnow. Electronics for
Everyone by Monroe Upton, New
Handbook of the Heavens by Bernhard, Bennett and Rice. Patterns
of Culture by R. Benedict. Ameri
can Mammals by Irvan F. San
derson. and Biography of the
Earth by George Gamow.
New references ai> Current
Biography. 1947 through
1956;
Readers’
Guide to Periodical
Literature, June 1950 to 1959; and
Supplement to Readers’ Guide.
September to October. 1959.

Mrs. William Tefft Schwarz of i gusta. Dessert and coffee will be
Fairfield Farm, Arlington, Vt., di ; served at 6.30 p. m.
rector of New England Region
Garden Federation. National Coun
cil of State Garden Clubs. Inc.,
will outline regional objectives
MISS JOSEPHINE TOLMAN
during her official visit to the
Correspondent
Garden Club Federation of Maine
Telephone 813-W4
on Thursday, Nov. 5. at the State
House in Augusta. The Federa
Miss Joyce Farmer. Miss Mari
tions Fall Conference for all mem lyn Gray and Miss Carol Cum
bers of garden and nature clubs mings were among those from the
will be conducted by Mrs. Ed Future Teachers of America Club
mund M. Socec of Augusta, feder of Rockport High School who at
ation president, and will be held tended the campus and facilities at
in Assembly Room 228 at 10 a. m. Gorham State Teachers College
Mrs. Schwarz in her talk. “Gar last Saturday.
den Clubs in Action.” will report
Miss Lottie Ewell accompanied
accomplishments
and
planned Mrs. Mabel Heald of West Rock
projects of Maine and other Gar po’t to Thomaston, last Friday,
den Federations in New England where they attended the fall meet
at the National Council Directors’ ing of the Lincoln Baptist Associmeeting held this week in Albu- tion.
queque, N. M.
Miss Gladys Chapman of Rock
As Regional Director, she is land was hostess to the “Meet
striving to bring the six New Eng Again Club” Thursday evening.
land State Garden Federations The next meeting will be with
closer together in their aims and Mrs. Glenice Bickmore in Rock
cooperation with National Council. land.
The conference program meet
Choir rehearsal was held- this
ing from 10 a. m. to 5.30 p. m. week at the home of Miss Joyce
will include a morning business Farmer. The choir will, sing “Sav
session, luncheon in the State iour. Take My Hand” at the morn
House cafeteria, a noon tour of ing service at West Rockport Sun
the State House Museum, after day.
noon program and demonstrationMrs. Vesper Hall accompanied
lecture on arrangements and dec her son-in-law and daughter. Mr.
orations for the holiday season by and Mrs. Robert Cain, and Mrs.
Mrs. Raymond C. Cronin of Betty Horton of Camden to Port
Wellesley H 11. Mass.
land and Westbrook on Wednesday.
Mrs. Clinton A .Clauson has in They visited her granddaughter,
vited the federation members to Mis Francis Cain, who is attending
Blaine House at 3.30 p. m. for a Westbrook Junior College.
reception and tea.
Don’t be a member of that long
Mrs. Socec has called a pre-con
ference meeting of the Garden line of drivers waiting :o get cars
Federation Board of Directors at inspected during the last couple
7.30 p. m. on Wednesday, Nov. 4. of days of October. Take care of
at the home of Mrs. Donald W. this legal obligation early and
Tozier, 31 Davenport Street. Au- save yourself a lot of time.

of its better years Tuesday after
noon as they won over Rockport
16-34 in a meet staged on th-e local
course. It was their tenth win in
11 starts and ninth straight victory.
Bert Vanorse again led the pack
home in the time of 13:57. which
is the best over the Rockland
course this season. He was fol
lowed by mates Allen Posit, Bob
Hilltgrove, and Bob Brewer in that
order. Jim Annis was the first
Rockport harrier to finish, in fifth
place.
Other finishers: Sixth. Collins
(Rockland); seventh, Thornd ke
(Rockport);
eighth.
Goodldge
(Rockport; ninth. Black (Rock
land); 10th. Benner (Rockland);
11th, Pound
(Rockport); 12th
Bachelor (Rockport); 13th. Mer
riam (Rocklandl);
14th, Ames i
(Rockland); 15th. Aken (Rock-|
Hand; 16th. McK Inney (Rockland*;
17th, Staples (Rockland'); lC.th,
Baisdell (Rockland); 19th. Moon
(Rockhandb.
Denny Merrill, the Rockport ace.
was unable to run because of an in
jury and Rockland's Buster Ken
Good resolutions are usually
nedy was also absent, being on an broken because a man can't break
after school job.
his bad habits.

Courtesy is an excellent shock
Don’t waste time explaining your
absorber—it makes the journey po n: of view - people prefer to
through life much smoother.
draw their own conclusions.

Rockville
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Maine school children from ’
grade five through eight have been |
asked by the Maine State Organi- ;
zation. National Society, DAK. to j
participate in an American His
tory Month essay contest on “His
toric Trailwaya". Mrs. Samuel J.
Pease of Rockland, historian, is in
charge of the project and has
pointed out to children that they
may pick out a local road or trail
as the topic for their papers.
The following is Mrs. Pease's
essay on the Lincolnville Turn
pike :
“Since asking the school child
ren of Maine to write an essay on
‘Historic Tiailways’, I have be
come most interested in the early
traiiways of our own locality. I
had suggested to the schools that
local trails would be as welcome
a subject as the well known ones
The inexperienced, but determined Thomaston High School hill and dalers were able to master a
across our country where the fron
fourth place in the recent Knox-Lincoln league crosscountry event, in the face of speedsters from Camden
tiers were first opened. As it was
and Wiscasset. They are from left to right: Lionel Cooper, Allan Young. Donald Sanborn. Penn Cooper
questioned as to what trails we and John Miller.
Photo by Shear
might have here. I drove over a
very old road and wonder how
many know the following story:
“Up to 1790. there was no pas
sable road in the Plantation of
Camden of the length of three
miles. There had been a footpath
from St. George to Sandy Point in
Prospect indicated by blazed trees
but no road for vehicles. Travel
ing was mostly on foot—later a
brTaie path was used. On Nov.
10. 1790, a road was laid out ex
tending from Thomaston to Cam
den Harbor and thence to Little
Duektrap, but it was not com
pleted until 1797.
Megunticook
Lake was called Canaan Pond.
“In 1802. Daniel Barrett ob
tained from the General Court of
Massachusetts a permit or charter
to make a turnpike or toll road
following the base of Mt. Megunti
cook from his own land (later
owned by hi3 son William) to
Smelt Brook—one mile in length
Previous to this, the road or path
leading from Camden to Lincoln
ville Center passed over Mt. Me
gunticook and entered where Wil
liam Barrett later lived about
1850. The path, in some places,
went through a defile in the moun
tain so narrow that a vehicle
could not use it and was hazardous
for even a person on horseback
The dangerous cliffs always made
it a dreaded place to pass for
those who had to travel it because
Girl Scout* on all level#, leader# and mother#, were on hand. Monday afternoon, at the Rockland
a misstep might precipitate the
poor traveler into the chasms, Congregational Church, for the annual Juliette Low Day. honoring the founder of the Girl Scout movement.
hundreds of feet below. However, In tne picture are from left to right: Mr#. Douglas McMahon, a parent; Joy Merriam, of Troop 23; Pamela
Photo by Shear
this was always considered a most Harrington of Senior Service Troop 4; and Mr*. Carolyn Reichel, leader of Troop 16.
beautiful spot for lovers of nature,
18.
Allison
Ladd;
and Troop 14.
from
their
Troops
were:
Brownie.
A Juliette Low Tea in celebra
as it is to this very day.
tion of the birthday of the founder Troop 24. Jacky Benner; Troop Jean Miller.
“The conception of the plan was
Others from the Senior Scouts
12. Rae Sullivan; Troop 16. Elaine
great as well as humane, for in of Girl Scouting in America. Staples; Troop 17. Sylvia Marsh; were: Troop 3, Beverly Vanorse;
those days of man and oxen labor Juliette Gordon Low, was held at Troop 22. Wanda Smith; and Troup 4. Kathy Kunesh; and
it was indeed a gigantic project. the Congregational Church on Troop 10, Kathy Schrenk.
Troop 6. Charlene Munsey.
The cliff base of the mountain Monday afternoon. Contributions
Charlene Munsey led the girls
Those from the Intermediate
formed the margin of Canaan
Girl Scouts were: Troop 2. Marie in singing camping and Scouting
were
made
to
the
Juliette
Low
Lake (Megunticook) from the be
Staples;
Troop
7.
Deborah songs. The general chairman of
ginning to the end of the road World Friendship Fund which pro French; Troop 8, Ruth Gross; the program was Mrs. Walter
These obstructions had to be over motes Scouting all over the world. Troop 11.
Beatrice
Biackett; Gay. Juliette Low Representative
come so Barrett devised a way to Mothers of the Scouts were special Troop 5, Patricia Studley; Troop from th«- Girl Scout Council.
roll large boulders from the side guests.
of the mountain into the lake to
Senior Troop 3 Leaders Mrs.
who met her there for a reunion.
made a wall, then filling it in with Irving Smith and Mis. Robert MONHEGAN

Founders Day Is Marked By Girl Scouts

debris and dirt.
"Every common cxpelient was
used in detaching rocks undermin
ing boulders and even blasting
the granite.
The number em
ployed on the project numbered
from five to 50. at various times.
Many from Camden and Lincoln
ville worked an allotted time for
a perpetual free passport. It oc
cupied five years to complete,
costing between five and six
thousand dollars.
“Among the workers were four
liberated slaves. In the effort to
undermine a monumental boul
der, several props were put be
neath it. These were removed
one by one until only one re
mained. This one had to be be
knocked out by a workman—a
dangerous task—and among the
40 workmen only one of these
former slaves was willing to risk
his life. Named Sambo, he said.
‘Massa, dare’s only one t'ing I
ask; if I dies jist gib me a decent
buryin' and dat'll do.' So Sambo
shouldered his axe and climbed
boldly up the slope, watched by
all the other workmen below. He
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LOBSTER BOATS FOR SALE
We have a number of good boots from 24' to 40* long.
Several below $1,000.00, some even below $500.00 Most
of our boats have been greatly reduced for fall sale. Buy
your boat now and take your time fitting out through
the winter.
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'Mrs. Kate McLain left the island

James Fitzgerald has returned Tuesday for the winter at her home
from a necent camping trip to Mt in New Harbor.
Katahdin.
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Taylor left
Myra Orne has had' as a guest this week for their home in Los
her brother, Dick Stanley, of Rock Angeles after a visit with his sis
land. Myra is spending a few dlays ter. Mary Taylor Winter.
with her sister Ruth in Rockland
Donald Field returned home
Claire Field and children. Don Monday afternoon with his new
nie, Bobby, Diane and Linda, and boat, the Claire R. He was ac
Colleen Butterfield spent the week companied by the builder, Rus
end in Thomaston and Bath.
sell Tabbott, who was their guest
The Edward O’Connors have overnight,
closed their Lobster Cove cottage I Julia Davis has returned to Ten
ant! neturned home.
; ants Harbor for a few weeks,
Alfred and Dot Stanley have re \ Jackie and Julie Hudson of New
turned from a recent trip through York and New Jersey spent tho
New York State.
weekend at their cottage here.
Roger Dr.inkwater returned home !
_____
to Rockland. Tuesday, after a cold, i It’s never too late to mend your
lonesome few days on Lighthouse | ways, but if you cultivate good
Hili.
habits you won’t have to.
A representative of a power com--------------------------------------------------- pany made a visit to the island j
last wek and held a meeting at the
school building about the possibility of electricity on the island
DODGE - DODGE DART - LARK^
It is a wonderful thought and we
Sales and Service
hope it materializes.
Lee and Mildred1 Meissner left
First
Choice Used Can
Saturday to spend the winter in
TEL. LY’ 4-4181
ROCKLANDl
South Carolina.
RT. I. NEW COINTY RD.
Rev. Gertrude Anderson spent a
We Give 8. A H. Green Stamps 1
couple of days in Rockland this
126-tfJ
week with members of her family

Men and women —married or single, are assured
of prompt, personal service and a convenient
monthly payment plan.
Up t0 36 mos t0

LITTLE & HOFFSES

HITT BOY'INGTON

73 Camden St. Rockland
ART BRYANT
Kim St.
Camden

dealt a few heavy blows, the prop
gave way and Sambo with a shin
ing smile sprang aside, just es
caping the boulder as it crashed
down into the pond below.
“The toll house and gate was
the William Barrett house. It was
still standing in 18-5&. The toll
rates were 3 cents for walking
passengers; 8 cents for horseback; 12
cents for horse and
wagon; 17 cents for horse and
chaise; and 1 cent each for sheep
and swine. It was used as a toll
road until 1834 and was a poor
investment for Daniel Barrett as
it did not pay the interest and
required much attention to keep i
it in repair, so was accordingly j
sold to Benjamin Cushing and j
Ephraim Wood of Camden f/nd i
Moses Young of Lincolnville. ,
Camden became responsible for
the $2C0 paid by Cushing and '
Wood and Lincolnville paid for a
part of the $100 paid by Young.
So. whenever you drive over
the Lincolnville Turnpike the
name of Daniel Barrett should
be gratefully remembered as hav
ing given out own local region
one of the first beautifully scenic
loads in New England.
Few
drives
in
Maine surpass its
grandeur.”

— CONSl’LT —

BOYINGTONS SUNOCO

CAMDEN SUNOCO

Brewer were in charge of the
decorations and serving. Senior
Troop 6 Leaders Mrs. Paul Hubei
and Mrs. Robert Bailey were in
charge of refreshments. Senior
Troop 4 Leaders Mrs. Alois
Kunesh. Mrs. Mervyn Harriman
and Mrs. O. M. Adams were in
charge of announcing and serving
the mothers. The girls from all
Senior Troops assisted in decorat
ing and serving.
The Flag ceremony was pre
sented by girls from Troops 14
and 4. Several posters relating
to the founder of Scouting on dis
play were made by Rockland
Troops.
Juliette Low Girls presenting

359 Main St., 2nd floor

F

'

Phone: LYric 4-8448

LIFE INSIWANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST

PUBLIC FINANCE

Hat Asphalt
91-Th-tf
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NOTES FROM SOUTH SCHOOL

Red Cross Honors Veteran Hospital Worker

tab-hintn^-Mn. love
, Janita Tontenson has moved to
The room is decorated for Hal- Wisconsin.

loween with jack-o-lanterns and
black cats made by the pupils.
i
Russell Condon has entered the
group having moved here from
Hedrick. Iowa. Ronald and Susan
Torstenson have moved to Wiscon
sin. George Myers has moved
and transferred to Owls Head.
October birthdays were observed
by Stevie Hopkins. Michael Best,
Raymond Fowlie, Jane Gilbert. ]
Beth Gott. Pamela Hanley, Patty :
Maker and Anne Lufkin.
|
Beth Miller and Craig WiddeD combe brought into the classroom
their music boxes and played
some tunes for their classmates.
Susan Kenney, Mdrie Kava-1
naugh and Becky Nash all have ,
new baby brothers.
Mary Myrick entertained the j
class with her baton twirling.
!
Games, puzzles and books have
been brought in by Patty Maker,
Craig Widdecombe, Anne Lufkin,
Lee Smith. Stevie Hopkins, Lillimay Robinson, Allen Nance, Cindy
Hanson, Jane Watson. Arthur
Proctor, Dawn McLain, Tommy
McNealy, Beth Miller, Michael
Best and Howard Beale.
-

Grade 1—Mrs. Parsons
Francis Emery has moved and
is attending North School.
• Many books and records have
been brought to school to share
with others.
Those who have recently taken |
care of lunch tickets include Lil
lian
Raye,
Billy
Engemann.
Wanda Wiggin and Michael Smith.
Billy Engemann has gone to
Florida with his family and will
be gone for several weeks.
James Dcmmons, Donna John
son, Craig Gamage and Peggy
Kirk have been taking care of at
tendance slips.

Joseph Soffayer made some ex
cellent drawings of old Are trucks
during "Fire Prevention Week."
He also brought two unusual hats
from Syria and Italy.
Egene Proctor’s book of "In
sects” has been very useful in
Science Classes., We are sorry
that Eugene has been absent three
weeks due to illness.
Rosemary Wood brought an encyclopedia to show us some bird
pictures.
Rocks.
shells, oak
leaves, horse chestnuts and a
cocoanut have been brought by
Angel Kaler,
Dixie Winslow,
Laura Lord.
James
Barnes,
James
Brannan
and Joseph
Soffayer. Joseph also brought a
48 star flag.
Millie Scarborough has given
som excellent reports on North
and South Carolina. She brought
an entire newspaper of Hurricane
Grade pictures, many snapshots
and souvenirs.
Cheryl Simmons brought three
very unusual wood carvings from
Africa. We especially liked the
snake and bird ones.
News pictures for the bulletin
board have been brought by Ken
dall Rogers, James Barnes. Rob
ert Widdecombe
and
James
Brannan.*
We enjoyed hearing at school
the songs which Laura Lord had
sung at a wedding reception.
Goldie McAuliffe brought two
real jack-o-lanterns and a me
chanical knitting cat.

7 ...

A

Mrs. Howard Forsythe of Gardiner was honored at an affair, Monday afternoon, at the Farnsworth
Mnseum, by the Knox County Chapter of Red Cross, on the occasion of her retiring as Veterans' Admin
istration Hospital Representative for the Red Cross. In the picture, Mrs. Forsythe, center, accepts a gift
from Miss Madeline Hussey of Augusta. Red Cross volunteer Held consultant. Looking on Is Mrs. Fred
Burgess of Thomaston, left, the new VA hospital representative.
Photo by Shear

Mrs. Howard Forsythe of Gardi- Hospital Representative for the which Mrs. Forsythe was presented
ner was honored at a reception Red Cross. Mrs. J. Fred Burgess with a silver tea service from Red
of Thomaston will replace Mrs. Cross Chapter and1 volunteers of
given by the Knox County Chapter
Forsythe.
Togus Hospital.
Grade 3—Mrs. Daw
of the Red Cross at the Farnsworth
Chapter Chairman Horatio C.
A buffet lunch was served by the
Joanne Lindsey joined our class
Museum on Monday afternoon in Cowan extended greetings to 115 Gray Ladies of Knox County. Mrs.
from Belfast, bringing our enroll
appreciation for her years of serv- members of the Maine Council of Owens, retiring president and Mrs.
ment to 24. evenly divided be
ice as volunteer Veterans Adntin- Red Cross Chapter, which repre- John B. Robinson of Oxford, presi
tween boys and girls.
istration Hospital Representative, sented 18 Maine Chapters. Mrs. dent elect, poured.
"Fil e Prevention Week” activi-1 ghe
served two years as alternate Albert S. Owens, president of the
A Red Cross film. "Those Who
ties were enjoyed by everyone
representative and six years as Conucil conducted the meeting, at Caie". was shown at the meeting.
with the high spot being the win
Grade 1—Mrs. Mazzeo
ning of a banner for 100 per cent
Our room is gaily decorated for
Our newest experi-1 some very interesting lessons with past of that state
returns of home check lists. Nel this month.
Halloween. We have made jackBonnie Sh. out reported on her
son Crockett and Joanne Lindsey ment is wrapping some bean seeds fali leaves. We have all enjoyed
o-lanterns, Halloween cats, bats
in a dry cloth and some in a wet Mrs. Cooper’s lessons on music.
recent visit to Portland where she
brought in appropriate pictures.
and witches riding their broom
The entire class has brought saw the new television tower.
Books have been brought to cloth to show that plants need wa
sticks.
Excellent pictures were
In science we have been making
school by Hiram Brown, Charles ter to dissolve the food' stored in articles which work by the use of
®made by Robert Payson, Donna
Novicka. Steven Cook, Jillaine the bean seed so the new little a spring. These were demonstra booklets showing how plants and
Cook. Mark Philbrook. Ronald
ted by each pupil.
animals help and harm other liv
Nickerson. Joanne Lindsey and plant can start to grow.
Moon and Dena Sawyer.
The children of our group are
ing things.
Cynthia Hillgrove.
Jillaine also
Grade
5
Mrs.
Laaka
October birthdays have been
The chil
In social studies class, while dis
brought records of "Alice in Won very willing helpers.
Patricia
LeBlanc
and
FredBart

celebrated by two children in our
dren who have room duties an :
cussing Early American ways of
derland
”
and
"Cinderella"
and
lett
have
celebrated
birthdays
in
room. Joan Verrill and Faustina
Iris Pease. Lamont Allen, Gaiy
living. Donna Curtis brought a
Hiram brought records and his
October.
Doherty.
'Gamage, Ruth Gamage. Walter
small cradle to show the class.
record player.
Harold
Widdecombe.
June
Proc

John Moody has moved to Vinal
, Barstow. Alton Johnson and JeanCheryl Chambers showed a num
Each of the special teachers has
ter. Nancy Mank. Ronnie Rector,
haven and Richard Libbey to
i nette Smith.
visited our room once.
Miss ) Jil! FLrth. It is Pease. John Rob Walter Myrick. George Callahan ber of pictures of old cars which
Thomaston.
Our enrollment is
Riley helped us do linger painting
and Dennis Danieilo have com her uncle owns.
now 19 boys and 12 girls.
inson. Gary Gamage. Ruth GamIn science class Bruce Lindsey
and leaf cut-outs, Mrs. Cooper
pleted a mural "Over A City
■Room helpers for the month of
age. Cheryl Curtis and Lamont
experimented with iron filings and
brought
in
drums
for
rhythm
and
I
Bridge".
November will be Nancy May
Allen have taken turns helping to
Miss Knowles showed new books
George Callahan made a recent water to show how oxygen in the
berry. Betty Lou Allen, Robert
keep their room neat by putting
front
the
school
library.
.
trip
to Canada and gave a report air causes iron to rust. Fred BartPayson and Wesley Raye.
things in order after school.
' left and David Hillgrove showed
Ito the class.
In
social
studies
we
made
a
iarge
The children colored some very
Grade 4 - Mrs. Brooks
! Linda McAuliffe spent tout days how a cool plate makes the un
mural
showing
various
kinds
of
attractive "Fire Prevention Week"
burned caution in a candle flame
stores. Everybody had a part in
October has been a very busy in New Yotk and told the class of l cause black smoke.
posters. We are hoping someone
: her experiences.
it.
month
fon
our
fourth
grade.
Our
from our room may win one of
Cheryl Chambers brought a set
Two of out members have had an pumpkin calendar which we have
Our bulletin board has been
the prizes for their work.
exciting event at home.
Colette been making has grown very filled the past two weeks with of science books for reference mi•tirade 2—Mrs. Mclwllan
| some very fine drawings showing i terial to use in class.
Kavanagh now has a new baby i rapidly.
Wc were sorry to lose Thomas brother and Leroy Firth has a -baby I During Firc Prevention Week we , how to prevent fires and conserve Grade 6 - .Miss Arrington
Torstensen from our grade. He sister.
Chcrvl Thomas brought in an
i discussed many ways of fire safety - our natural resources.
has gone to Wisconsin to live.
, We tried making yarn
yam pictures ancj, prevention. We were proud . In English class, letters have oval-shaped painting of the Statue
Paul Montgomery treated his recently.
Especially good ones , t0 ,ic with Ml.s Dow room in win been sent to towns in California, of Liberty. Peggy Achorn brought
classmates to cup cakes and lolli were a leaf by Colette Kavanagh, ning the firemen's banner.
Kentucky. Wyoming. South Dakota, her gardenia plant to school.
pops on his recent birthday.
In Miss Riley’s art class wc have
a house by Richard Earl and trees
Story tel.,ing tlme on Oetobci 16 Okiahoma, Nevada. New Mexico,
Books and records for class en by Rose Woodbury and Leroy,
fillc(J with
. adventure and Texas and Pennsylvania. We are done fingerpainting anti spatte
.
joyment were brought by Debra Firth.
laughter.
The stories told were eagerly awaiting answers from prints.
Hanley,
Pamela
Widdecombe, ; Gloria Watson has brought some "Sally’s Sash” by Jeanette Hill- them. Cheryl Chambers has al
Achorn and
Richard
Peggy
Felicia Narc, Colecn Engemann, i “Humpty Dumpty” magazines for grove. “The Three Sillies” by ready received letters from an Widdecombe have birthdays this
Jeanette McNealy. Ccleana Ulmer, 1 us to enjoy.
Sharon Woodbury. "The Golden aunt who lives in Torrance, Calif., month.
Rhoda Fields. Larry Pritchard and I Winners in using spelling word Pears' by Judy Robinson. ’’The telling much about the southern
Donald Andrus, president of Our
Gary Kusmicrczak.
' builders have been Judith LeGage, Real Princess" by Brenda Aho.
Juanita Gray has joined the Hiram Brown. Richard Earl, Col- 'Indian Children of the Pueblos”
class. Juanita has been attending ette Kavanagh. Gloria Watson and by Lillian Gardner
YeMowshoni
Rose Woodbury
McLain School.
National Park" by Danny Gray.
Wc
arc
proudto
have
won
the
Brenda Curtis celebrated her
"The Fox and the Stork” by Rae
Library banner this month for the Sullivan. "Sojo" by Sumner Phil
birthday on Oct. 6.
BIRTHDAY
Much'lnterest is being shown in smallest number of overdue books. brook. "The Fairy Shoemaker’’ by
Special reports on the origin of Rosemary Bridges. "Ricky Goes
_thc fall arithmetic contest. At
Halloween were given by Joy Mer Fishing” by Gail- Winslow, “The
•present Lynette Bean is ahead.
Danny Stone brought milkweed riam, Adelle Cuthbcrtson, Steven Goose's Bath" by Cynthia Widde
Cook. Nelson Crockett. Gloria Wat combe, “The Two Strangers” by
pods for science class.
Recent visitors were Mrs. Les son. Jeanne Lindsey and Jillain* Linda Sprowl. "Raking Leaves' by
ter Staples, Mr3. Fred McNealy Nickerson.
Robert Rackliff and “Why The
and Mrs. Maynard Montgomery. Grade 4 - Mrs. Phlnney
Bear Has A Stumpy Tail" by both
Stephcn Staples and- Brenda John Randall Shrout and Vicky Ross.
Grade 2—Miss Russell
For our language study we have
Since the last news. Robert son have had October birthdays.
The children who contributed to been looking up definitions of
Moon and Arlene Staples cele
brated their birthdays During the our "Hobby Show" are Jeanette various boats. We were very happy
month of November nine more j Smith. Darlene Fogg. Christine to have Mr. Kelley tell us about
will be doing the same. They aro Ulmer, Kathleen Shrout and Henry boats and explain to us the vari
BiCUtA*
IB
ous parts of a sail boat
We
Stephen Sawyer. Arthur Johnson, ! Judecki.
One
of
our
rcadiing
groups
is
learned many new and interesting
Deborah Staples, Phyllis Colpritt. '
iHSPtCltO
GOV
Donald Johnson, Deborah Strout. planning to dramatize one of thei-r things from this talk. We have also
reading stories for their former made a bulletin hoard on boats and
Ernest Gray. George Robinson
teacher and her class. They have have made illustrations of the
and Henry Dugan.
written their own parts and are many different types that we
Wc have welcomed Ernest Gray
organizing the dramatization. The found.
to our room.
He formerly at
children taking part in this pro
We have had two October birth
tended the McLain School.
ject arc Jeannette Smith. Brenda days in out room. Bruce Staples
• Arlene Staples brought records
IB’
Johnson. Beverly Yattaw, Ruth was nine on October 5 and Edward
which t]ad several helpful songs.
Gamage. Jill Firth. Jane Blake, Nare was nine oil October 13.
They were the "Alphabet and
4'/z-5
anti Iris Pease.
Grade 5 - Miss Packard
Counting” songs. "School Days"
We have made a mural of
This month John Willey and
and “I Like to go to School.”
Jose’s Land in Central America.
John Dugan brought "Treasure Thus we correlated art with so and Larry Winslow wrote an "OcIsland", "The Little Red Hen” cial studies. Every child in tho iI tober Mystery" about the United
Nations. The class solved- tin inysand "Little Red Hen" records. Wo room has made something for this tcry
by lea(iing the clues every
enjoyed them very much.
mural. We were- pleased that the - jav
murai won Miss Riley's approval.] Ethclyn
Stanley and
David
Grade 3—Miss Kimball
We welcome Maty Powell and
Children who have brought ex-’Eas!eI. werc in charge of the OctoCheryl Simmons, formelly of hibits for our science class are ber calendar for the room.
Round Pond, as new class mem Beveuly Yattaw, Iris Pease, and
A very attractive bulletin board
bers. Gloria Myers Is now en John Robinson. We have done sev for Octobet was put up by Mich
rolled in Owls Head school and , eral experiments in science during ael Lindsey and Karen Widde
combe. Above this bulletin board
they hung a Halloween decoration
brought by Susan Cook.
a;,“
Charles Barstow has been ill and
we all hope he will be back with
us soon. Charles sent some bees
to school for us to look at during
science class.
Wc were all sorry to have Mary
" Center R err<° Yed
— 8or|e f?e
Madigan and Eddie Engemann
meins
leave for Florida. We are looking
forward to the time when they will
Stun Oiow. a tk.s M nuaraawn Ikn Sal
Oct 31 1 effect,,. la ibl* tommunit, t aldall,.
come back and tell us about their
Handy to THEATRES •
trips.
SHOPPING * SUBWAYS •
David Easier. James McClure,
HISTORIC Sins • BUSINESS DISTRICTS
and Charles Barstow made some
Limited
very nice bird houses when we
NOW — AIR CONDITIONED GUEST ROOMS
were studying conservation.
We
Time Only!
have had these on display in our
TREMONT AND
IEICHT9
toxioc-K
room.
MILD AND MELLOW
BOYLSTON STS.
Donald Ulmer has been our li
ovmooKiNO
EIGHT O'CLOCK COFFEE
BOSTON
brarian this month.
COMMON
Children who have
October
1 LB BAG P | C 3 LB BAG
You Save 4c 0 I You Save 10c
birthdays are Peggy-Jo Mayberry.
Too II nn/oy THE SABLE ROOM and the TOURAINE GRIltf
Clifton Yattaw Robert McGuire
and Helen Colson.
Miss Riley has been with us for
•T-Th-138
13O-1t

KM)

s
Ar
&9

wel/ouraine

• rm«»i§s

^Boston

Um?<8

1.49

Activities Club, appointed the fol ween party. The program commit over. Mr. Burk is our couch.
lowing committees for this week: tee is Maurice Benner, Donald
Taking part in our club program,
Lunch tickets and attendance slips. Rogers and David Emery and the last Friday, were Cynthia Steele,
Edna Gamage; dusting. Gregory refreshment committee Linda De- Mary Ann Brink, Percy Colson and
Monahan; morning exercises. Ron metri, Patricia Moon and Jean Harvey Curtis.
Sandra Butler
ald Fitzgerald; passing paper and Barnes.
brought her record player and we
books. Nancy Torpacka and Vir Grade 7 - Mr. Harjula
enjoyed records brought by Mary
ginia Faller; home room helpers.
Last week, class officers were Ann Brink and Delores Fitzgerald.
George Knight and Paul. Barton; elected as follows: Fred Merriam, The program was planned by Karen
and program. Evelyn Danieilo and president; Richard Knowlton, vice 1 Allen and Anne Ripley.
Linda Smith.
president; Karen Mazzeo. secre
We are studying about "The tary; and John Gardner, treasurer.
Weather” in science. Edna Gam
Clarence Smith from St. George Pleasant Point
age and Bernice Gamage have has become a member of our class.
MRS. FANNIE DAVIS
charge of the weather chart for
Donna Bodman has moved to
Correspondent
this month.
Paul Bai ton and Benton Station.
Henry Nare have brought in weath
In charge of room duties last
John Hilyard
of Middleton,
er reports for our bulletin board. week were: Robert Miller, lunch
money;
Robert Myers. Lord’s Mass., is the guest of Mr. and
Grade 6 - Mrs. Stubbs
David Emery brought a set of Prayer and flag' salute; Sharon Mrs. Norman Hilyard.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Maloney of
reference books entitled "A Pic Miller. Bible reading; Gerald Ober.
were
recent
turesque Tale of Pi ogress". This errands; Richard Robinson, black Brighton. Mass.,
has been helpful in connection with boards and desks; and- Ralph Ro guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mell
Maloney.
social studies.
He also brought man. papers.
Several of the class submitted
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Davis spent
a barometer, room thermometer
essays on fire prevention.
the weekend in Bangor, guests of
and medical- thermometers.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Boucher.
The class is studying the unit on Grade 7 - Mrs. Harjula
M rs. Maud Stone has returned
"Weather" in science. Individual
All of the pupils in our room
weather charts arc being recorded have taken a turn leading the open ’ home from a visit in Port Clyde.
Mrs. Milton Robinson of WarTwo winners of the bicycle pa ing exercises and taking care of
rade were from this room. Eug’-r.- the lunch tickets.
We are now ; ren. and Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Goss won second prize of ihree do - starting on our second turn apiece. Davis spent the day, Friday, in
lars. Donna Allen won third prize
John Economy is playing a cor Portland.
of two dollars.
Mrs. Homer Marshall called on
net in the band here at South
In addition to the achievement School.
Mrs. Betty Barton Sunday at Ten
tests, reading tests have been
Cynthia Steele and Linda Wat ants Harbor.
given. Pupils have been checked son have decorated our bulletin
Melville Maloney accompanied
on finding facts, interpreting facts, board- for Halloween. Harvey Cur Mr. and Mrs. Fred Maloney on
word meanings and selecting titles. tis also helped.
their return to Brighton. Mass.,
Francis Mazzeo. Jean Barnes,
Boys from our room who are where he will remain a few days
and Bruce Gamage have had playing touch football are Ronald and return home this week.
charge of the devotional exercises Lufkin. John Economy. Richard
Mrs. Frank Dcauchette was the
recently.
Carver and Robert Kenney. Rich guest. Monday, of Mrs. Lucy
Neil Philbrook and' Francis Maz- ard Carver is one of the co-cap Young.
zeo have had their first lesson on tains.
So far four games have i Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall
their clarinets in the South School. been played. We defeated North anl Mrs. Florence Geyer called on
Band.
School twice with scores of 2 - 0 Mrs. Gertie Robbins in Port Clyde
October birthdays have been ob- j and 7-0. We lost to Purchase Sunday.
served by Sharon Gamage and' Street School by scores of 6 - 0
Patricia Moon.
and 6-0. There wiii be several
Self-made men would be more
Pians are in pi ogress for a Hallo other games before the season is popular if they didn't talk shop.
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FREE

With Your Purchase of 7.50 or More

"FRUIT 'N FLOWERS"

DECOWARE
It's Beautiful and

it's useful, too!

AT A&P SUPER MARKET

fAfY

462 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Each week you will receive absolutely FREE, with a $7 50 purchase or
more 1 piece of the attractive "Fruit 'N Flowers" Decoware as shown
below. Check the dates so you'll be able to obtain all pieces during the

weeks designated. It's a wonderful offer!

This Week's Piece

SUGAR CANISTER
Nov. 2-7.... Flour Canister
Nov. 9-14.... Serving Troy
Nov. 16-21.. Waste Basket
Start Your Set Now!
130-lt
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Debaters Elect Slate Of Officers At Union High School

Tia*by-Thurtdoy-$atvrday

Oetaber 99,1959

vinalhaven

Field Hockey Draws 10 Girls at Rockland

MRS. FLOYD ROBERTSON
Correapondent
Telephone 14-1

Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Gregory
I left. Tuesday, tor a week’s vaca
tion on the mainland.
| Mr. and Mrs. Robert Martin
were visiting friends and relatives
j in North Haven, Sunday.
Mrs. Vernard Warren received
1 word Sunday of the death of her
' nephew, Bert Williams, of StonI ington.

i

The Debuting Club at Union High School, which elected officers
Tuesday afternoon, following school, will be observed when the
Rockland High School Debating Club travels to the school sometime
during the first week in December to stage a debate. In the picture
the new officers are discussing plans for the club with the other club

members. They are from left to right: Vice President Lyle Cramer,
Merla Taylor. Patricia Brown, President Sandra Calderwood, Cathy
Guyette, Sharon Sperl, Secretary-Treasurer Carolyn Spear, Mary
Alice Barker and Bruce Webb.
Photo by Shear

auspicious nature,—if I placed
scraps on the feeding stand while
they were flying about and
screaming at me (or at one anf
other), they would cock each topknotted head down at the offering
for a quick appraisal and fly off
about their business of prowling
I ' I'
the woods together as if devoted
to it as a most honorable venture,
But if you sit quietly on a nearIftRCVWI
by stump, (as I often did) to see
who shall, be the first guest at the
table, within 15 minutes there will
KNOX
be silent flashes of blue approaching through the woods from all diuf.
rections—each
with
only one
thought in mind—each trying, by
-ldevious pranks to convince the
other he has no intention of visiting the feeding stand, when all the
R Vvfiujo Tvler
while they all are headed in that
direction.
At Beaver Lodge last season,
There is much convincing proof
In their wise, feathered heads
in the study of wildlife that play there were many blue jays,—per this age old duplicity appears to
haps because that area has an indeed come as a shock to each
is as much a part of their existabundance of acorns and beech blue clad brother as they converge
ance as humans try to make it a
nuts and the slopes of Buzzell Hili on the feeding stand! and in full
part of theirs; and I am sure that
many of our birds express the joy are a nearly virgin wooded area voice each berates the other with
for their seclusion at nesting screams and much flying about
of living, not only by song, but by
time.
J until one bold culprit swoops to the
all manner of games and tricks.
During the summer when there j table, seizes the choisest tid-bit in
We look at the brilliant vest
ments of the blue jay in our door- was no activity on the rifle range, J h;s bill and streaks for the woods
yard feeding station and declare I used the sighting table as a feed-, with all the others in close purhe Ls a sedate gentleman as he ing station where crumbs, small! suit> crying, “thief! thief! thief!”
selects only sunflower seeds, while table scraps and leftover parts of: at the top of their lungs,
scores of smaller and less gaudy Picnic lunches were placed daily. i From the racket on Buzzell Hill
birds feed close bywith a cautious
The biue jay is
not a bird who in the next few minutes. I coneye on his everymove.
roosts patiently by a feeding sta- eluded “the thief” is being slowly
They know this well dressed tion waiting for a handout. He is dismembered by
his accusing
“cut-up” of the woodlands whose an inveterate and ingenious prowl
hawks
daily life is just a round of fun er, and if hisraucus calls reand redsquirrels
jointheir voices
and mischief, could, at this very sounded across the cottage area to the din
inapproval of his
ex
moment of his best behavior be where I was at a certain early ecution, but fear not there is
planning some devilish scheme to hour each day, he might not be more noise than bloodshed and
foist upon his neighbors when he heard again until late afternoon. usually preludes hours of connireturns to the woods.
To illustrate their crafty and vance such as the authors of oui
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The Land-Rover lias proved m&oi
sable in agriculture, Industry and private use around
the world, in the armed services of over 23 countries
and the police forces of 31 LAND-ROVER offers a wide
range of body styles in two chassis lengths, plus a
choice of gasoline or diesel engines, High and low gear
ratios give a total of eight speeds forward and two
reverse. Test-drive the Land-Rover to see for yourself
it is called “the world’s most versatile vehicle/’

most complex “who-dun-its” could
scarcely unravel.
Until every
morsel on the feeding stand has
been carried off into the woods
and until every blue Jay has endured the stigma of being accused
by
brothers and sisters of
being a “thief.”
Such is a phase of wildlife at
play,—and it must be fun for they
do it days on end without fail,
However on their daily prowls together, the flock visited me with
the admirable decorum of perfect
gentlemen.
Actually I cou.d write a ream of
humorous observations among our
native blue jays, and before I
close this week s installment of my
experiences
with
wildlife
at
Beaver Lodge, let me tell you about
the handsome schemer who was
either an outcast from the native
flock or was an interloper from
across the lake and knew the pen
alty of “horning in” on the rang**
of other jays.
By mid-August that summer, the
recreational activity at the reser
vation was at its peak and1 no
pleasant day found fewer than
seven or eight picnic parties or
civic groups at the beach area or
aiound the lodge enjoying the last
of the vacation period’s fine weath
er. None of these functions were
ever lacking in food, and even
though the picnic tables- fairly
groaned under their load of goodies
when all were sitting ‘round, much of the surplus - (some, just
g00Cj o j “down-east” grub of the
steak and potato variety, and some
exotic creations of unbelievable
beauty ancj flavor), found its way
to my table or refrigerator as gifts
from thoughtful visitors who knew
I lived there all alone.
Many of my personal friends who
called on me regularly through-out
the season envied’ the variety of
my menu, and I developed many
capricious tastes that are not be
coming to a man my age who is
supposed to be emulating Joe
Knowles and regarding his- beltline at the same time.
Try as I could I found it im
possible to consume even half of
the food that was given me. - and
rather than have it spoil I fed
much of it to the birds and animals
around the lodge or gave it to
the pheasants, who are about as
fussy about “grub” as a barnyard
hen.
On several occasions I seemed to
acquire quite a surplus of frosted
cookies. - (a good likeness of their
thick frosting being Owls Head
fog. slightly sweetened) and in
their neat cellophane bags they cer
tainly looked tempting. - but not
to the feathered guests who dined
at my feeding station. The cookies
went daintly uneaten and the
frosting finally oozed off and
dripped to the ground where ants
and othei- insects devoured it slow
lyOne day as I sauntered around
the grounds several crows swooped
down on the feeding table only to
find it bare.
I took it to be a
feeding foray and thought at once
of the rest of those frosted cookies,
knowing that a hungiy crow will
eat just about anything.
Quickly I tossed two securely
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wrapped cello bags of them on the
feeding table and retired to the
screen porch to watch develop
ments. Soon, with much wariness
and crow chatter, the flock came
to the table andi with them came
a lone blue jay, - who I judged to
be an outcast of his Buzzell Hill
relatives, was certainly in fine so
cial standing among these crows.
As I pondered the never ending
feuding of these two species in nor
mal environments, the jay prompt
ly ripped open one of the bags
and began to pull out the cookies,
which he laid on the table one by
one while the crows stood idly by,
slightly wary of the crinkley bags
and quite intent on the doings of
Mr. Jay.
My binoculars, were diffused
through the screen enclosure, but
I would say the busy jay extracted
haft the cookies from one bag.
and as he gingerly picked up the
last gooey frosted delicacy and
flew off pretending to hide it some
place, I commenced to realize how
subtly he had deceived both the
crows and I, - for no sooner had he
departed than the crows fell upon
the remaining cookies attempting
to devour them all at once; where
upon they became besmudged with
white frosting that clung stubborn
ly whereever it came in contact
with their feathers.
It was uncanny that this jay
should know the result of his prank
upon his ancient enemy, but I like
to think he did. - and as he glided
swiftly back to cry the usual
“thief 1 thief!” at bis victims his
joy at their predicament was plain
ly unbounded. - so much so in fact,
that the jays of Buzzell Hill prompt
ly descended enmasse to investi
gate the “ruckus” and drove him
and the “frosting bewhiskered'’
crows off the premises forthwith.

Photo by Shear
A new sport, field hockey, has taken hold at Rockland High School, with the result that 10 girls
formed the nucleus of a squad. The team In the foreground from left to right are: Thelma Winslow, Eunice
Winslow, Diana Lothrop, Kay Bnrgess, Joy Wilcox, manager; and Janet Plummer. In the background from
left to right: lisa Ilvonen, Snsan Eaton, Coach William Duncklee, Betty Richards and Elizabeth Munsey.

land visitor Friday.

The Happy Sailors Sky Lark
Band held a mother and daughter
banquet, Friday evening, at the
Latter Day Saints Church. Some
37 were present to enjoy te turkey
pie supper.
Table decorations
were in Sky Lark colors, blue,
white and yellow’. Place cards
were made in the replica of the
Sky Lark insigina. Following the
supper an inpromptu program of
song and speech making was en
joyed by all. The Sky Lark leader
is Mrs. Sadie Dyer, who is as
sisted by Mrs. Doris Candage and
Mrs. Minnie Gustavson.
Mrs. Amy Durant has returned
from Rockland where she has
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Seth
Hanley.
'The Aches and Pains teams
bowled, Friday night, and after
the match were entertained at
Mrs. Fritz Skoog's.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dunn left.
Saturday, for a vacation on the
mainland.
The regular monthly meeting of
the Annual Garden Club will be
held, Thursday, Oct. 29. at 2 p. m.
at the Public Library. Mrs. Helen
Paulson of North Haven, who is

connected with the farm and gar
den association, will speak and
demonstrate Christmas greens.
Mrs. Alee Davidson left, Satur
day, for Boston, where she will do
Christmas buying for Barton’s
Store where she is employed.
Mr. and Mrs. Sigvard Beckman
have returned home from a two
week’s visit with their daughter
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
James Quinn. Beckman has been
helping his son-in-law on the new
home he is building in Sunset.
While there, Mr. and Mrs. Beck
man’s daughter, Mrs. John Gun
derson, came for a visit with her
si6ter, Mrs. James Quinn. Mrs.
Sigvard Beckman and her two
daughters took a motor trip
through Maine and visited over
night at Caribou.
Mrs. Dorothy Nadeau and Mrs.
Richard Geary were visiting in
Rockland, Friday.
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Anniversary Sale
ENDS SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31st

CLASSIC ORLON CARDIGANS

2.48

BULKY-KNIT ORLON CARDIGANS
Topfashon sweater in bulky-knit, easy-care orlon
with novelty stitch johnny collar. \ push-up
sleeves. Re<b white, black. Sl34), M (36-38), 1/40).
Reg. 3.98

Fashion-look gowns in warm, washable cotton
flannelette. Solid colors with dainty printed yokes.
Choice of styles. Pink or blue. Sizes 34-40. Reg. 1.79

IT'S NEWBERRY'S
FOR "ONE-STOP"
SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

“Just ignore him — he's
just a friend admiring our
New PICTURE WIN
DOW!”

PASSMORE LUMBER COMPANY
UNION STREET
TEL CEdar 6-2330
CAMDEN, MAINE
"By the Arch - Where There's Plenty of Parking Space"
J30-lt

130-lt

3.48

WOMEN'S FUNNEL NIGHT GOWNS

WORSTED YARN

LAND- ROVER

Reg.
2.98

A terrific value even at its regular low
Newberry price! Classic 9-button fashion
cardigan sweater in fine gauge, easy-care
orlon—never needs blocking. Red, royal,
pink, beige, black, white. Sizes 34-40.

HUMOR

And If YOI’RE upside down with envy of your friend’s PICTl RE WINDOW — then why not brighten up YOI’R life by
seeing us for better light. New’ WINDOWS in your home will
bring pleasure to your whole family.

4

NEWBERRY'S

30
?

LOUDVILLE

Erville Palmer and son, Ray
mond, were guests of their daugh
ter and sister at Farmington last
weekend.
On Sunday, Mrs. Heber Poland
and Lettie Prior called on Mr. and
Mrs. Sheibon Carter.
Mrs. Dorothy Murphy has been
a guest of her daughters, Mrs. Ella
McGuire and family of New Har
bor and Mrs. Ethel Boyd and fam
ily of Boothbay Harbor, during the
past week.
On Friday afternoon a birthday
party was held at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Sherman Gifford for
their little daughter. Sandra, who
was one year old on that date.
Quite a few children, parents and
friends were present. All had a
happy time. “Happy Birthday,”
Sandra.
One of our boys, Merle Gifford,
was drafted into the U. S. Army
on Monday. His friends here think
The Maine Highway Safety Com of him and wish him “good luck.’’
mittee urges us to remember that
Winfield Carter sawed his wood
“Mutual forebearance is the su recently.
preme law of the road.” No driver
has the right of way when a hu
Character is formed from habits
man life is at stake.
—see to it that they are good.

e^

why

MILLER’S GARAGE, INC.

Clair Reif of Springfield, Mass.,

' visited his family over the week
end.
Stanley Gray returned from the
i mainland. Monday, from a visit
1 over the weekend with his family
at Camden. Gray is employed
this week at Joe Headley’s sum
mer camp doing mason work.
Mrs. John Hildings and daughter,
Hilda Bickford, and granddaughter.
Mary Bickford, visited Mrs. Bick
ford’s daughter Lucy in Augusta
over the weekend. Lucy is em
ployed at the Central Beauty School
in Augusta.
Miss Muriel Chilles returned
home Monday from El Cajon.
Calif., where she visited her cou
sin, 6tephen Small for three
weeks.
Mrs. Donald Carter and daugh
ters. Penny and Ann, are spend
ing a week in Rockland as guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Almon Carter.
Camden Street.
William Hill has gone to Florida
to spend the winter.
Mrs. Hiima Karvonen has gone'
to Quincy, Mass., to spend the
winter with her son.
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Derringer of
Holidayburg, Pa., arc visiting
their cousin, Mrs. Arthur B. Arey.
Leo Lane and son Timmie left.
Wednesday, for Portland and Bos
ton to do the Christmas buying for
Lane’s Store. They visited Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Raymond in
Bucksport.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Williams are
spending a
vacation
visiting
friends and relatives on the main
land.
Mrs. Dorothy Hansen enter
tained at tea, Tuesday, Mrs. Jean
Sewall, Mrs. Marcia Davis, Mrs.
Phyllis Peterson. Mrs. Priscilla
Rosen. Mrs. Peggy Rogers and
Mrs. Beulah Calderwood.
Quinn Lawry returned home.
Tuesday, from a visit on the
mainland.
Angus Hennigar is ill at the
home of his daughter and son-inlaw. Mr. and Mrs. Max Conway.
Stanley Gray went, Friday, to
his home in Camden for the week
end. Mr. Gray is doing mason
work on the island.
Mrs. Evelyn Young has re
turned home from several days
visit with her daughter and sonin-law, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Bar
ter of Boothbay Harbor.
Maurice Johnson was a Rock-

■.?88

1C 4-oz.

skein

Top quality knitting worsted
from a famous mill. You get a
big 4-ounce skein in choice of
11 popular colors.

a. j.

1.48

MANY
OTHER
ITEMS
ON
SALE
Throughout
the Store.
MEN'S FUNNEL
SFORT SHIRTS

SHOP
NEWBERRY'S
AND

SAVE

Handsome sanforize
cotton flannel shirts i
wide choice of pattern:
eolors. Sizes S-M-L,

co.

ROCKLAND,
MAINE
130-lt
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*hick M, 'Iteat SpeciaU!

Carton of
24 Bars

by High Prices?

Plus full assortment of wholesome, attractive
Halloween "Trick or Treat" novelty candies at
reasonable prices.

Parity SpeciaU!
Treat yourself to

DONUTS

First National

Jean Carol fresh baked Donuts are always a
favorite with the young folks on Halloween too!

Savings!

Plain, Sugared

Package

Cinnamon

of 12

V
D

Serve with new pack sweet New England

APPLE CIDER "”»*

HCAl <Ke
jug

79c

GAL

43

—

JUG

HAMS

MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar MOM

Shank
Sec

Nutritious, Economical

Beef Liver

LB

LB

LB

Siiced, Mildly Smoked, Sugar Cured

HAM SLICES

Bacon

« 89c

Excellent Eating—Lean, Tender and Tasty

Shoulders

Fresh

-------- Special

LB

35* Piumrose Hams

Week!--------

White, Yellow, Devils Food, Spice, Marble
—
’
Coke Mix 1 LB 3 OZ
Supreme
PKG

New Jlowei PtooeA—Moto Savitwp

J JC
JJ

1 LB

2 CANS 39‘

Friend's Beans
Pressurized Cream
Chunk Style White
6c Off Sale
Qwip
6’/2 OZ
Star-Kist Tuna
CAN 29c
Finast Shortening
Clam or Fish
Snow's Chowders 2 ££ 47c B & M Beef Stew
Sandwich Spread
Minced
Betty Crocker

7 Vi OZ
CAN

Snow's Clams

47<

3 LB
CAN

1 LB 4 OZ
CAN

^4*

.

oy

PINT

f,n«'

jar

4 Fishermen

I LB
PKG

Golden Cookies

7OZ
PKG

Scallops

Richmond—Whole Unpeeled

Apricots

7OZ
CAN

tyutyeti food SpedaU

Hospitality Assortment

Goren's Pepper

New Low
Regular Price

1 LB 13 OZ

Beef Steaks

CAN

Finest—Fancy Whole

PKG

A Refreshing Drink

Green Beans

New Low 15'/2 OZ
Regular Price
CAN

Hawaiian Punch 2^35*

ORANGES
LETTUCE

California Sunkist—c:,,m,
Heavy with Sweet Juice,
Rich in Flavor

Iceberg—Crisp, Fresh, Solid Heads
Always a Favorite in Salads

Cortland—2’/j inches and up.

Solid, Juicy, Rich in Vitamin C

Grapefruit

5
Fresh Dates

12 OZ
PKG

HOSTESS STAINLESS STEEL

Afeir Zomf Regular Price!

TABLEWARE

Betty Alden—White Sliced

ICE
CREAM

NOW ON SALE

COMPLETE YOUR SET NOW
MATCHING TEASPOON, DINNER FORK,
DESSERT SPOON SALAD FORK

u

19*
DINNER KNIFE

Offer Not Available in Our
Providence Division Stores.

Chef Eoy-Ar-Dee
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

Baker's Colors

SPAGHETTI SAUCE
MEAT ar MUSHROOM

A

WHITE or
COLORED

«

colors
EDUCATOR

’2 OZ
CTN

4~C

Darling Hamburger Steaks

«G

53c
•

Downyflake Waffles

I LB
CELLO

cjqC

Dorann Farms Candied Yams

PKG mC

4 47
534 oz 4cC
PKG
®tJ
OF

29c

nasisco

QT 07*
XZ

BOT

STICKNEY ft POOI

3 OZ
CAN

1OC
IT

Lipton's Beef Noodle Soup Mix

PKG OF
2 ENVS

aaC

dw

' Mail in empty lipfon Soup package, plus end from ony package Salt.ne
Crockers end rece ve refund of cost of Crockers "

PKG
OF X

Bella Pizza-rettes

2

14 OZ
PKG

4 OZ
PKG

Excelsior Roast Beef Slices

4

2

OZ
CANS

d

CANS
12 OZ
PKG

Dole Pineapple-Grapefruit Juice

1

Dole Pineapple Juice

9 6 °z

Hill's Horsemeat

F,RST

<,(C
40
44C
dd
~oc
dT
«C
W

a cC

dd
O 8 OZ
d PKGS W

Star-Kist Tuna Pie

Red L Shrimp

JOC
49

79‘
PKGS
OF 8

6 02 AQC
PKG OT

princh trim

5 02 OOc
PKG dT

Dinner-Redy Roast Turkey Slices
Bluebird Orange Juice

O

d

4 OZ
CANS

PB1CES EFFECT1V fc; 116 Mui u»., Tbomastoa; ai Mala 84., Rocklaad; 664 Mala St.. Rockland: it Central 84.. Rockport: »

1

of

Den Six

met

1 Den Mother, Mrs. Mildred’Roberts.
1 Graham Hanna Led the flag cere
mony and served refreshments.
Steven Desy presented a puppet
. show passinb Achievement 12, Lions
Badge. Leland Andrews, Graham |
Hanna. Warren Roberts and Ken
neth Lawton are receiving Silver
Arrows under Bear Badge; Daniel
Lane. Silver Arrow under Wolf
Badge. Richard Bradford, Silver
and; Gold1 Arrows under Lions
Badge; Steven Desy. two Silver
Arrows under Bear Badge and
Lions Badge; Karl Lamnii will be
Denner and Steven Desy will be
Assistant Denner. The next meet
ing will be Thursday after school.
Cub Scouts of Den Seven met
Thursday after school with their
Den Mother, Mrs. Anita Grant
Flag ceremony was led by James
Hyssong and Fred Erickson served
' refreshments. Jeffrey Barrows will
receive one Gold Arrow and three
Silver Arrows under Wolf Badge;
i William Drisko. Wolf Badge and
I one Gold Arrow; Fred Erickson.
! third Silver Arrow under Wolf
1 Badge; Kimball
Larsen. Wolf
The <'•»»* of 1#®1 at Camden High School will sponsor a Hayseed Ball, Friday, from 8 p. in. to midBadge and one Go d Arrow Henry ' inKht. at the high school gymnasium. In the picture, members of the advertising committee, watch while
' Severance third Silver Arrow un-1 “ nH,,CP is Pl«*d »n one of the school boards. They are from left to right: Roger Moody, Audrey Simpson.
, ...
,
rLee _
*
4third
. . . ■ Carolyn
kelley
Photo
bv Shear
• del
Wolf Badge;
Thomas,
__
* and Bob Lynch.
J
r-noio uy onear
Silver Arrow under Wolf Badge;
Erie, Pennsylvania, Don't forget 7.30 p. m. service in the Memorial
James and John Hyssong wiii reto send cards.
Room and Miss Sheila Burgess,
ceive their Bear Badge; Fred
Mr. and Mrs. Owen F. Grant, Mrs. Orilla Sampson and Mr.
Erickson will receive his Benner’s
who have been on a vacation on Welch sang “Jesus Took My Burstripe and James Hyssong his As
ETTA E. BEVERAGE
the mainland, returned home on den” bv Lillenas.
sistant Denner’s sitripe. The next
Correspondent
Tuesday, the 20th.
His mother,
Telephone 16-4
meeting will' be Thursday after
As usual there were beautiful
Mrs. Bessie Grant, went to Rock flowers and foliage arranged by
school.
land that day and took an auto Mrs. Maud Simpson, also the anni
The first fall meeting of the
Emery H. Wooster, Jr., and ride with them before returning on versary roses loaned by Mr. and
Rockport PTA was held Monday
friend. Mrs. Carrie Johnson, of the afternoon boat.
Mrs. Frank Sampson. Rev. and
evening at the Elementary School
Massachusetts spent Monday and
Chester F. Dyer has been shingl Mrs. Merriam called on Mr. Welch
with- the new’ president, Philip CarTuesday with his parents. Mr. and ing the roof of h.s house and porch. on Friday and arc reported to be
roll. presiding. Mrs. Nancy Comp
Mrs. Emery H. Wooster. Sr. They Forest Adams has done shingling in Belfast as yet.
ton was appointed chairman of the
left here Wednesday foi Presque for Hiram S. Beverage and Leigh
membership drive.
A discus ion
Isle where she will visit her folks Witherspoon has some work there
was held on the basketball pro
for two weeks.
to do - weather willing.
grams. Mrs. Glenice Bickmore’s
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Butman,
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Coombs of
sub-primary class received' the at
who have spent the past two weeks
MRS. FRANCIS DYER
tendance award’ of $2 and the 1 Bangoi were weekend guests of her
Correspondent
banner High schol teacheiCIar-; fa,hei ■ Zt'nas Burgess, and sister at the home of her sister and
Telephone LY 4-7646
ence Leonard introduced all thetM,s’ "innie Ames.
They came brother-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
high school and junior high teach-! acl oss the Thorofare from Vinal- Burgess, returned on Saturday to
A Halloween party will be held
ers to the group and Principal Al-!hav™ on Saturday and report it their home in Cornish Flats. N. H.
Your correspondent had a fine at the Central School. Saturday
vah Brooks introduced the Ele- as IOUSh
Mr. and Mis. Daniel Pendibeton letter this week from her cousin night, for all Owls Head children
mentary School teachers. Parents
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Murray starting at 6.30 p. m. Planning
of the seventh grade pupils fur (Harriet Stone) returned on Mon
Stone, of Camden, saying they the event are Mrs. David Knowl
day
from
a
visit
with
his
mother
nished the refreshments with Mrs.
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Don were leaving early on Monday. ton. Mrs. Bernard Oakes. Mrs.
Jane Hallowell as chairman.
October 25. again for 6507 - 26th Louis Mathieson and Mrs. EleaMrs. Charles Miller was an all Lemuel McCrum. of Mars Hil'l, Street West. Bradenton. Florida,
noi Mathieson. There will be orand
Harriet
’
s
scster
Leona
and
hus

day guest Wednesday of Mrs. Vinie
and to keep letters coming theii ganized games and dancing later
band.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
CJapJohnson.
Dinner guests at the
way. (Courier-Gazette also.)
in the evening for the older child
Johnson home Wednesday evening , ,)vl in Bucksl,0,tRev. Mr. Welch, guest speaker ren. Those wishing to do so may
were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller, I Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Smith of
at the Baptist Chuich. was the
Donations
of
Mrs. Adelaide Pettegrove and Miss Portland spent Monday and Tues- weekend guest at the home of Mr. wear costumes.
cookies, punch, apples and candy
Sharon Watts.
day nights of last week with his and Mrs. Chester F. Dyer.
for refreshments will be appreci
Johnson Society met Wednesday son and family. Mr. and Mrs.
Birthday And Anniversary Party ated from friends and parents of
Robert
Smith.
afternoon at the home of Miss Ma
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W Sampson <he children attending
Mis. Carl Bunker is in the Post
rion Weidman with eight members
observed their wedding anniver
present. Next week the members Office while Harvey Calderwood
sary and her birthday on Thurs- QT QFQRQF
will meet at the Weidman home for is on vacation.
dav. the 22nd.
In the afternoon
’
Arthur
Emerson
has
moved
from
an all day meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Kempster Hawking
the golf links cottage to the home Mrs. Alta Burgess. Mrs. Edna ButMrs. Emma Torrey accompanied
are in Washington. D. C., to at
of Miss Jennie Beverage.
raan- Mrs; G,ace Cooper. Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Lang of Belfast and
The Coffee Hour which was held Nina Hopkins and Mis. Edna Dyer | tend the Postmasters Convention.
were guests Tuesday of Mrs. Etta in the Legion Hall on Saturday "'ne there for tea. bringing gifts
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rackliff
Twettie at Bangor.
afternoon in the interest of the for their hostess. Many cards were are in Portland to attend the
Mrs. Adelaide Pettegrove has cheerleaders' suits was well at- also received and Ori.la s uncle and Maine State Grange at City Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thompson
been a dinner guests of Mr. and tended: and over $30 was received aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Heibeit C. PaiMrs. Clifford Parsons and family for their project.
*ons SPnt them a beautiful bouquet of South Portland werc weekend
visitors of their parents, Mr. and
I of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Bev- «< 'pd roses.
Frank had Mr. and Mis. Mike Mrs. Freeland Thompson. Port
The following calender of meet- eiage. Sr., are on vacation on the
ings for the members of Harbor I main;an(i They went Saturday to Williams of the Village Inn pre- Clyde, and Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Light Chapter, OES. has been pre-i 0onnecticut. Harvey Calderwood is pare a delicious chicken suppei Thomas. St. George. Mr. Thomp
sented by the matron. Mrs. Muriel ' ajso on vacation from the Post with all the fixings, and Mrs. Lucy son is attending Maine Vocational
Welt: November 2. Warder and office and is substituting for Ed- Morrison mad’- a beautiful birth Institute and has just been elected
day cake which were served at president of his class.
Sentinel Night, refreshments; No--waI(j
Mi. and Mrs. Adrien H. Kinney
vemher 17. Chaplain Night, picnic!
Mi. ana Mis. Raymond Thayer their Fresh Pond eamp to them
and their guests. Mi. and Mis. of Lisbon Falls are spending a
supper at 6:30. followed by colored 1 a, c vacationing on the mainland.
slides; December 1, Secretary andi Mrs. Curtis Dickey and two chil- Lewis Burgess and Mi. and Mis week’s vacation at their home
here.
Treasurer Night.
refreshments; | ,jren fIom Bangor have been guests Robert Butman.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barnes of
December 15. regular meeting with this past week of her parents. Mr.
Rough Trip
St. George and Madoline Mossman
‘ Christmas program and Christmas and Mrs. Joel P Wooster, Sr.,
Saturday was a rugged day on
Thomaston were
weekend
! tree and party, picnic supper at and his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Les- ,he water with a very high tide, of
16:30; January 5, Master Mason lie A. Dickey. Mrs. Wooster ac- l)U, the jjortb Haven II. with Cap- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Night, refreshments-; January 19. accompanied- them to Rockland on tajn jjei; Burgess and Mate Elmer Andrews Weymouth to attend the
memorial services, picnic supper Saturday: and Miss Jennie Bev- Caivcri reached port safely. Al- wedding of their daughter. Joyce
at 6:30 p. m.; February 2. regular erage acted- as librarian in her ab- though home passengers felt the Baines, to Robert Runius In
meeting, refreshments; February sence.
boat turned over, perhaps it was Quincy, Mass.
Mrs. H. G. Spring of East
16. Past Matron and Past Patron
Among known recent Rockland on]v tj,eir own stomachs. A day
Night, picnic supper at 6:30 p. m.; visitors have been Mrs. Wi'lli-am R. an(| n[ght of heavy wind followed Pepperell, Mass., spent several
March 1, annual meeting anl elec- Hopkins. Mrs. John Brown, Arthur
[ajn an<] thunder. Sunday had days with her sister. Leola Robin
son.
I tion of officers, refreshments.
Emerson, and Carl Beverage.
wind and rain also.
Mrs. Leslie Milne of Clarks
Thirty-four Girl: Scouts, three
Etta F. Beverage, your Courier-.
Island. Bernard Rackliff and Mrs.
Senior Scouts and' five leaders met Gazette correspondent, solicits your
e.
•
nr'
There
were
56
on
Sunday
mornLester Elwell were in Portland.
Wednesday evening at the Metho new
Courier subscriptions
ot
•
dist Church. President Judy Grey Courier renewals. She can earn ing at the 10 a. m. Sunday Schoo. Tuesday.
Bernard Ramsdell and
presided at the meeting.
Color a pelrcentage and also pay postage session, in spite of the heavy wind
Rev Howard Welch, guest pas- children of Portsmouth have been
guards were Jackie Miller and and Postal Money Order charges
visiting her mother Mrs. Gladys
Linda Anderson and flag bearers for you. This is her pay for writ- and rain.
tor. spoke on "God's Spirited Mes- Hockings.
were Cathy Thurston and Charlene ing the news.
Mrs. Maud Simpson was the sage to Philip. Which Was 'Go .'
jjr. and Mrs. Allan McGown of
Jones. State Trooper Lesiie Le
Blanc spoke to the girls on bicycle guest of Mrs. Orilla Sampson at The choir sang ''He Leadeth Me'' Newcastle were supper guests on
by Martin, with solo part sung by Tuesday of her parents. Mr. and
safety, which was followed by a tea on Friday afternoon.
Harvey- L. Klamm. son of Rev. Mrs. Florence Smith Brown, and Min Russell Thomas,
question and answer period. The
Mrs. Wilbur Aageson of Greennext meeting wiW be a Halloween and Mis. Glen Klamm (Eleanor "I Could Not Live Without Thee"
Brown) underwent surgery early by Mallard, with response by Lane wood. Mass., and Mrs. Winnie
party. October 28
Rockport Thimble Club will meet this passt week in Hamot Hospital, and Recessional by Wilson.
Ware of Damariscotta called on
1
Rev. Mr. Welch preached at the j Mrs. Ardelie Habelton, Tuesday.
Tuesday noon for dinner at the
home of Mrs. Elizabeth Lowell.
ent for supper and 40 at the meet
A tea was held Wednesday after ing.
noon at the home of Mrs. Nan
After the meeting games were
Sharpe in honor of Mrs. Nancy played and refreshments were
Morris of Philadedphia.
Guests served, which were donated by the
present were Mrs. Hilda Biggins. entertainment and decorating com
Mrs. Jean Larsen, Mrs. Dorothy mittee. The fund raising commit
Upham. Mrs. Pearl Wheeler. Mrs. tee for that evening included Har
Doris Drisko. Mrs. Louise Farn vey Simonton. Vernard Merrifield.
ham. Mrs. Mabel Withee, Mrs. Melville Welt and Clarence Pendle
Rosie Wyke, Miss Hazel Wail. Mrs. ton.
Clara Thomas, Mrs. Ethel Peers
The next meeting will be Novem
and Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.
ber 3 when ail wardens and sen
Marshal Night
tinels will be honored.
Warders
Harbor Light Chapter. OES. ob are: Mrs. Veda Achorn. Mrs. Lil
served Marshal Night Tuesday eve lian Keller. Mrs. Louise Holbiook.
ning with ceremony and gifts which Mrs. Linthell Lane. Mrs. Susie
Lots of shopping to do? Only Benepicial*8 Holiday Money
were presented by Matron Mrs. Ausplund. Mrs. Edna Dwinal. Mrs.
Special gives you cash for holiday shopping . . . plus cash
Muriel Welt.
Marshals present Helena Kenney. Mis. Alice Marsfor left-over bills . . . plus International Credit Card to get
were Mrs. Louise Holbiook. Mrs. ton. Mrs. Elsie Hawkins. Mrs. Belextra cash at any of 1200 loan offices! Phone today!
Beatrice Rider. Mrs. Dorothy Vp-|nice Farrow. Mrs. Beatrice Richham. Mrs. Elizabeth Simonton and | al.ds Mrs. Dorothy Upham. Mis.
Leans S20 to $2500—Your life insured at no extra cost
Mis. Alice Simonton. Two of the Katherine Pound. Mis. Ivis Cripps.
356 MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
past marshals. Mrs. Lucy Steven- Mrs. Muriel Welt. Mrs. Alice SiFARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG. • LYric 4-44M
son and Mrs. Bernice Farrow. | monton. Harvey Simonton and
OPEN FRIDAY EVENINGS UNTIL I PM.
were reported ill.
Preceding thejMrs. Edna Morris. Sentinels are:
loam mode io rtvdenii ot all uutoaneirg town * mm She ae4t 4r oeR
meeting, a supper was served by Qvris Burns. George Cunningham,
r
the following committee. Mrs. Alma Ro;and Richards. Byron Haining.
Ulmer. Mis. Bertha Annis and Lioyd Rhodes, Raymond Simonton,
chairman, Mrs. June Merrifield. gr Erwin Sprague. Stephen LawFINANCE CO.
Coffee was poured by Vernard; ton
Melville Welt, Vernard
O last. OCNCFICIAL FINANCI co
Merrifield. Halloween decorations Merrifield, John Waterman and

CASH?

ValuoA.!

4^-w^cdt

qfC

•» ROLLS

MAKE CARAMEL APPLES

Parson's Ammonia "Sudsy"
Pickling Spice

Butter PT
Pecan CTN

<>4>c

? OZ
CANS

2

SPAGHETTI DINNERS
MEAT or MEATLESS

sit of

55c

2

QUARTERS

Chocolate Cookie Mints
Premium Saltines

FLAVOR OF THE WEEK SPECIAL!

LOAVES
Regular and Thin Sliced

Delsey Bathroom Tissue
Kraft Caramels

Creoi,,, smooth—It will be a sure
hit with the whole family.

BREAD
2 SDW
'LB

29*

Finast Extra Rich

ALL PIECES

Parkav Margarine

LB
BAG

California—Sweet, plump and soft

Hove Plenty for Halloween. In the shell.
Have

Peanuts

U. S. No. Vs

Apples

BAG OF
4 OR 5

Cub Scouts

j Thursday after school with their

Owls Head

Imported Danish

lb

1

NORTH HAVEN

Lmh, Tender meat rot a delicious main dish. First National's mildly
smoked sugar cured Homs are always an excellent meat buy. Get the
economical Shank Section or meaty Face Section. Ready to eat.

C

Hayseed Ball To Be Held At Camden Friday

ROCKPORT

> (ANDY BARS
Nestle, Herthey, Necce, end Welch's plus ell other
leading brands.

PafiThirfMN

NATIONAL^ STORES

Bln 84.. Camdep

Just say

the word!

’’You’re the boss” at Beneficial

I

BENEFICIAL

I were used.

There were 24 pres-J narvey Simonton.

(

12»-TATh-U«

Timdoy-Thursday-Soturdoy ;

Rockland Courbr-Gantte, Thursday, October 29, 1959

Weymouth, Acorn Granges Install Jointly

Men At University
Outnumber Gals

Appleton
MRS. RUBY CBAPLB
Correapondent
Tel. West Appleton *14

Three To One
Men students at the Orono cam
pus of the University of Maine out

number women students by about
three to one. according to figures
compiled by Registrar George H
Crosby.
The total enrollment of the State
University this fall is 4.203 with
3.953 at Orono and 250 at the Port
land campus. At Orono there are
2.996 men and 1.017 women, while
at Portland the student body con
sists entirely of men.
There was a time i before World
War n> when married students in
college were rare indeed, but this
year there are €90 married stu
dents at University of Maine. In
general, the number of married
students enrolled at the State Uni
versity has gradually increased
during the past five years.
The College of Arts and Sciences
has the top number of students
among the four undergraduate
colleges, with 1.334 registered. The
College of Technology has 1.087.
College of Education 742, and Col
lege of Agriculture 613.
There are 19 separate programs
In the College of Agriculture. The
forestry program has the largest
enrollment in this college with
196 students listed. Home Econo
mics is in number two spot with
108 students. Fifty-two students
are enrolled in agricultural en
gineering. 40 in the general agri
culture program. 35 in wildlife
management. 29 in agricultural
economics and farm management,
and 28 in animal and dairy
science. Forty-one students are
enrolled in the two-year program
in agriculture.
The programs in the College of
Ails and Sciences are divided intc
28 categories. The history and
government programs have the
largest enrollment with 109 stu
dents. Eighty five arc enrolled in
business and economics and an
other 32 in business administra
tion.
Fifty-two ar<- majoring in
English. 47 in mathematics 12 in
psychology 42 in sociology and
30 in zoology.
Forty-four are registered foi
the four-year nursing program
and 52 for the three-year nursing

The top officers of the Weymouth Grange of Thomaston and Acorn Grange of Cushing are from left
to right: Overseer Charles Rogers and Master Lester Delano, of Acorn Grange, and Master Raymond
Photo by Shear
I pham and Overseer Charles Rogers of Weymouth Grunge.
We: mouth and Acorn Granges lain; Mrs. Nettie Robinson treas-j steward; Mis. Annie Doc. chap
lain; Crosby Prior, gatekeeper;
held i joint insta. ation in Thom- urer.
Mrs. Vinie Benner, secretary; Miss Inza Hiiyard. secretary.
aston Monday evening, with Les- Edd'ie Graffam, gatekeeper; Mrs.
Panic! Preston, treasurer; Miss
D< mo
Waldoboro
Evelyn Davis. Ceres; Mis. Julia Malian Smith. Ceres: Mrs. Evelyn
stalling office i and the incoming Hawthorne. Pomona; Mrs. Elvie Preston. Pomona; Mrs. Kathryn
Flora;
Miss
Beverly Maloney. Flora; Mrs. Grace De
master of Acorn Gi ange of Cush- Shield
lady assistant steward; lano. lady assistant steward; and
ing The new maste of Wevmouth Sturks
Raymond Upham
and Earle Maxey and Carrol! Carl Littlefield and Everett Davis,
Gi ange
officers
of Weymouth Genthner. executive committee.
executive committee.
O he:
Othei officers of Acorn Giange
Lester Delano was assisted by
Gt ange are: Cha:.. Rogers, over.
Mrs Gwen R ini|U.st. Ice- of Cush.ng include: Norman Hil- his cousin. Cyrus Delano of Friend•111. i; John Fiu.k;r.gha!n. stew- yard, overseer; Mrs. Irene Pipi- ship, in the installation program,
ard; Donald Sturks. assistant stew- cello, lecture:; Albeit Ol ff. stew- Refreshments were served, foicu; M;s Gladys Keating, chap- ard; Miss Alice O'Connor, assistant lowing the program.

Retires From CMP

LOUDVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Heber Poland
spent the weekend in Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior, and
son John were Sunday guests of
friends in Kingfleld.
Mrs. Dorothy Murphy has re
turned home after visiting her
daughters at Boothbay and New
Harbor
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Elwell had
as guests, over the weekend, her
daughter and family, the James
Smiths of Rock’.and.
Mrs. Cecil Prior is visiting her
mother at Port Clyde for a few

days.

Twenty-Two Assist
At Littlefield
Laymen's Sunday

Some 60 Baptist
Laymen Attend
Council Session

program
Students in the College of Edu
cation are not classified in sepa
rate programs as in the other col
leges. There are 742 prospective
teachers enrolled in this college.
467 men and 275 women.
The programs in the College of
Technology are divided into nine
categories. The mechanical en
gineering program has the largest
numbei of enrollees with 254
There are 143 enrolled in electri
cal engineering. 140 in civil en
gineering,
97
in
engineering
physics, and 84 in chemical en
gineering. Of the 1.087 students
in the engineering program. 11
are girls.
The university has 177 students
in its Graduate Study division. Of
this number. 145 are men and 32
are women.

as director of new electrical instal
lations and in 1956 headed the ade
quate wiring program.
In 1'95S
he was named contractoi repre
sentative. In addition to his reg
ular work. Benner has been a
fami.iar figure in the many Maine
Laymen’s Sunday was observed
schools while he has presented
at the Littlefield' .Memorial Baptist
. .• ctrical demonstrations and exChurch Sunday. Oct. 25. Twentyplanation: to science classes.
two laymen assisted the pastor in
the service.
Those taking part were Ronald
Thurston. Harry Chase. Laurence
Perry. Lawrence Pease. Ronald
Lord. Carroll M. Wixson. Kendrick
Dorman. Garfield Bclyea. Henry
Ulmer. Ralph Stickney and Edward
The monthly meeting of the Lin Shaw served as ushers.
The pastor's sermon was. “The
coln Council of American Baptist
Men was held, Saturday evening. Power of God in our Salvation.”
Oct. 24. at the Ridge Church, Mari tins ville.

IJoyd X. Benner
Ccntra

Maine Power Company
announce d Wednesday the retiremen: of a veteran employee with
45 Vt-ars 14
Ll< •. . N B<
of B: un -wick, former v of Knox
County, and th< promotion of his
successo
L. Earle Hutchinson of
Gard in t :
to the position of contractor representative.
A native of Thomaston and a
graduate
of
Rockland
Public
Schools and Rock'.and Commercial
College Benmr -tailed hi
long
career in the electric industry in
1914 in the meter department of
the forme: Rockland. Thomaston
and Camden Street Railway.
Following a period of service with
the Signal Corps in World War I
he became chief eh ctrician and
foreman of insid.- construction with
Central Maine Power in Rockland.
Later. he wa
successively in
charge of the Rockland service de
partment. town representative in
Waldoboro and d'.strict superintend
ent at Brunswick.
Benner was transferred to CMP’s
Genual Office in Augusta in 1946

MEET THE FIRST

There were 60 Laymen attending
from Rockport. Camden. Rockland.
Owls Head. Warren. Tenants Har
bor. Port Clyde and Martinsville.
Also, two guests from Martinburg.
N. ¥ and Watertown. N. Y. The
Ladies’ Circle of the Ridge Church
served a delicious turkey supper
w.fth all the fixings at 6.30 p. m.
Business meeting was called to
older by the Pit side nt. Laurence
Perry of Rockland. The worship
service was conducted by the local
laymen led1 by George Gee. Special
organ music was provided by J. L
Sawyer.
Those laymen taking
part were Fred Weller. Rev. J. L.
Sawyer. M. J. Hupper and Fred
Hoopei. Rev. H.t’ o.d Haskell and
E. S. Tibbetts sang a duet accompanied at the organ by Mrs. J.
Sawyer.
Charles Woodworth
Portland was the guest speaker.

NORTH WALDOBORO

Mrs. Gardner Brown was guest
of honor at a stork shower. Fridajnight, in the IOOF dining room,
with Mrs. Bertram Wentworth and
Mrs. Ethel Edgecomb as hos
tesses. The gifts were presented
on a prettily decorated table. The
centerpiece on the refreshment
table was a large cake complete
with stork and baby; this was
made by Mrs. Wentworth. Those
present were Mrs. Clara Went
worth. Mrs. Arthur Kennedy and
daughter Ramona of Union. Mesdames Ethel Edgecombe. Jennie
Wentworth. Althea Moody, Bea
trice Moody. Sheila Hart. Madge
Dalton. Farilyn Jackson. Inez
Ames. Helen Simpson. Esther
Moody. Iva Trask. Arlene Holmes,
Elizabeth Sprowi, Alice Hall,
Florence Griffin. Irene Ainbinder, ,
Daisy Clark. Bernice Philbrook.
Ada Proctor, Olive Gould and '
Ruby Chaples. Several who were I
unable to be present sent gifts. I
Mrs. John Chaples spent Mon-j
day with her son and daughter-in-1
law. Mr. and Mrs. David Murphy |
and daughter Annette in Gardiner I
S Sgt. Dean Esancy. U.S.A.F.,'

who has been stationed at Mill I Camden
and
Rockland High
Valley, Calif., has been spending a I Schools. She was born in Hope.
few days with his grandparents, (July 31. 1906.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McCorrisoh, ' Mr. and Mrs. Allan Pease and
and other relatives before report- son of New Hampshire, are visit
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ing for overseas duty
Alton Pease.
John Reed has employment in
the shoe factory in Belfast.
The home of Arthur Angell is
MRS. GRACE JOHNSON
reported to have been sold to Mr.
Correspondent
and Mrs. Sleeper of Camden.

North Appleton

■ I'

Dan McIntosh is building an ad-!
dition of a breeze-way and garage

to his house.

The Women’s Club has begun its
fail activities and last week’s
meeting was with Myra Orne at
her home.
This week's meeting
will be with Elizabeth Gl een at her
Lightl'in-es Hill home. Mrs. Green
will leave shortly for the winter
in New York.
Workmi n were on the island last
week looking after the telephone
poles and repairs. While here they
stayed at the June Day cottage.
Mrs. Mary Winter has returned
from a trip inshore.

Rev. and Mrs Royal Brown and
Mrs. Virgil Morse. Sr., arc attend
ing the State Giange this week at
Portland
Mr. ar.d Mrs Llewelyn Mank of
Gardner. Mass., were callers in this
Mr». Lexton Mank were Mrs
vicinity on Monday.
Callers last week of Mr. and Stanley Goodwin of Jefferson and
Mr. and Mrs. Lesl’ie Wentworth
of Scarsmont.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sullivan and
ONE
four children. Philip. Gail. Mary
Ann and Mary Lee. of Northamp
ton. Mass., were week* nd guests
of Mr. and Mrs*. Lexton Mank. Mr.
and M rs. Wesley Mank of Bangor
were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Lexton Mank.
BY STl'DEBAKER
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Men who sing their own praises
usually get the pitch too high.
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STATE OF MAINE
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ANDROSCOGGIN. SS.

Notice of Forclosur<‘
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To Mrs. Janet E. Patched d/b/a
Janet PatcheU Beauty Salon in
Rockland. Maine. County of Knox, I
and whose present wher ea bouts
cannot be located in the SState of
Maine.
WHEREAS.
Mis.
Janlet
E.
Patchell on the fourteenth day of

,11
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se go, to see and In this
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January. 1957, mortgaged to Victor
A Fournier d/b/a C&C Beauty
.and Barber Supply of Lewiston.
Maine, one paidar half unit No.
1035
one Velvedere Shampoo
Bow’, two U liman Dryers fully
automatic, two Modi craft Aristo
crat ease-o-matic No. 4070. one
Trig-o-niatic chair No. 5037. foot
rest No. 82 yellow and supplies, to
curt payment of nine hundred
thirty-nine
and 29/100 dollars
($939.29» which moitgage is record
ed in the office of the Clerk irr the
City of Rockland. Maine, in Book
94 Page 182; and whereas, the
conditions of said mortgage had
been broken;
Now. therefore notice is hereby
given of the intention of the mort
gagee to foreclose said moitgage

$

SEDANS PRICES START AT

for breach of its condition.
Dated this twenty-sixth day of
October. 1959.

C&C Beauty & Bai her Supply
VICTOR A FOURNIER
STATE OF MAINE
County of Andioscoggin, ss
October 26. 1959
Subscribed and sworn to by the
said Victor A. Fournier.
Before me.
JOHN G MARSHALL

See it now—at YOUR STUDER. 1KER DEALER’S

ELLERY T. NELSON, INC., New County Rd., Rockland
130-lt

Justice of the Peace

13D-Th-136

c

FREE!!

TableRite Quality Grade

With Every Shoulder

CHICKEN

Extra $2.00 Value

A” Ready To Cook

V/i to 2J/< LB.
To Fry or Broil

lb.

31c

lb.

59c

TableRite Choice Young Steer Beef

voooooooooooooooooooooooooooooococ

CHUCK STEAK

ARAMfiF
IIIIPF
UKHRIlC dUlvb

MiNuTE
i1
maid 1I

6 02.
CANS

QQa

FRESH CRISP

CARROTS
GRAPES
APPLES

10c

CELLO

PKG.

TOKAY

MacINTOSH
U. S. No. 1

2</4 Inch

2 lbs. 29c
3 £ 25c

A FREE CHINAWARE PROGRAM

KRAFT'S CRACKER BARREL

CHEESE
STICKS

FOR (VIRTONil

* IXClUWVt miw »H»M

51c

PKG

* *Mun,w (

ROYAL GOLD

ICE
CREAM

TO RAISE THE ROOF...

z-oit;

NEWS PHOTOS FOR SALK
Reprints in 8 x 10 inch nine ol
news pictures taken by CourierGazette photographers may now bo
purchased at *1 each. Orders may
be placed by phone, LYric 4-4461,
or at the office.
tf

LEAN GOLDEN SMOKED
Sugar Cured - 6-7 Pound Average

Exhibition Of Paintings
Dr. William M. Hekking, well
known Monhegan artist, leaves
Tuesday for Buffalo, N. Y.. to be
present at an exhibition of his
paintings. 45 of them at the Bisly
Art Gallery, from November 1 to
the 15. Dr. Hekking was a former
curator of the museum. For sev
eral years Dr Hekking has made
Monhegan his home and his cot
tage at Lobster Cove commands a
magnificent view of the ocean and
its varying moods, also the breath
taking of beautiful sunsets beyond
Manana and the mainland

The
Dusk is a deadly time.
State Police caution us to be eXtremely cautious during that time
between sunset and darkness.
Slow Down at Sundown!

SHOULDERS

Chinaware Coupon

MONHEGAN

Martinsville

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pease have ,
“““—__—
moved to their property at HumThe Ladies' Circle of the Ridge
phrey’s Corner and taken up resi- Church served a delicious turkey
dence there. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph dinner to the Lincoln Council of
Pease have moved to the home American Baptist Men. Saturday
vacated by them at what is known night, at 6 o'clock. Oct. 25. About
58 men Were in attendance.
as Thompson's Corner.
Mrs. Viletta Bosquette who is
The annual Harvest Home Fail
and supper at the Appleton Baptist a surgical patient at the Osteo
Church will be held Nov. 5. The pathic Hospital in Portland, is
supper will be held from 5.30 to 8 said to be improving and will be
able to return home in a few'
at the dining room.
Richard Studholm and son Rich- days.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Brooks of
ard of South China were Sunday
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Frank New York have been the guests
of Rev. and Mrs. Thurber Weller
Boggs and family.
It is with sadness that the news during the past week.
The Tenants Harbor Extension
of the death of Mrs. Ada Ripley
Day is received here. She is the Group met at the home of Mrs.
Friday
(laughter of Fred and Ora (Went Gertrude Hupper last
worth) Ripley and attended the night. Oct. 23. The committee in
Hope and Appleton schools, also charge prepared the meal by

using Scotch recipes. After the
supper the business meeting was
conducted by our chairman, Mrs.
Gertrude Hupper. Two member*
of the group spoke on their trip
to Scotland after which Scotch
songs were sung by the group.
Several days ago Mrs. Samiie]
Crittenden left for a trip to New
York and Connecticut for a short
vacation.
The children of the Ridge
Church Sunday School are looking
forward to the Halloween parties
to be held at the church. Before
the parties they will collect funds
for the needy children of the
world. The Primary Group will
meet in the afternoon and the
older children in the evening.
It is reported that Mrs. Mildred
Pierson has been confined to the
house for several days on account
of a bad cold.

$1.00

FOR SAVINO OUR TRAD! COUPONS!

PLUS!
Price Plus Quality Equals

FOR OUR

VALVES During IGA’s

SPECIAL

MIDGET CAR

CANNED FRUIT SALE!

IGA Yellow Cling
nr Halves - 2!i
IGA
2
Pineapple
Sliced
IGA
2
Applesauce
Peaches

Pears

IGA
Bartlett

Fruit Cocktail
Grapefruit

IGA

IGA
Sections

2

WINNER

Sliced
Can
No. 2
Can

29c

303

29c

(ans
303

Cans
303

2

Cans

4

Cans

303

LUCKY

CONTEST

67c

49c
49c

REGISTER
TODAY

75c

FREE COFFEE FRIDAY WHILE YOU SHOP!

NO OBLIGATION

PMC,,
SHOP...
SAVE!
OPEN THURSDAY NITES UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
130-lt

